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This study is an inquiry into some of the effects of the housing 
env1ronment on the behavior of children. The city can be seen as a 
structure which facilitates communication and interaction because of the 
large number of intersecting individual pathways which the city repre-
sents. Young children, however, have little experience of this city: 
for the most part, their microcosm extends only a few blocks from home. 
Cities are a function of ~ensity and large numbers of pecple~ and these 
two characteristics are also descriptive of multi-family structures. 
In the child's microcosm, multi-family dwellings could be considered as 
the type of communication-facilitating structure which is analogous to 
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the city. The housing environment was examined along its physical dimen-
sion (housing environment as a piece of territory), socio-spatial dimen-
sion (social characteristics which are descriptive of the territory), and 
social dimensions (characteristics which are not tied to a specific spa-
tial location), Children's behaviors were examined in terms of strategies 
for adapting to sensory load produced by the housing environment. 
Three procedures were used to obtain data: observation of the 
children, at home and at a day-care center; interviews of both the child 
and a parent; and a test constructed by J.A. Desor to measure tolerance 
for social density. The subjects were 32 4- and 5-year-old children en-
rolled in the day-care center at Portland State University. Protocols of 
behavior episodes collected in field observation were coded by .two coders, 
and inter-coder reliability was computed. The coefficient for a complete-
ly naive coder was 0.76; for a coder familiar with the concept of 'beha-
vior episodes,' the coefficient was 0.86. 
Convergent validity of the behavioral measures was evaluated using 
a multitrait-multimethod matrix. ~nile the measures show high face 
validity, convergent validity was not established for similar measures 
drawn from the home and school environments. The exception to this was 
the measures of play-group size, which showed a consistent pattern of 
convergence. The matrix of correlations of measures which were descrip-
tive of the housing environment showed a fairly clear clustering of the 
measures along the expected dimensions. A t-Test showed that there were 
significant differences between single-family and multi-family homes. 
In analyzing the hypotheses, it was found that children living in 
buildings with more peers show a greater acceptance of social density 
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than children living in buildings with fewer peers. This strategy ex-
pressed itself in behavior also, for children living in buildings with 
more peers also played with more people. The relationship was cross-
situational, suggesting that this strategy is a 'functional unity,' or a 
consistent pattern of the child's personality. It was also found that 
the number of people in the neighborhood was related to the extent to 
which the child rejected offers for interaction. However, since there 
were no significant differences in number of people in the neighborhood 
between single-family and multi-family dwellings, this relationship does 
not distinguish between apartment and single-family dwellers. It was 
also found that, if length of time in the present housing unit is con-
trolled, there is a negative relationship between the number of people in 
the housing environment and the duration of play activity. No differences 
were found in the amount of solitary play or the number of settings used. 
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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
It is too often forgotten in our brash, practical modern 
world that twilight, shadow, and beauty are as important 
to a growing child as food and air.l 
Marjorie Allen, 
Lady of the Hurtwood 
There is a curious ambivalence in many Americans' attitudes about 
the City: they are both attracted and repelled by it. Many seem to feel 
that it's a nice place to visit, and even a convenient place to work, but 
they don't want to live there. It has not always been this way. For 
most of Western recorded history, the City has been regarded as a posi-
tive influence in the lives of men. Aristotle said that, "Men are ani-
mals who belong to a polis.,,2* At one time, the claim, "I am a citizen 
of Rome!"** was a claim to privilege and prestige anywhere in the (West-
ern) civilized world. And any Medieval serf knew that, "City air makes 
f 11*** men _ree. 
But with the decline of the city-state (polis, civitas, Stadt), 
and the coming of the Industrial Revolution, this glowing image of the 
City tarnished. In the United States, a relative newcomer in matters of 
*IIPolitikon ho anthropos zoon." This is more frequently trans-
lated, ''Man is a political animal," but the word politikos--"political"--
means "belonging to the polis (city-state)." 
**IICives Romani sum." The word cives--"citizen"--is derived from 
civitas, the word for city-state. 
***IIS tadtluft macht frie. lI 
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urbanization, the City has never been completely trusted. 3 The American 
mythos has emphasized the wholesomeness of the pastoral and feared the 
'corrupting influence' of the City. The Big City was the means not only 
of Carrie's success but also of her loss on innocence in Dreiser's novel: 
Sister Carrie. 4 The development of this ambivalence in literature about 
the City has been traced out in detail in Leo Marx's study~ The Machine 
in the Garden. 5 
Increasingly, this ambivalence is developing into a conviction that 
cities are nasty places to live. When pressed to support this conviction, 
critics of the City give many reasons, such as air pollution, crime, and 
noise. A commonly expressed complaint is the unacceptability of city 
housing, especially multi-family structures. Dissatisfaction is expressed 
by city residents: "Whether the speakers were young parents or ancient 
grandads, they seemed to feel instinctively that multi-storey life was 
somehow alien to the children."6 It is voiced in the popular press: 
Town planners and architects, too, come in for a good deal 
of blame [for rising crime rates] for creating skyscraper 
apartment blocks and vast, anonymous new towns where there is 
no space for children to play.7 
The charge is supported by Paul Friedberg, an urban designer: 
••• the urban environment has the power to desensitize the 
perceptions, cause an unnecessary physical strain, create a 
lingering disorientation, intensify a growing apathy and lack 
of involvement, limit the capacity to communicate with others, 
reduce the ability to learn and develop.8 
And it is supported by Holme & Massie, social scientists: 
Serious studies come up with different answers, but on bal-
ance, especially where young families are involved, the evi-
dence suggests the view that this planners' expedient [high 
flats] has proved disadvantageous for the people who live there. 9 
In other words, there is broad support, at all levels of opinion, that 
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urban housing, especially apartment housing, is not a good place to live, 
especially for children. To return to an earlier quotation: 
Whether the speakers were young parents or ancient grandads, 
they seemed to feel instinctively that multi-storey life was 
somehow alien to the children. So did most of the Glasgow 
doctors, psychologists and social workers consulted in this 
study, and the housing officials, architects and sociologists 
met with here and abroad. It was noted that the literature on 
the social aspects of multi-storey housing mostly concentrated 
on children and generally with misgivings. lO 
But while there is all this conviction about the negative effects 
of the urban housing environment, especially on children, there is little 
hard evidence to support it. As early as 1951, Catherine Bauer had 
called for research on how people live and how the housing environment 
influences their behavior. ll Although some work has been done in the 
area, twenty years later Jephcot could say: "Despite the furor, little 
hard statistical evidence has been obtained in this country or else-
where about the effects of this new type of home on children .•.• ,,12 
Holme and Massie, cited earlier, can refer to only three studies, two of 
which "have not found as marked a difference as might be expe~ted,"13 
and the other showed simply that children in high flats don't play out-
side as much as children in detached dwellings. However, it is not shown 
in what sense it is "disadvantageous" for young children to play inside. 
Given our present knowledge, it appears that much of the conviction about 
the unsuitability of the urban housing environment, especially for raising 
children, is an assertion which, while perhaps not unfounded, finds little 
support in existing research. 
This is not to say that urban-dwellers are not dissatisfied with 
their housing. Dissatisfaction is an attitude rather than an assertion 
which rests on empirical verifiability. Nor is it to say that the urban 
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housing environment is not unacceptable to many people. Dissatisfaction 
with housing is enough to make it unacceptable. But it is to suggest 
that, if the reasons offered in support of the contention that urban 
housing is bad for children do not stand up to scrutiny, perhaps the dis~ 
satisfaction expressed by that contention is misplaced and is more appro-
priately directed towards some other object. People may be dissatisfied 
not with apartment living per se, but with some of its concomitants (poor 
city planning, perhaps, or inadequate supply of public open space). Or 
perhaps the dissatisfaction occurs not because of the constraints apart-
ment living puts on behavior, but because of the social significance of 
apartment living. Chombart de Lauwe claimed that, "It is not possible to 
change the habitat and housing in any durable way except by changing the 
society and the family."14 And Cooper suggested that apartment struc-
tures will be given less status, given the tendency to attribute status in 
part on the basis of housing as a public presentation of an individual's 
tastes. lS Perhaps the dissatisfaction expressed about apartment-dwelling 
could be due to culture lag: the social system may not yet have devised 
a way to satisfy the status and prestige needs of apartment-dwellers. 
From another point of view, there is in fact no reason why urban 
housing and city living must be necessarily either good or bad. First, 
the city is neither a uniform nor a unidimensional environment. Not all 
of a city is apartment districts, and not all apartment districts are 
Midtown Manhattan. Second, people are neither uniform or unidimensional. 
Papanek scolds industrial designers for acting as if everyone fits the 
specifications of a World War II Dutch fighter-pilot l6 (the group on 
which design specifications were originally standardized). Just as people 
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are physically distinguishable, they are also emotionally and intellec-
tually distinguishable. Some people (like Jane Jacobs) really like 
New York City. And some people (like Carl Sandburg) really like Gales-
burg, Illinois. Space and landscape requirements cannot be universally 
specified because individuals differ in their expectations and cultures 
differ in the values which are ascribed to physical details, as Sonnen-
feld has pointed out. 17 
This study is an inquiry into some of the effects of the housing 
environment on children's behavior. It is a step in the direction of 
understanding how people experience the cities they live in and how they 
respond to that experience. It is not an attempt to evaluate either the 
urban environment or the urban experience; only after a phenomenon is 
understood may we then consider whether the ramifications of that phenom-
enom are desirable. Basic research into the effect of housing on be-
havior, represented by this study and others, j8 important in forming 
housing policy, in establishing a basis for some zoning law,18 and in 
urban planning. A primary contribution of this study lies in the attempt 
to carefully explore some dimensions along which housing may have an 
effect, in order to better understand the dissatisfaction which people 
express. As Studer and Stea claim, 
An environmental problem exists if and only if we can detect 
a malfunction between the designed environment and the system 
of human behaviors which is to be accommodated. 19 , 
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1. DEFINITIONS 
There are several key terms in this study that are commonly used in 
many different ways. The precise formulation of these terms will be done 
in Chapter III, but some preliminary discussion now will avoid confusion 
later. 
The first of these terms is "housing environment." Not all urban 
housing is in apartment structures, and yet discussion of urban housing 
frequently reverts to discussion of apartment living. 20 In part, this is 
because apartment-living is typical of the city: as Fischer has pointed 
out, cities are a function of density and large numbers of people,21 and 
these two characteristics are also descriptive of apartment structures 
(in comparison with single-family structures). Nor is all housing either 
single-family housing or high-rise apartment structures. There is a con-
tinuum from single-family homes on a one-acre wooded lot; to single-
family homes on smaller lots; to duplexes and row houses; to town-houses 
and other two-story, four- or six-unit structures; to low-rise apartment 
structures of two or three stories; through high-rise apartment struc-
tures which are so tall that an elevator is a necessity. For the pur-
poses of this study, the continuum will be divided into two categories, 
single-family and multi-family d~ellings located in urban areas (inclu-
ding the suburbs). 
A second term that should be discussed is "behavior." Technically, 
behavior is "the observable activity of muscles and glands of external 
secretion.,,22 It is generally used in a broader sense, intending human 
activities which are in principle not directly observable, such as 
thoughts and attitudes. Any given behavior can be analyzed at many dif-
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ferent levels, from a consideration of small units of muscular activity 
(such as studies of pupillary reaction) to a consideration of patterns of 
much larger units of bodily activity (such as studies of courting be-
havior). Also, behavior is under conscious control to a greater or les-
ser degree. Most adults tie their shoes without thinking about each 
operation, or write a paragraph without focusing on the formation of each 
letter of each word. Breathing is usually not consciously controlled, 
yet breathing is responsive to the environment: in thinner air, the 
breath usually becomes shallower and quicker, automatically. All of these 
aspects of behavior will be touched on in this study, but the primary 
concern is with those behaviors that are not usually under conscious, 
formal control. People tend to grow accustomed to their environment, and 
in the process their response to the environment becomes habitual: no 
longer a focal, consciously controlled process, although conscious con-
trol could be exercised at any time. 
Finally, the term, "children," should be discussed. The obvious 
distinction is that a IO-year-old is not a l-year-old, nor is the dif-
ference between them 'ten times' as great (whatever that would mean). 
Piaget has shown that children at different ages perform in qualita-
tively different fashions--the differences are incommensurable. 23 It is 
important, then, to study children who are at roughly the same stage of 
development, unless one intends to consider developmental differences. 
The second distinction is that behavior is a function not only of devel-
opmental stages but also of prior experience. Not all children will have 
had the same variety (or range of varieties) of experiences with the 
housing environment. A similar point (in relation to adults) was made by 
Sonnenfeld in his discussion of native/nonnative differences in responding 
to the environment. 24 Esser suggested also that some environmental 
effects may be due to cumulative experience, rather than immediate expo-
sure. 25 The children used in this study were all pre-schoolers, ages 4 
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to 6. At this age, they are just beginning to play alone outside the 
house; thus, prior experience of a housing environment different from the 
present one is minimized, and the children as a group should be at roughly 
the same developmental stage. 
II. LIMITATIONS 
There are several limitations which had to be dealt with in design-
ing this study. 
The first limitation is the absence of unambiguous empirical know-
ledge in the area. As will be seen in the next chapter, there are no 
studies of children's housing environments which have used carefully con-
trolled designs. Those studies that have been carefully designed have 
dealt with short-term effects of the immediate environment, usually a 
schoolroom. As a result, the present,state of the art is not supportive 
of large-scale carefully designed analysis. A first step must be to de-
termine which aspects of which variables are most likely to yield produc-
tive data for a large-scale study. This limitation is discussed in 
greater detail in Chapter IV. 
A second limitation has to do with the location of subjects. It is 
difficult to find a large, relatively homogeneous group of apartment 
children, perhaps because of the conviction of the unsuitability of apart-
ments for chi1drearing. A sample could have been constructed from all 
over the city of Portland, but each additional apartment child would have 
differed from the rest of his group on so many other characteristics that 
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an effect due to housing could conceivably have been suppressed by a mas-
sive within-group variance due to extreme heterogeneity. The alternative 
was to find a relatively homogeneous group with a large number of apart-
ment-dwellers. This would have the advantage of highlighting any effect 
due to housing differences, but carries with it the limitation that the 
results cannot necessarily be generalized to a larger population. How-
ever, since the study is already limited to determining a potentially 
productive variable-space in which to carry out larger-scale studies, 
this limitation of generalizabiltiy was considered secondary to arriving 
at as clear an understanding as possible of the dimensions of such a 
variable-space. 
A third limitation has to do with the choice of subjects. By lim-
iting the study to one developmental stage, it is not possible to deter-
mine whether and how any effect continues its influence into adulthood. 
As children's home-ranges increase in size, does the effect of the hous-
ing environment decrease? Is there a critical stage, up to which the 
child 'imprints' on a home schema, and beyond which the housing environ-
ment has no effect? These and similar questions, necessary for a complete 
understanding of the effect of the housing environment on children's be-
havior, must await the clear and unambiguous determination of an effect at 
~ developmental stage. 
III. ORGANIZATION OF THE STUDY 
The points raised in this introduction will be taken up and refined 
in the following chapters. These' hapters are organized as follows: 
Chapter II will review selected literature bearing on this study. 
The object is not to do an exhaustive review of all the extant literature, 
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but to position this study within the research tradition. 
Chapter III will bring the literature and the problem of this study 
into relation. It will develop the conceptual basis of this study, lead-
ing to a specification of the variables under consideration. Hypotheses 
will then be put forward. 
Chapter IV will examine how the problem is best analyzed, given the 
current state of research. The procedure used in this st:udy will be 
specified and the variables will be operationally defined. 
Chapter V will consist of an analysis of the measures used in the 
study, examining their validity and their interrelationships. 
Chapter VI will consist of an analysis of the hypotheses and other 
findings which relate to the hypotheses. 
Chapter VII will consist of a summary and suggestions for future 
research. 
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CF~TER II 
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE 
Sometimes he thought sadly to himself, 'Why?' 
and sometimes he thought, 'Wherefore?' 
and sometimes he thought, 'Inasmuch as which'--
and sometimes he didn't quite know what he was thinking about. l 
Eeyore 
There is very little literature dealing directly with the effect of 
the housing environment on children's behavior. There is a larger body 
of literature dealing with the more general question of the effect of 
housing on the residents' behavior, although much of it is conflicting 
and fragmentary. These studies will be reviewed in order to better 10-
cate this study within the research tradition. 
Much of this literature seems to fall into two different camps. 
Some approach the housing environment as a natural phenomenon, something 
to be observed and analyzed in its own right. For such authors~ the 
housing environment is a substructure which supports a given social sys-
tem. As Chombart de Lauwe wrote: 
To study the habitat ••. is to observe the image of society 
inscribed on the ground •. To study the layout of a house is 
to analyze the relations between family life and the limits 
it imposes on itself or which society imposes on it .••• It is 
not possible to change the habitat and housing in any durable 
way except by changing the society and the family.2 
He \~ent on to point out that, for the most part, it is more useful to 
consider the housing environment, society, and the fami1y"as a whole 
which is transformed simultaneously, rather than looking for unidirec-
tional effects of one on the other. The weakness of this approach is 
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that it can become a mere cataloguing of eXisting conditions and fail to 
consider the impact--functional and dysfunctiona1--of those conditions. 
Others approach the housing environment as it is dysfunctional for 
man's relation to the physical world. For such authors, 'housing' is the 
product of human activity, a product whose imperfections must be repaired. 
Paul Friedberg, the urban designer quoted in Chapter I, listed an assort-
ment of ills due to the urban environment, and concluded that, "The envi-
ronment batters us so devastatingly that no number of basketball games or 
picnics or bowling matches can neutralize the impact.,,3 From this point 
of view, housing is an independent variable which can be modified in order 
to transform the social environment. The weakness of this approach is 
that it can fail to consider the functional aspects of a (partially) dys-
functional physical situation, with the result that the 'cure' causes 
further disruption of the social environment. 
The ideal, perhaps, would be a position midway between these two: 
to consider the housing environment as a social and physical ensemble 
which is more or less well-integrated among its parts. There would still 
remain, however, the question of whether change is accomplished by mani-
pulation of discrete parts or by transformation of the ensemble--a ques-
tion which will not be resolved here. 
The task of understanding the effect of housing on the residents is 
further complicated, not only by the problem of finding a common perspec-
tive, but by the difficulty of clearly delineating the field of inquiry. 
The area is, of course, subject to all the pitfalls of research dealing 
with individual experience: perception is a selective process, and it 
can be difficult to ascertain just what an individual is perceiving; 
responses are filtered through the structure of the individual's per-
sonality and past experience. As Parr put it: 
Our task is admittedly complicated by the fact that the 
actual response to the environment is always a response to 
the total environment within the range of perception at the 
moment, and to all previous experience as well. Every mo-
ment of life is an expression of the entire life up to that· 
moment. The total milieu is also more than the sum of its 
parts, both objectively and conceptually; and the perception 
of the environment involves all the senses at all times, either 
positively or negatively.4 
There are also, however, difficulties in delineating the inquiry 
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that are specific to the problem-area in question. There is not, as yet, 
a commonly accepted use of the term 'housing environment.' As Gutman 
pOinted out, some way must be found to deal with the housing environment 
as a physical structure and as a social network, preferably a way to deal 
with both aspects simultaneously.5 A similar point was underlined by 
Thomas Fraser: 
Since man is the ultimate arbiter of any habitable state, 
the nature of his response to that state will act as a measure 
of its quality in terms of his phYSiOlogiCal homeost~sis, 
social relationships, and productivity. 
Fraser's statement also points to a second difficulty in delineating 
the effect of housing on residents: what is intended by the term 're-
sponse'? Parr pointed out that some responses may be emitted even if the 
individual is unaware of them. 7 Dean pointed out that in the category of 
'needs' which individuals become aware of in their housing environment, 
some are clearly recognized explicit needs, some are taste preferences, 
and some are dimly apprehended wants. 8 
Further, there is even a problem in categorizing the individuals who 
are responding. Sonnenfeld suggested that the significant dimensions of 
the response to the housing environment should be categorized, not in 
terms of culture, society, or economics, but rather in terms of whether 
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the individual is a native or a nonnative. 9 He suggested that what really 
distinguishes individual responses to an environment is the individual's 
prior experience with different environments. 
Finally, care must be taken in interpreting the significance of an 
individual's responses to his environment. Riemer pointed out that ad-
justment for dysfunctions in the housing environment can be accomplished 
either by changing the physical structure or by changing the individual's 
(and his social network's) attitudes. IO Sonnenfeld went further, sug-
gesting that the adaptability of the individual can be presumed, and even 
demanded, necessitating less drastic adjustments in the physical charac-
teristics of the housing environment. 11 This implies that the observable 
behavior of an individual may not indicate the total adjustment he has 
made in response to his environment. And, as Dubos pointed out, these 
hidden adjustments may have serious consequences: 
Although man is highly adaptable and can therefore achieve 
adjustments to extremely undesirable conditions, such adjust-
ments often have long-range, indirect effects that are dele-
terious. 12 
I. HOUSING ENVIRONMENT AND RESIDENT'S DESIRES 
The relationship between the housing environment and the desires of 
the residents (explicit needs, preferences, and dimly apprehended 'wants') 
appears to be on the order of Chombart de Lauwe's wholes ("ensembles"). 
For the most part, there seems to be a 'fit' between the residents and 
their environment. As we have seen, Sonnenfeld suggested that this is 
characteristic of 'native' residents: they are satisfied with where they 
are, in part because they are not familiar with anything else, in part 
because those who were not satisfied have left. Franke and Bartz, in a 
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study of new housing projects in Germany, found that most people were 
satisfied with their environrnent--no matter which of the different hous-
ing types they sampled. 13 This suggests that Wolpert's ecological model 
of migrationl4 is applicable: individuals move from one housing environ~ 
ment to another until the strain that results from mismatch of individual 
and habitat is reduced to acceptable levels. 
The exception to the general 'fit' of housing environment and resi-
dents occurs in the case of substandard housing. Rosow pointed out: 
•.. there is little evidence that satisfaction with new 
housing is directly related to livability resulting from 
design ~ se except when there is a significant improve-
ment in housing, especially where people came from sub-
standard housing ..•. 15 
In other words, an increase in satisfaction with housing can be expected 
if the individual came from an unusually poor prior housing environment 
(and thus, is a nonnative to that environment). This position is sup-
ported by Chapin, who pointed to an improvement in housing satisfaction 
with a decrease in the number of people per room (and a concomitant in-
crease in privacy);16 and by Wilner and his colleagues, who noted a sig-
nificantly greater degree of positive affect towards housing (compared to 
a control group) when slum-dwellers were moved to federal housing pro-
jects.17 It is not known, however, whether this is a temporary or a per-
manent effect. 
Also, the mere fact of substandard housing was not necessarily 
enough to evoke dissatisfaction. Hartman noted 'that the residents of 
Boston's West End expressed satisfaction with their housing, although 
they lived in apartments at high densities. He concluded that, " .•• for 
certain people the accepted standards of housing quality and quantity may 
be of secondary importance in determining residential satisfaction or 
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dissatisfaction.,,18 In one particularly well-designed study, Chapin 
found no change in the morale of slum families who were rehoused in fed-
eral projects. 19 Explanations for these differences point to the effect 
of social networks. Hartman suggested that, "the diversity and intensity 
of high-density living, which were so attractive in the West End, had 
little value in a situation where a sense of privacy, selectivity, and 
free choice were felt to be lacking."20 Yancey made a similar point in 
discussing the ill-fated Pruitt-Igoe project, suggesting that the working 
lower-class were less trustful and more dependent on social networks to 
establish friendships, and as a result the architectural space set aside 
for common use was not used, and became dangerous. 2l 
This recognition of social class differences in housing satisfaction 
and usage of physical living space leads to a second aspect of the rela-
tion between the housing environment and residents' desires, the aspect 
of cultural and subcultural styles in housing. The point is that, in a 
situation of reciprocal influence, the housing environment and the culture 
or subculture 'evolve' until each supports the other, until the housing 
environment is "the society inscribed on the ground." Thus, people want 
and expect a certain kind of housing environment which in turn reinforces 
the life-style of their culture. The hallmark work in this area is Rapo-
port's House Form and CUlture,22 which attempted to establish just such a 
relationship in a cross-cultural perspective. 
Willmott and Young identified a similar relationship by comparing 
a new estate outside London and an older working class neighborhood. 23 
They found that kinship ties were less important at the new estate, that 
the children moved away from their parents and set up independent house-
holds. They also found that the large houses at the new estate supported 
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this situation, making it difficult for parents to live with their chil-
dren (since the houses were not divided into apartments) or to live near 
them (since the houses were too large for just two people). The older 
neighborhood, however, was organized around kinship ties, and it also had 
a much greater diversity of building types which provided greater flexi-
bility of living arrangements. Rosow also noted that there is evidence 
of important class differences in the meaning and valuation of privacy, 
that the lower-class place less emphasis on privacy than the middle-
class. 24 Brower offered the suggestion that city dwellers. who lack pri-
vate yard space, use the sidewalks for recreational space2S --further 
reinforcing the high-density, public-life-style of urbanites. 
This interrelationship of culture and the housing environment can 
be conceptualized, following Calhoun,26 as a homeostatic system. Assuming 
that there is an optimal level of social stimulation for the species, a 
housing environment that encourages social contact must be countered by a 
culture that limits it; conversely, a culture that encourages social con-
tact must be countered by a housing environment that filters or blocks out 
the overload. Eventually, a balance is reached between environmental 
limitations on social contact and cultural expectation of social contact. 
A suggestion that this is an appropriate conceptualization can be derived 
from Kiefer's study of a Japanese danchi. 27 In a situation where the 
housing environment was rapidly and greatly changed (the introduction of 
high-rise apartments), social organization was undermined. Kiefer was 
not, however, explicitly testing Calhoun's hypothesis, and the research 
is no more than a suggestion in this regard. 
In summary, it can be seen that, generally speaking, the housing 
environment and the cultural milieu are fitted to each other and inter-
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penetrate each other. If individual residents find themselves mismatched 
to their housing-cultural environment, they move until they find a con-
genial location. The exceptions to this general rule occur in times of 
radical change (in either the culture or the housing environment) and in . 
situations where migration is not possible (i.e., the very poor, or where 
there are failures in housing market). 
II. HOUSING ENVIRONMENT AND ACTIVITY PATTERNS 
There is a considerably larger body of literature dealing with the 
relationship between the housing environment and observable residential 
behavior. An exceptionally large prcpc~tion is devoted to questions of 
density and crowding, and will be considered in the next section. The 
remaining literature, dealing with other aspects of the housing environ-
ment, will be considered according to Gutman's categorization of pro-
cesses by which the housing environment influences behavior. 28 He pointed 
'out that amenities in the housing environment can influence human survi-
val; this process will be labeled "Health." Second, housing environments 
can facilitate or impede the use of sensory modalities, and thus can fa-
cilitate or impede transmission of information; this process will be la-
beled "Communication." Third, housing environments can interplay with 
the human capacity to endow objects with symbolic meaning; this process 
will be labeled "Social Symbolism." Finally, the housing environment can 
enable residents to see and visualize individual artifacts and organize 
them into spatial forms; this process will be labeled "Aesthetics." 
Health 
Wilner and his colleagues showed that improvement from slum housing 
results in decreased morbidity for children. 29 They found no significant 
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effect for adults. Schorr, in his exhaustive review of studies of slum 
housing, concluded as well that there is substantial evidence linking 
poor housing and poor hea1th. 30 He suggested that some of the relation-
ship is due to the physical condition of the housing (peeling lead-base 
paint, structural and safety inadequacies); some is due to density (and 
the increased exposure to infection that comes with higher densities). 
Although he failed to mention it, some of the relationship is probably 
also due to the correlates of low income (less education, less medical 
and dental care, etc.). 
There is also some suggestion in the literature that the housing 
environment can have some effect on the psychological health of its resi-
dents. The classic study is by Faris and Dunham, which showed that the 
distribution of psychopathologies is related to the ecological zones of 
the city.3l Grootenboer offered the suggestion that high residential 
density (crowding) may be related to psychopathology.32 Both of these 
studies, however, suffer the limitation that the causal linkages were not 
specified,and the effect may in the end turn out to be due to some other 
covariates of the housing environment. 
There is a third fashion by which the housing environment has an 
effect on survival: through survival of the species. As Dubos said: 
Because man is shaped by environmental forces, it is de-
sirable that a wide range of experiences be made available 
to him so as to favor the phenotypic expression of various 
types of genetic potentialities. Diversity is an essential 
aspect of functionalism. 33 
In other words, housing environments which supply only a limited range of 
stimulation will, over the long run, select against a diversified genetic 
pool. The end result would be a breed which is highly selected for a sin-
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gle environment--a sort of greenhouse flower which cannot survive in the 
wilds from which its forebearers came. 
Communication 
The process of communication can be considered from the viewpoint 
of the facilitation of sensory modalities or from the viewpoint of en-
suing social contacts. The classic study on the relation of the housing 
environment to social contacts is the study by Festinger and his col-
leagues on the social ecology of group formation. 34 They found that the 
ecological basis of friendship was passive contacts which were determined 
by the required paths followed in entering or leaving one's home. The 
key variables here were physical and functional distances. As Keller 
pointed out,35 and as Festinger, et al., were ready to admit, this effect 
obtains only when the social aspects of the housing environment are r.ela-
tively homogeneous, and even then the effect becomes weaker over time. 
Since the study was first published, it has been confirmed in other set-
tings. Wells found that dividing large offices into smaller sections 
substantially changed the interaction patterns of the office. 36 Blake 
and his colleagues found that soldiers bunked in cubicle arrangements 
made fewer but more intense acquaintances, mostly among their cubicle-
mates. 37 Jacobs pointed out, in a context broader than the house, that 
"passive contacts" are a function not only of one's own paths, but also 
of the paths of others. 38 Paths that have a high number of potential 
contacts attract others, thus further increasing the potential for pas-
sive contact. People attract people; eyes on the street promote safety 
which attracts more people. Smith summarized and generalized this: 
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"It is the siting of domestic activities in a territory which patterns en-
counters between members of a household or between households in a neigh-
borhood.,,39 
The housing environment can also be considered as it facilitates or 
obstructs the sensory modalities of perception. The key work in this area 
is Hall's The Hidden Dimension,40 where he discussed space as it presents 
itself to the senses, and the manner in which space can obstruct them. 
He pointed out, for instance, that a visual barrier is not necessarily an 
acoustical one. Smith took Hall's idea a step further, pointing out that 
barriers may be set up not only to sensory modalities but also to norma-
tive systems. As she put it, "The physical barriers which restrict [sur-
veillance by outsiders] are thus boundaries to the scope or jurisdiction 
of norms identified with others than those present.,,4l 
Another side to the relation between the housing environment, per-
ception, and the social system is developed by Bechtel. He pointed out 
that the cultural definition of objects as "public" or "not-to-be-touched" 
can modify the relation between sensory facilitation and the housing en-
vironment: 
The behavior settings available to city residents are 
nearly three times as many as those available to town resi-
dents. Yet the town residents have control over their set-
tings while the city block residents are mostly onlookers 
or audience. Based on past research this means the city en-
vironment is largely over-manned and fosters passivity and 
apathy.42 
Plant pointed out that the too-great facilitation of perception 
that goes with large families living in few rooms can result in lack of 
self-sufficiency, destruction of illusions, sexual maladjustment, nega-
tivism and irritability, and lack of objectivity.43 It was his contention 
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that large families live in few rooms only if they are poor and have no 
choice. Wolpert pointed out that the usual response to a mismatch between 
the individual and his housing environment is for the individual to move 
to a ne~'l location,44 presumably one where the facilitation of sensory mo-= 
dalities of perception is optiwBl, or at least more suitable. 
Social Symbolism 
Another process by which the housing enviro~~ent influences acti-
vity patterns is through the symbolic value of the housing environment. 
According to Becker: 
The concept of an environmental message, the way in which 
people interpret--consciously or unconsciously--the meaning 
of the physical environment as an indicator of the physical 
attitudes and intentions, values and status, of those who 
live in the environment or control its form is a useful way 
of trying to understand some of the behavioral consequences 
of environmental decisions. In situations where little ver-
bal communication exists between groups, the physical environ-
ment can become the most viable communication medium. 45 
The literature discusses the symbolic process of the housing environment 
in terms of identity and in terms of status. 
One of the earliest indications of the value of the housing envi-
ronment for identity was Fried and Gleicher's study of Boston's residents 
of the West End slum who were displaced by urban renewal. 46 They dis-
covered a profound sense of dislocation and a feeling of loss for the old 
environment. Coit noted that a loss of identity frequently accompanies a 
move to high apartments,47 apparently as a function of the separation from 
the ground and the absence of.private territory. Parr suggested that 
" •.• identification depends upon a certain amount of physical distinction 
of the nook that is mine and the trail that leads to it."48 These points 
are summarized by Cooper: 
The high-rise apartment building is rejected by most Amer-
icans as a 'home' because it gives one no private territory 
on the ground, violates the archaic image of what a house is, 
and I would suggest, is perceived unconsciously as a threat 
to one's self-image as a separate and unique persona1ity.49 
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The value of housing for social status has been shown in studies of 
slum families who have moved to better housing. Both Chapin and Wilner, 
et a1., report that such a change resulted in a significant increase in 
the residents' social status, household furnishings, social participation, 
and self-concept. SO Haar pointed out that the idea that housing has an 
identifiable character and status value has been enshrined in the Law as 
sufficient grounds for regulating what an individual can do with his pro-
perty.S1 
Aesthetics 
The organization of spatial form has not been as extensively 
studied as the other three processes. The groundbreaking work has been 
done by Lynch who explored those characteristics of the environment that 
facilitate its imagability.52 Lynch's work, however, deals with the en-
tire urban environment rather than just the housing environm~nt. On a 
smaller scale, Parr suggested that architectural ornamentation could 
serve a positive function as "compensation for the loss of sensory satis-
faction." S3 LeCompte pointed out that settings which appear adequate, 
even impressive, from an outsider's perspective, might be unsatisfactory 
from the inhabitants' point of view if it fails to involve them in it. 54 
In fact, Pillorge criticized one study of the livability of a housing en-
vironment precisely for failing to consider this dimension. 55 Brolin 
offered a process of designing housing environments which is focused pri-
marily OIl drawing residents and their social needs into the design. 56 
Summary 
It is a difficult task to summarize these four processes, for the 
evidence is conflicting. On the one hand, Gutman has stated that: 
Taken altogether, empirical studies do not make a very com-
pelling case for the argument that the site plan is an impor-
tant influence on individual behavior and collective sociali-
zation. 57 
On the other hand, Schorr has stated that: 
Though the evidence is scattered, taken as a whole it 
is substantial. The type of housing occupied influences 
health, behavior and attitudes, particularly if the hous-
ing is desperately inadequate. 58 
Neither of these men is without support for his position. Behind this 
conflict, as was pointed out in the beginning of this Chapter, is the 
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lack of a common perspective, the lack of a universally accepted viewpoint. 
Gutman is speaking about site plans (a purely physical variable), and 
Schorr is concerned with housing (a variable with many social and psycho-
logical components). 
III. DENSITY AND CROWDING 
The difficulty in comparing the research on the relationship between 
the housing environment and the response of its residents lies, at least 
in part, in the confusion of terms. Even when differences between the 
physical and social environment of housing is considered, confusion fre-
quently remains. A commonly occurring source for some of this confusion 
can be found in the understanding of "density." 
Density--a large number of people per unit of space--is one of the 
three terms, along with heterogeneity and a large number of people, that 
Wirth considered sufficient to define an urban place. 59 Simmel said that 
the psychological basis of the metropolitan type is the intensification 
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of nervous stimulation, the "rapid crowding of changing images," which 
results from the urban environment. 60 Fischer pointed out that, of 
Wirth's three terms, density is the most crucial for social-psychological 
questions (like the effect of the housing environment on the residents' 
behavior).6l Nonetheless, there is no agreement or commonly accepted 
usage for the concept of density, or the related concept of crowding. 
Almost fifteen years ago, Jane Jacobs pointed out that a distinction 
needed to be made between density (population per acre) and crowding 
(population per room).62 Park Avenue in New York City has sections of 
very high residential densities; Jacobs was suggesting that the people in 
those apartments probably are not crowded. Her suggestion was supported 
in the planning journals almost immediately.63 There have been studies 
published since then, however, that fail to take this consideration into 
account. 64 
Other research has considered the differences between density and 
crowding to be a purely physical variable: the divisor is changed from 
acres to total floor area. Schmitt, comparing physical density and phy-
sical crowding measures, found that morbidity, mortality, and social 
breakdown were more closely related to density than crowding. 65 However, 
Winsborough reported that when other covariates were held constant the 
effect of density is less clear-cut;66 and an earlier study by Loring 
found no overall trend, either. 67 Chapin reported that the ratio of per-
sons per room(lIphysical crowding") is significantly related to housing 
satisfaction;68 Hutt and Vaizey reported that physical crowding affects 
the nature and frequency of social encounters;69 and Marshall suggested 
that there might be a relation between physical crowding and privacy pre-
ference, although the results were too scattered to lend strong support. 70 
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Galle and his colleagues, comparing density and crowding, found that they 
were only moderately related, and found that physical crowding accounts 
for much of the variance in social pathology.71 However, Carnahan and 
his colleagues, in a similar study with more statistical controls, found' 
no effect. 72 Apparently, this formulation is not adequate, either. 
As Lawrence pointed out, "crowding" is a social variable, dependent 
on the attitude of the individuals involved. 73 This same point was made 
by Fraser when he pointed out that "man is the ultimate arbiter of habi-
table states,1I74 and by Choldin who suggested that the significant dimen-
sion might be the number of interacting individuals rather than a body 
count. 75 Choldin went on to suggest the use of the terms "spatial den-
sity" for population per acre and "social density" for population per 
unit of floor space. 
Several studies have employed this conceptualization. Freedman and 
his colleagues, studying the effect of density on cognitive tasks, varied 
both population and room sizes. They found no significant effect. 76 
Griffit and Veitch, studying the effect of density on affective responses, 
influenced the Subjects' experience of the environment by varying the 
temperature. 77 They found a significant relation between negative affec-
tive responses and being hot and crowded. Bates, studying the effect of 
density on social interaction, maintained constant room size but varied 
the group sizes. He found a significant difference, varying by sex, in 
types of interaction. 78 
The significance of the human meaning of a situation has been found 
in studies that are concerned with something other than social density, 
as well. Hartman pointed out that the socially dense West End was pre-
ferred to Iiewer, more "adequate" housing because the residents had worked 
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out a social structure that made the social density acceptable. 79 In 
other words, while socially dense, they were not crowded. A similar point 
was made by Mitchell when he pointed out that in Hong Kong doubling-up of 
occupancy results in strain when the residents are not related, but rarely 
is it experienced between relatives. 80 He.also points out that quite hi.gh 
social densities are made more bearable when the parents permit their 
children to run free outside the home, easing the strain on sp2ce inside 
the home. 
This rese2rch on the social determinants of crowding has resulted 
recently in a theoretical reformulation of crowding. One approach fo-
cuses on available space as the potentially manipulable variable. Briefly 
put, in this approach crowding occurs when the demand for space exceeds 
supply. Stokols has presented a systems-model of the variables at issue, 
pointing out that the experience of crowding is an interaction of personal 
and environmental factors. 8l He suggested that, "The limitations of space 
will engender an experience of crowding to the extent that it introduces 
noxious physical effects or places constraints on personal or social acti-
vities."82 Zlutnik and Altman divided the factors which determine crowd-
ing into three rather than two groups: the situation or environment (not 
just density, but also duration and richness); interperson2l determinants 
(control of interpersonal interaction); and psychological factors (past 
experience, subjective experience, expectations).83 The interaction of 
these three factors results in the demand. for more space. Although they 
recognized the possibility of coping strategies other than increased 
space,84 and thus stand between Stokols' position and the one to be dis-
cussed next, the bulk of their discussion is concerned with the manipu-
lation space. 
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A second approach focuses on social stimulation as the potentially 
manipulable variable. Briefly put, in the approach "being crowded" means 
"receiving excessive stimulation from social sources."8S Desor stated 
the implications of the two positions quite nicely: 
In particular, the definitions of 'being crowded' differ for 
the two, and methods of alleviating it differ· accordingly. If 
animals require a personal space, then 'being crowded' will be 
defined as 'not having the necessary amount of personal space' 
or 'having one's personal space invaded.' 'Crowded conditions' 
will be those in which individuals cannot maintain their re-
spective personal spaces. If, on the other hand, animals re-
quire some level of stimulation from conspecifics, then 'being 
crowded' will be defined as 'reception of too much stimulation 
from conspecifics,' and 'crowded conditions' will be those in 
which individuals cannot sufficiently reduce the degree to 
which they perceive each other. If 'being crowded' is the for-
mer, then its reduction can be accomplished only by increasing 
available space or reducing the number of individuals--that is, 
by reducing density. If 'being crowded' is the latter, then 
its reduction can be affected by any method of reducing inter-
individual perception, of which decreasing density is only one. 86 
Desor's work has found that the experience of being croweded is affected 
by the activity that is ongoing and by the architectural barriers present. 
Her work has been confirmed by Baum and Valins, who concluded that, " ••• a 
crowded envirop~ent may be charact~rized by large group sizes which result 
in unwanted social interaction and social overload. 87 Esser also sug-
gested that crowding is a result of sensory overload, and went on to point 
out that the pathological effects of crowding may be the result of cumu-
lative crowding experience. 88 
The difference between these two approaches is not as great as Desor 
suggested at first, for Stokols' modification of the personal-space posi-
tion included the level of social stimulation as one of the determinants 
of the need for space, and Desor included the need for space as one of the 
buffers for social stimulation. In these milder forms, the difference be-
tween the two approaches is merely one of emphasis. 
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An alternate to Desor's social-stimulation approach to crowding is 
Chalsa Loo's suggestion that crowding is the result of the structuri~ of 
stimulation. 89 She pointed out that density is the result of the inter-
action between the number of individuals (social density) and the amount' 
of space (physical density). Thus, a very large room may not be very 
dense physically but may be socially dense because of the number of people 
it can comfortably hold. The experience of crowding is influenced by the 
degree of structure imposed on the density. The greater the structure, 
the less likely one is to feel crowded. Both Loo and Desor have identi-
fied architectural design and the activity involved as relevant dimensions 
of their models. The difference lies in whether the significant factor is 
the absolute level of stimulation or the ability to organize the stimuli. 
Perhaps Loo's model can be seen as a specification of Desor's. 
These two models of crowding, which emphasize the effect of social 
stimulation, suggest that density (the physical state of numbers of indi-
viduals and the amount of space) and crowding (its affective or attitu-
dinal component) can be considered as measures of the interaction poten-
tial of a place. In other words, the density of an area is a measure of 
the potential contacts an individual can make in that area, and crowding 
is a measure of the individual's responsiveness to that potential. Sev-
eral of the studies which we have already examined support the hypothesis 
that the built environment has such an effect on interaction. The study 
by Festinger, et al., showed that functional distance (which is a func-
tion of the site-plan) influences the formation of friendships in married-
student housing. 90 Wells showed the same effect in a business office, and 
Blake, ~ al., showed it in an army barracks. 9l Smith pointed out that 
the siting of domestic activities patterns encounters between individuals, 
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and Yancey pointed out that the failure to appropriately locate domestic 
activities had a part in the failure of Pruitt-Igoe. 92 Keyfitz suggested 
..... ··that increased mobility has ir:creased the effective density of the city 
by increasing the potential contacts. 93 For a theoretical discussion of· 
the relation between numbers of individuals and potential contacts, the 
reader is referred to Bossard for a mathematical discussion and Terrien 
and Mills for an organizational discussion. 94 
IV. THE CHILD'S HOUSING ENVIRONMENT 
Much of the work dealing with the child's housing environment has 
focused on the play situation. The general consensus of the playground 
designers is that the needs of children have not been taken into account 
in the design of the city. Their reasons differ. Lady Marjorie Allen 
said: 
The fact has to be faced that modern civilization inter-
feres with a hard and heavy hand in the spontaneous play of 
children. The use made of land around buildings is still, 
almost always, totally unsuitable for children. Most of the 
vast rebuilding schemes in many countries are horrible places, 
planned without love and understanding. This arrogance, this 
paucity of innovation, this disregard of the worth and scale 
of the individual represents a world-wide disease and is one 
of the tragedies of affluence. The designer must devise the 
means for establishing a connection between the buildings he 
creates and the people on the ground. 95 
Friedberg pointed out how difficult Lady Allen's prescriptions can be: 
The environment is not the same for all age groups. The 
preschool child is taken by the hand on his limited travels 
near his home; his public environment is primarily the stoop, 
the sidewalk, the street, the little park. When he goes to 
school he has a whole new environment, perhaps five to ten 
blocks in diameter. The teenager's environment is broader 
still; the adult's is the entire city; and the elderly per-
son's is again relatively restricted, his lessened mobility 
keeping him near home. 96 
Bengtsson offered specific design criteria: 
In the ideal dwelling for a new family with children a 
boundary between indoors and outdoors hardly exists. The 
child moves freely from one to the other, enlarging the ra-
dius of its activities as its feelings of safety and self-
reliance grow. As it investigates, the outside world in-
creases the child's own experience. The escape route back 
to the mother, or her substitute, is always there, and this 
strenghtens the child's self-confidence •••• 
The conclusion from all' such investigations is the same. 
Living in a tall block has grave consequences for the family, 
and we must not shut our eyes to this. If high rise devel-
opment is continued it will be necessary to accept the im-
plications and arrange communal child supervision in an ap-
propriate manner because this can, to a certain degree, help 
overcome the problem of contact between children. Lack of 
contact is a serious matter and can be the cause of neuroses, 
with unfortunate effects on the development of the personality.97 
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Wade, rather than prescribing for children's play, attempted to delineate 
what children actually do on playgrounds. 98 He found that, in free play, 
the patterns of activity are of short duration; elementary-school-aged 
children prefer moving to stable or realistic play equipment; girls use 
playground apparatus more; but he found no significant difference in pat-
terns of play in relation to social class, sex, or type of apparatus used. 
Besides Wade's study of children's play on playgrounds, several 
studies have been made of children's spontaneous play aro~nd their home 
building, Winter found that apartment children were more supervised in 
their play--supervised indoors because of smaller dwelling size, super-
vised outdoors because of greater amounts of street traffic--and that 
they had fewer regular playmates than single-family children. 99 She found 
no differences in reported frequency of age-mate play. It should be noted 
that Winter's data was gathered from interviews of parents; no direct ob-
servation of the children was reported. Holme and Massie, in a review of 
several studies, came to the conclusion that high-density apartment living 
is disadvantageous for the children: the parents find it difficult to 
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keep an eye on their children, and they are concerned about the safety of 
their children when the children are playing outside. lOO The children, 
Holme and Massie contended, spend less time playing outside as a result. 
This conclusion was also reached by Lipman. lOl But it is not clear how 
Holme and Massie's own research supports their contention. They compared 
a planned, medium-density pedestrian-segregated housing project (with 
apartments, some high-rise) with an old, unplanned, overcrowded and traf-
fie congested neighborhood (with flats and row-houses). They found the 
apartment children playing at home, individually and "passively," while 
the children from the older neighborhood played away from home in groups, 
and more actively. They did not explain in what way either pattern is 
"disadvantageous." Further, White, in a study of a high-rise project in 
England, found a wide variety of play activity in the project. l02 And on 
the basis of his observations in Hong Kong, Mitchell suggested that in 
situations of high residential density the parents will encourage the 
children to play outside, unsupervised, in order to ease the density in 
the home. These two studies raise doubts about Holme and Massie's con-
clusions. 
There have also been other, more general studies of the relation-
ship between the child's housing environment and his behavior. Merton 
pointed out that, 
The dwelling unit is the locus of the initial socialization 
of the child: it is there that his character-structure is 
largely shaped. Not only are patterns of socialization typi-
cally enacted within the home; they appear in tart to be 
oriented toward the house and its contents ..•• 04 
Parr further specifies what sort of shaping might occur: " ••• the more 
variable of two early environments produces an adult organism that is 
perceptually and behaviorally more alert, flexible, and able to cope with 
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change."10S Field research has found more discrete, readily apparent ef-
fects. Winsborough, reviewing the studies of high population density, 
concluded that children are especially susceptible to illness and death 
as a result of dense housing environments. 106 Chombart de Lauwe found 
that the mothers reported that their children were more nervous (nerveux) 
since they moved into high-rise apartment projects. l07 Plant reported 
abnormal personality development as a concomitant of ,high residential 
density,108 although his report was the result of clinical experience, 
was poorly controlled, and failed to consider the possibility of spurious 
results due, for instance, to the effect of poverty or social disorgani-
zation. In a more carefully designed study, Jephcot found that: 
Despite the fears, little hard statistical evidence has been 
obtained in this country or elsewhere about the effects of this 
new type of home on children, nor has this Glasgow study added 
much. There were certainly no overt signs that their health 
suffered.109 
Stevenson reported that, "Although the data obtained were limited and ten-
tative, they did indicate that the estate children were not lacking in 
things to do and places to go •••. "ll0 She noted the importance of day-
care at the estate she studied: 65 percent of the families were either 
using day-care or planning to use it. She noted that apartment children 
obtained more pleasure from playing in the company of other children, ra-
ther than from playing with toys, possibly because ~oys were easily stolen 
when left laying around the relatively public grounds of the building. 
Dattner, on the other hand, attributed the lack of socializing which is 
typical of adult Parisians to the childhood training they receive as a 
consequence of living in high-density apartments. lll 
The difficulty with the field studies is that both the environments 
and the groups which were studied were so hetergeneous that no clear 
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effect could be proven. There have been several more carefully controlled 
studies involving children at school. Hutt and Vaizey varied social den-
sity and found that, depending on personality differences, aggression in-
creased as social density increased and total interaction decreased. 112 
Bates also varied social density in a day-care classroom, and found dif-
ferences in social interaction which varied according to sex. ll3 Austin, 
studying the amount of ground covered by children both in classrooms and 
on the playground, found no relation between use of space and cogniti~e 
style, although she did find sex differences in the use of space. 114 Loo 
found that high density resulted in more interrupted activity, less inter-
action, and less aggression. lIS As Loa has pointed out elsewhere,ll6 
these studies of children are not comparable with most of the studies of 
the effect of density on adults, because the children were in unstructured 
free-play situations, whereas most studies of adults have used structured 
situations. Another difficulty with these studies is that they have all 
involved schoolroom situations, which may not be the same class of envi-
ronment as the housing environment. 
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CHAPTER III 
CONCEPTUAL FRfu~ORK 
Dr. Pell was wont to say that in the Solution of Questions, 
the Maine Matter was the well-stating of them; weh requires 
mother-witt & Logick .•. ; for let the question be but well-
stated, it will worke almost of itselfe. l 
John Aubrey 
I. THEORETICAL BACKGROUND 
The reconceptualization of urban density in terms of a measure of 
potential contacts, whether it is considered as the level of social stim-
ulation or as the structuring of stimulation, offers what appears to be a 
promising approach to the problem of understanding at least some of the 
effects of the housing environment on its residents. As we have seen in 
the previous chapter, other approaches have yielded contradictory evi-
dence, in part because of the lack of agreement on conceptualizations of 
the environment. On the other hand, this approach, which was first sug-
gested by Simmel,2 has not yet been extensively tested, although the early 
studies are promising. 3 Further, it has the advantage of dealing with 
urban housing in terms of one of the major characteristics of urban life; 
density,4 while clarifying the relationship between density and housing. 
The earliest statement of this approach to urban living in terms of 
its potential for contact was Sirnmel's liThe Metropolis and Mental Life."S 
Simmel formulated the problem on a more general level, of which social 
contact is a special case. He contended that the typical urban type of 
personality is the result of the intensification of nervous stimulation 
that is a concomitant of the urban environment. As a result of this bom-
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bardment, the urban type develops behaviors which permit him to survive 
in such an environment--he accomodates himself to the city. This accommo-
dation, Simmel suggested, takes the form of an increased intellectualiza-
tion or depersonalization of activity. Urban types are blase, they keep' 
each other at an arm's length, they are indifferent to each other, they 
exaggerate their differences. Simmel used the example of the plethora of 
stimuli that strike anyone who is just standing on the corner in a city. 
It is not entirely clear from his analysis what the role of face-to-face 
contact is in the urban overstimulation. It is apparent that social con-
tacts are at least part of the stimulation, although non-personal contacts 
are also pointed to. 
Around this same time, Burgess developed his concentric-zone hypo-
thesis of the structure of the city.6 His purpose was to show that there 
was an interrelationship between the physical and social form of the city, 
and that this relationship was mediated by the demographic form of the 
city. His concern is in many ways similar to the concern of this study, 
but he focused on the effect of demographic-ecological variables on social 
variables, positing a unidirectional effect. Research done since then, 
some of which was considered in the previous chapter, has shown that the 
effect of either population per acre or population per unit of floor area 
(both demographic variables) has no simple or unmediated relationship to 
social structure: the effect is complex, probably the result of the inter-
action of several variables. At least the assumption of unidirectionality 
must be relaxed. Second, this study is concerned with the effect of the 
housing environment on individual behavior, rather than its effect on 
social groups. The significance for this study of Burgess' work is that 
the core of the city represents the maximum possible density of inter-
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secting pathways. Just as all diameters of a circle intersect in the cen-
ter, so do journeys through the city' tend to converge on the core. 
The next real advance along these lines came with Lewis Mumford. 7 
Mumford stressed that the complexity of the city, Simmel's lIintensifica-
tion of nervous stimulation,1I is also the reason that cities exist. For 
Mumford, the city serves as the repository for Civilization. It must be 
arranged so as to have the maximum of facilities for storing the products 
of civilization in the least amount of space in order to encourage the 
transmission of those products. At the same time it must be flexible 
enough to contain a variety of different products and be able to enlarge 
enough to have a place for newer products. Although he was concerned with 
the physical products of civilization in this part of his analysis,8 he 
expanded it later to include the social products of civilization: flThe 
translation of ideas into common habits and customs, of personal choices 
and designs into urban structures, is one of the prime functions of the 
city.flg In other words, the city is a place where maximal storage and 
transmission of ideas and choices occurs. This can be seen as a synthesis 
of Burgess' realization that the core of the city represents the maximiza-
tion of intersecting pathways and Simmel's realization that the indivi-
dual responds to the complexity of the city (the maximation of paths), to 
which Mumford adds that this complexity, this intensity of stimulation, 
is actively sought by the individual, that it is the very reason for the 
existence of the city. 
This conception of the city as a place for the transmission and 
storage of ideas was examined in some detail by Richard Meier. lO He ex-
amined the city as a structure for maintaining a high frequency of con-
tacts. He pointed out that communication can be considered as a substi-
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tute for space or time in many urban activities. He contended that the 
attractiveness of a city is determined by the frequency of contacts, and 
that the usual measures used in determining attraction--distance and cost 
of movement--are surrogates for the first measure, which is more diffi-
cult to obtain. This relation between the attractiv'eness of a place and 
distance was explained by Carrothers in his analysis of gravity and poten-
tial models. ll The import of Meier's analysis for this study is that, as 
a structure for maximizing contacts, the urban environment must provide 
for both a high frequency of potential communications and a means to pro-
tect urbanites from the arrival of repetitious, redundant, and trivial 
communications. It should be noted that Meier was concerned only with 
communication, in the sense of exchange of information. He does not deal 
with the fact that contacts involve more than interchange of information, 
but are interactions and that what may be trivial in terms of exchange of 
information ("Good morning. Nice day, isn't it?") may be a very necessary 
function of human contacts. In part, this is because Meier had focused 
on the city in terms of the system of institutions rather than in terms of 
the individuals who are part of the institutions. 
Milgram continued this line of thinking and applied it to the beha-
vior of individuals. 12 He pointed out, following Simmel, that the city 
represents a high level of stimulation. The experience of this stimula-
tion is one of overload, and of adaptation to this overload. Milgram 
identified six strategies for adapting to it: I} less time may be allo-
cated to each input; 2) low priority inputs may be disregarded; 3) the 
burden of interaction can be shifted to the other party; 4) reception of 
stimuli can be blocked prior to input; 5) intensity of overload can be 
diminished by filtering; and 6) specialized institutions can be developed 
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to deal with overload. 
In summary, the city can be seen as a structure which facilitates 
communication and interaction because of the large number of intersecting 
individual pathways which the city represents. That is, the intersecting 
pathways facilitate contacts between people and thus represent potentials 
for interaction. This potential for interaction is experienced as over-
stimulation or overload, and necessitates adaptive strategies for dealing 
with it. These strategies can be embodied in the structure of the city 
(Meier) or in the individual (Milgram). Following Chombart de Lauwe, it 
could be expected that eventually there would evolve a fittedness between 
the urban structure and the residents there. This study is an examination 
of the relationships between these adaptive strategies and children's hous-
ing environments. 
The Housing Environment and Children's Behavior 
While the city can be seen as facilitating communication and inter-
action because of the large number of intersecting pathways which it rep-
resents, young children have little direct experience of an entire city: 
their microcosm usually extends only a few blocks from home. For a pre-
school-age child, the world revolves around the family dwelling unit. At 
first, he is never out of sight of it. In time, the child's range may ex-
pand to include a whole block, or several blocks if there are no busy 
streets between them. In such a microcosm, where the home range is the 
family ~welling unit and its immediate environs, multi-family dwellings 
could be considered as the type of communication-facilitating structure 
analogous to the city. 
Compared to single-family dwellings, multi-family dHellings repre-
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sent family units which are unbuffered from each other. An apartment 
building is a more dense milieu, in terms of the absolute number of people 
in the building. The greater number of people in the building offers the 
possibility of a greater number of different contacts, more differences 
in the individuals contacted, and the probability that public settings 
will be overmanned. In other words, the greater number of people in-
creases the potential number of intersecting pathways. This is particu-
larly true in the case of those multi-family structures that have a com-
mon inside hallway or staircase. In this case, the door to the building 
serves as a funnel for the individual paths, greatly increasing the pro-
bability of intersecting paths (or, as Festinger, et al., would put it,l3 
greatly decreasing the functional distance between individuals). Nor is 
the increase in potential contacts only in the public spaces of the hous-
ing milieu. Although multi-family dwellings do not necessarily imply 
crowding in Stokols' sense of the demand for space exceeding the supply, 
the interior arrangement of spaces in multi-family dwellings is frequently 
more compact. There are generally fewer rooms per unit, or smaller rooms 
per unit, and they are frequently arranged in a single plane (i.e., there 
are few two-story apartment units). All of these characteristics of mul-
ti-family dwellings relative to single-family dwellings can be seen to 
facilitate greater numbers of contacts and interactions. 
There are, of course, more ways to categorize a housing environment 
than just the communication configuration of the housing structure (sin-
gle- or multi-family dwellings). The size of a dwelling unit can be ex-
pected to vary commonly from one bedroom to four bedrooms. The number of 
people inhabiting any given-sized dwelling can also be expected to vary 
from less than one person per room to almost two people per room. The 
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physical quality of any given type of structure can be expected to vary 
from dilapidated to brand new. And even the communication-configuration 
of structures need not be considered as a simple dichotomy. Housing 
structures can be categorized on a scale from rural estates, to suburban· 
developments, to single-family detached dwellings on small city lots, to 
~ow houses and duplexes, to townhouses and small apartments, to low-rise 
apartment structures, to high-rise apartment towers. It is obvious that 
the communication configuration of a housing structure is only ~ compo-
nent of the housing environment; it is the component on which this study 
is focused. 
Discrimination in R~sponding to Stimuli 
To this point, the discussion of the theoretical framework has dealt 
specifically with the potential for communication and interaction that is 
represented by the housing environment. The reasons for that qua1ifica-
tion will now be discussed. 
Simply put, the problem is that perception is a selective process. 
Responses are filtered through the structure of the individual's person-
a1ity and past experience. In Parr's words, "Every moment of life is an 
expression of the entire life up to that moment.,,14 There are two impli-
cations to this. The first, as Zlutnik and Altman pointed out,15 is that 
the experience of crowding is a function not only of the physical and 
interpersonal situation in which the individual finds himself, but it is 
also a function of the past experience of the individual. The second 
, 
implication follows from this. The requirements for physical space and 
for human contact ("social space," as it were) cannot be universally spec-
ified because people adapt differently to spatial situations; and because 
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within any given strategy for adapting, different values can be ascribed 
to the same empirical situation. 16 These points are summarized by Lowen-
thaI: 
Yet in daily practice, we all subordinate reality to the 
world we perceive, experience, and act in. We respond to and 
affect the environment not directly but through the medium of 
a personally apprehended milieu. The milieu differs for each 
of us according to his personal history, and for each of us 
it varies also with mood, with purpose, with attentiveness. 
What we see, what we study, and the way we shape and build the 
landscape is selected and structured for each of us by custom, 
culture, desire, and faith. To understand perceptual processes 
requires examination of all these facets of human behavior. 17 
That this process of selection is ubiquitous and multi-dimensional 
has been shown experimentally. Kaplan and his colleagues studied the re-
lationship between rated preference and complexity for natural and urban 
visual material. They found that there is a definite preference for the 
more complex material; that there is also a preference for natural visual 
material (pastoral scenes); and that the natural visual material was not 
rated as more complex than the built environment. 18 In other words, pre-
ference was found to be a function of both the complexity of the material 
and the ascribed value of the material. Robbins attempted to apply to 
urban areas the cross-cultural studies that have shown a relation between 
the perceptual environment one is used to and preference for patterns 
which are different from what one is usually exposed to. He found no re-
lation, but suggested that the media was able to counterbalance the ex-
pected differences in pattern preferences between large cities and small 
towns.l9 In other words, he posited an effect due to prior experience. 
In other directions", both Wines and Maslow and Mintz studied the ef-
fect of the surroundings or the situation in which the perception is occur-
ring. Wines pointed out that architectural design is perceived differently 
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by pedestrians and motorists, due to the angle at which the design is pre-
sented, the speed at which it moves by, and due to the angle of vision 
(the automobile-window frames the view and limits the angle of vision).20 
Maslow and Mintz found that the aesthetic characteristics of a room could 
influence the subjects' rating of photographs of faces. 21 Piaget and In-
helder have shown that the response to space (and, by inference, the per-
ception of space) is a developmental process which proceeds by recogniz-
able stages. 22 Laurendeau and Pinard have confirmed those findings in 
empirical studies. 23 
The point underlying all of these dimensions of selectivity is that 
discrimination occurs in regard to what is not perceived. This same point 
was made by Natsoulas: "How things look (and why) needs to be distin-
guished from the fact that things do look or appear."24 A similar point 
was made by Hebb when he distinguished between perception, which is a 
process, and a percept, which is a result of the process. 25 In other 
words, between the stimulation of the sensory organs and an awareness of 
the world, there is a process of interpreting or construing the sensation. 
In discussing the relation between geography and a lived-world, Lowenthal 
used the term "appreciation" for this--the perceiving of what is not di-
rectly given in the sensation. 26 When presented with a ball, I "perceive" 
it to be spherical although this is not directly given in the sensory in-
put: the side I cannot see could be pushed in or completely absent. Yet, 
because in the past whenever a ball was presented it turned out to spher-
ical, I perceive this ball to be a sphere and respond to it in that expec-
tation. In other words, what is perceived is the end result of a discri-
minative process of giving meaning to a raw sensory input; as Beck put it, 
"Indeed, meaning and perception are inseparable."27 And Beck further 
pointed out that the meaning given in perception is at least in part a 
function of individual and developmental factors: 
'The spatial field is differentially charged with meaning 
from individual to individual; and particular configurations 
of the spatial field may be important clues to personality ••.• 
As these spatial styles become more and more a part of the 
personality structure of the individuals, space is slowly di-
vided into definitive zones and directions with intuitive 
meanings and an expressive character of their own. 28 
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Although the importance of this question of apperception has been 
thoroughly explored in phenomenological philosophy,29 it is not unknown 
to social science. It lies behind the Gestaltists' concern with good 
form. 30 It is implied in Hull's analysis of reaction potential <sEr) and 
the forces which influence it. 3l It is supported by Hebb's theory of re-
dounding circuits in the brain which are needed to organize perception. 32 
And it is specifically discussed as an issue for cognition by Jerome Bru-
ner under the rubric of "going beyond the information given."33 In fact, 
it was precisely the realization that perception is a selective process 
that led Woodworth to modify the traditional S-R (Stimulus-Response) for-
mula into S-O-R (Stimulus-Organism-Response).34 
In summary, this study deals with the housing environment as it rep-
resents a potential for cOmITcunication and interaction because the housing 
environment constitutes a stimulus-field which must first be perceived be-
fore it can have an effect. There is a firm tradition in the social sci-
ences which is aware of the fact that perceiving is, at least in part, a 
selective and an individually determined process. This means that an 
identity between the potential for contact and the actually perceived con-
tacts cannot be assumed, but is instead an empirical question to be re-
searched. 
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Implications of the Choice of Children 
There are several substantive considera.tions which have led to fo-
cusing this study on the effects of the housing environment on the beha-
vior of young children. 
In the first place, there have been suggestions in the literature, 
and even some research which supports the suggestion, that early experi-
ences of the environment weigh heavily on later adult responses. While 
few go as far as Sommer who referred to this effect "imprinting,"35 sev-
eral theorists have noted the effect. Dubos suggested that environmental 
effects are " ••• most profound and lasting--indeed often irreversible--
when they take place early in life, during the developmental periods •.• " 36 
Parr, quoted earlier, suggests that the variability of the early environ-
ment has a formative influence on later adult cognitive Gtyle. 37 And 
Sonnenfeld's native/nonnative distinction38 clearly implies some sort of 
formative influence of prior, if not early, experience. There has also 
been some empirical support for this position. Schooler found that child-
hood experience of the housing environment (measured in terms of its com-
plexity) has a broader effect on adult psychological functioning than do 
variables such as adult social class. 39 Witkin and his colleagues found 
that, while the absolute level of measures of cognitive style changed with 
age, the relative level was quite stable through adulthood. 40 Perhaps the 
explanation for such an effect would be that the first schema one develops 
for the housing environment serves as the yardstick against which all la-
ter environmental experience (including experience of the same environment 
at a later age, when one's needs are different) is measured. 
Second, aside from the question of the continuing effect of early 
environmental experience, there is also some evidence that young children 
.. 
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are more sensitive to any potential effect of the immediate environment. 
This has already been discussed in terms of the child's 'microcosm.' The 
young child has a smaller range and so is more tied to the immediate en-
virons of his dwelling. This suggests that, if the dwelling-unit and its 
environs are to have an effect on the residents, i~would be most likely 
to show up in those residents who are most tied to it. Friedberg pointed 
out that the choice is then between the very young and the very 01d. 4l 
If prior experience is a confounding factor, the very old would be a 
poorer choice. Also, Klausner cited evidence which suggests that "the 
human ecological pattern is more affected by a physical feature when the 
culture is less developed.,,42 While this is not intended to be a return 
to Heinz Werner's theory that "primitive people" are developmentally at 
the same level as "civilized children,"43 this particular case appears to 
be one in which the analogy. is,.appropriate. The ch:Lld' s command of the 
culture's techniques for modifying the impact of physical factors is cer-
tainly less developed than the adult's (e.g., a child cannot get in his 
car and drive to the country, or even to the park), and so we could anti-
cipate that the child would be more reactive to the immediate physical 
environment than the adult, if Klausner's interpretation of the evidence 
is correct. 
There are also reasons of application which led to the choice of 
young children as Subjects. Merton pointed out that the house is the lo-
cus of initial socialization.44 Any negative effect of housing would have 
more serious consequences at this stage than later, when there would be an 
initial socialization which the child could draw on to deal with whatever 
problems the environment raises. Further, the older the child the more 
the socialization process is over-determined, at least as far as any ef-
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fect housing could have. Second, both Esser and Parr have pointed out 
that many of the effects of the housing environment are due to cumulative 
. 
experience with the environment. 45 By choosing young children, the cumu-
lative effects can at least be minimized in order to obtain something like 
a baseline measure from which to evaluate responses at later ages. 
Behavior and Behavior Episodes 
Finally, there are specific problems which are raised by the concern 
with "behavior," problems that bear on the conceptua~ization of behavior. 
In the first place, behavior may be a response to a situation of 
which the individual is not consciously a,vare. This issue was considered 
in the last chapter, where it was pointed out that responses may be emit-
ted even if the individual is unaware of them,46 and that 'needs' for 
housing vary from specific demands to dimly apprehended wishes to needs 
that are not considered by the residents at all but are supplied by the 
designer. 47 The implication is that some effects of the housing environ-
ment may be nonfocal and unattended; the pressure of the environment might 
result in unmediated responses in some situations. 
In considering behavior, then, it is not enough to determine what 
the residents are aware that they are doing. In fact, there is good rea-
son to attempt to study behaviors 'that they do !!2! focus on, that they 
are not aware of. When the residents are aware of their behavior, they 
can attempt to exercise conscious control of it should the behavior not 
accord with their cultural norms for such behavior. Unattended behavior, 
on the other hand, permits an environmental response unmediated (or at 
least less mediated) by social constraints. With this in mind, the focus 
of this study will be on behaviors which are not usually the object of 
awareness: the duration of an activity, the number of people and the 
number of places involved in play activity. 
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There is a second problem, which is the delimitation of the units 
of behavior. There must be some reasonably consistent fashion of deci- . 
ding what is the unit of behavior, and when it begins and ends. Fortu-
nately, the groundwork has already been done by Barker and Wright. 48 . 
According to them, a 'behavior episode' is the smallest coherent beha-
vioral entity in the behavior stream, and is determined by three attri-
butes: constancy of direction, normal behavior perspective, and equal 
potency. These characteristics of behavior episodes will be examined in 
greater detail in the following chapter. 
The use of Barker and Wright's behavior episodes carries with it, 
however, the problem of determining the setting in which the behavior is 
occurring, for a change of setting is frequently a clue to a change of 
behavior episode. LeCompte, a student of Barker and Wright, summarized 
the definition of a behavior setting as " ••• one or more extra-individual 
patterns of behavior and milieu, with the milieu being circumjacent to 
and synomorphic with the behavior pattern."49 In other words, a beha-
vior setting is a recurring pattern of behavior-in-a-location, where the 
location encloses the activity and supports it. This is a useful defini-
tion for extensive field-studies. 
But this study is concerned with very few settings: the home and 
its immediate surroundings, and a day-care center (or rather, the class-
rooms inside the day-care center). Most of the interest will be in micro-
settings which occur inside the larger setting (home or day-care center). 
The difference lies in the scope of analysis. Barker and Wright used the 
more complete name of standing behavior settings, or the technical refer-
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ence, K-21 behavior settings (from the formula used to determine whether 
a given setting met the defining criteria). They were concerned with re-
curring patterns of fittedness between behavior and environment. 
In this study, the analysis is much more fine. As will be discussed 
in the next chapter, the "normal perspective" is measured in terms of 
seconds rather than minutes. Thus, while the settings will be circumja-
cent and synomorphic with the behavior, they will not not necessarily be 
part of a standing pattern. They will indicate simply the intensity, the 
fineness of discrimination of environmental detail, with which the child 
is involved in his environment. Since Barker and Wright always use the 
phrase "behavior setting," these smaller units, these micro-settings, 
will be referred to as simply "settings," to acknowledge the debt to Bar-
ker and Wright and yet to distinguish between the two concepts. 
II. SPECIFICATION OF KEY VARIABLES 
Housing Environment 
It has already been shown that, among the components of a housing 
environoent, the facilitation of communication and interaction is a use-
ful component for consideration. The dimensions of this component must 
still be laid out. 
Lee suggested that the physical dimension of the housing environ-
ment (housing environment as a piece of territory) should be distinguished 
from the socio-spatial dimension (social charateristics which are descip-
tive of the territory), and both should be distinguished from the social 
dimension (characteristics which are not tied to a specific spatial loca-
tion. 50 The idea here is that the physical characteristics of the envi-
ronment are a different order of event than those social characteristics 
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which are tied to a specific physical location. This was seen, for in-
stance, in Loo's distinction between spatial and social density:5l a 
room of 100 square feet with ten people in it is experienced differently 
than a room of 50 square feet with five people in it (holding sp~tial 
density constant), and differently than a room of 50 square feet with ten 
people in it (holding social density constant). The amount of free space 
available is a different order of event than the total number of contacts 
one is exposed to in a given setting. 
This study focuses on the behavioral effect of single-family and 
multi-family dwellings, emphasizing the physical (dwelling-type, dwelling-
size) and socia-spatial (social density) dimensions of the housing envi-
ronment (i.e., those dimensions that are spatially bound). The social 
dimensions (family size, social class) will not be examined in detail in 
this study. 
Communication Facilitation 
The conception of "facilitation of communication and interaction" 
must be further specified. 
This concept was introduced earlier through the work of Mumford and 
Meier. 52 They did not distinguish between "contact potential" and "inter-
action potential." In terms of adult behavior, this is probably an ade-
quate formulation. In the case of children, however, it may be the case 
that there is a class of contacts that are not potential interactions. 
There is the possibility that children do not perceive adults (or older 
children) as suitable subjects with whom to initiate interaction. A sim-
ilar suggestion was made by Harvey Cox in the case of contacts between 
adults of different statuses53 C'you don't carryon meaningful interaction 
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with the parking-lot attendant"). This possibility of strictly functional 
contacts has been examined in depth by Lofland. 54 If children do limit 
their interactions with adults, then a distinction must be made in this 
study between total potential contacts (which include adults), and poten~ 
tial interactions (which would be limited to children). For the purposes 
of this study of young children, a peer is anyone ten years of age or 
younger; an 'adult' (i.e., a 'non-peer') is anyone over ten years of age. 
Behavior 
Finally, the conception of a child's behavior in the housing envi-
ronment must be specified. Milgram suggested that the city, by reason of 
its high level of communication-facilitation, is a stressful situation due 
to the resultant sensory overload. 55 Following the reasoning that multi-
family dwellings are analogous to the city in the case of young children, 
young children living in multi-family dwellings would be expected to de-
velop strategies for dealing with sensory overload, strategies which 
should be less common in children from single-family dwellings. 
Milgram divided the strategies for adapting to sensory overload into 
six categories. The six categories are: allocation of less time to each 
input; selection of inputs to disregard low priority ones; shifting the 
burden of interactions to the other party; blocking reception prior to in-
put; diminishing the intensity of overload by filtering; developing spe-
cialized institutions to deal with overload. For the purposes of this 
study, the six can be synthesized into three categories: Withdrawal from 
interaction; Filtering of potential interactions; and Cognitive struc-
turing. 
The first five of Milgram's strategies are concerned wit~ adapting 
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to the stress of sensory overload by modifying the sensory input. Both 
"selection of inputs to disregard low priority ones" and "blocking recep-
tion prior to input" entail cutting off the possibility of stimulation. 
In the first, interaction is cut off by ignoring it; Milgram used the ex~ 
ample of unlisted telephone numbers. These strategies can be summarized 
as "Withdrawal from interaction." Children can withdraw from interaction 
by playing alone or by rejecting other children's overtures for interac-
tion. 
The remaining three strategies, "allocation of less time to each 
input," "shifting the burden of interaction to the other party," and "di-
minishing the intensity of overload by filtering," entail permitting only 
part of the total stimulation to come into play. Limiting the time de-
voted to any activity also limits the opportunity for any activity to ab-
sorb all of the individual's attention. Shifting the burden of interac-
tion permits the individual to deal with only part of the current situa-
tion, that part of it which is put forward by the other party. One need 
not examine the situation for possible initiations, but can be content to 
react to the other's initiations. Milgram used the example of bus drivers 
who used to make change for the passengers; now the passenger has to 
have the correct fare. Filtering, the interposition of screening devices 
between individuals, permits weaker and relatively superficial forms of 
involvement. Milgram used the example of a mayor's office: in a small 
town, anyone can stop in for a chat with the mayor; in the large cities, 
the citizen is shunted off to one or another bureau. These strategies 
can be summarized as "Filtering potential interactions"--rather than cut-
ting off the possibility of stimulation, the filtering strategies admit 
some of the stimulation, but in manageable doses. 
Milgram's sixth strategy, "developing specialized institutions," 
appears to be concerned with adapting to the stress of sensory overload 
by modifying the frame't'1Ork within which the sensations are perceived. 
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This strategy entails the transformation of sensory overloads where the 
sensations cannot be controlled. Milgram used the example of welfare de-
partments, which serve to control what 'tVQuld otherwise by "an army of 
mendicants continuously importuning the pedestrian."S6 Milgram is speak-
ing here of an adaptation by the entir.e social system to deal with stress 
due to overload. In this ~tudy, the concern is 't-iith the individual rather 
than the group, and with a type of individual that lives in a microcosm of 
the city, the young child. Milgram's sixth strategy suggests that the 
(social) framework can be organized so that impinging stimuli do not con-
stitute an overloading of any part of that framework; by analogy, for a 
young child this strategy could be seen as the organization of the concep-
tual framework so that impinging stimuli do not constitute an overloading 
of any conceptual schema. This study is concerned with the schema for 
social density. This strategy will be referred to as "Cognitive struc-
turing," and it means that children can adapt to stress due to overload 
by structuring their cognitive schemata in such a way that the sensation 
no longer constitutes an overload of any schema. 
This third strategy conflicts with the first two strategies: if 
the overload can be satisfactorily modified, presumably there would be no 
need to modify the conceptual framework; and conversely, if the concep-
tual framework has been modified to fit with the level of sensory input 
there would be no need to modify sensory inputs. These strategies are 
not, however, logically contradictory. The absence of input modification 
does not necessarily entail modification of the conceptual framework: the 
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possibility of a third alternative has not been ruled out. Further, it is 
not necessarily the case that any single strategy is sufficient to cope 
with the totality of sensory overload. It is conceivable that stress due 
to overload could be reduced primarily with one strategy (e.g., cognitive 
structuring) while the remaining stress is handled with another strategy 
(e.g., filtering potential interactions). Thus, this study examined all 
three strategies in turn, and confirmation or rejection of the use of any 
single strategy is -not to be taken as confirming or denying the use of 
any other strategy. 
The Hodel 
This conceptual framework can be summarized in a model (Figure 1). 
This model represents the housing environment in its three dimensions, 
and the relationship of these dimensions to the child's behavior. The 
model presents the physical dimension of the housing environment as hav-
ing a direct effect on the socio-spatial dimension. Since this study is 
not focally concerned with the social dimension of the housing environ-
ment, it does not attempt to present the interrelationships of the social 
dimension with the other dimensions. It presents all three dimensions of 
the housing environment as having direct but not necessarily indentica1 
effects on the child's behavior in two different environments, one of 
which is the housing environment itself and the other is the day-care 
setting. From this model and the conceptual discussion, hypotheses can 
be derived. 
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Housing Environment Housing Environment 
(Physical Dimension)----------~~~(Socio-Spatia1 Dimension) 
~ 
-'--',,-
Housing Environmentc _____ --------------~~~~==--~~ 
Behavior in 
Housing Environment 
(Social Dimension)-:.. 
----------------______________ ~::~ Behavior in 
Figure 1. Model of the effect of the housing environment on 
the child's behavior. 
III. HYPOTHESES 
The hypotheses are concerned with relation between the socio-spa-
tia1-dimension of the housing environment and the child's behavior. 
The first hypothesis examines the relation between the contact-
facilitating characteristics of the housing environment and modification 
of the conceptual framework, measured by tolerance for social density. 
Contact-facilitating characteristics (the number of people) are used be-
cause social density is presumed to be as likely to be influenced by one-
way contacts (i.e., an adult giving a command to a child) as well as by 
reciprocal interactions. 
1) Children living in housing environments with greater numbers of 
people show greater acceptance'of social density than children living in 
housing environments with fewer people. 
The other two sets of hypotheses examine the relation between the 
interaction potential of the housing environment and modification of sen-
sory inputs. Since the strategies deal with interaction, measures of in-
teraction-potential (the number of peers) are called for. The second set 
of hypotheses deals with the strategy of withdrawal from interaction. 
2a) Children living in housing enviror~ents with a greater number 
of peers reject overtures for interaction more frequently than children 
living in housing environments with fewer peers. 
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2b) The relationship between the number of peers in the housing en-
vironment and solitary play is described by an inverted-U function: at 
both very low and very high numbers of peers, solitary play occurs more 
frequently. 
The third set of hypotheses deals with a strategy of filtering po-
tential interactions. 
3a) Children living in housing environments with a greater number 
of peers allocate less time to each behavior episode than children living 
in housing environments with fewer peers. 
3b) Children living in housing environments with a greater number of 
peers interact with a smaller proportion of the potential playmates in the 
environment than children living in housing environments with fewer peers. 
3c) Children living in housing environments with a greater number of 
peers use fewer settings than children living in housing environments with 
fewer peers. 
.... 
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CHAPTER IV 
METHODS 
The mathematician, Gauss, wrote a formula in the margin of 
one of his books, and the note: 
"Cuius rei demonstrationem mirabilem sane detexi; 
hanc marginis exiouitas non carpert!" 
(I have found a marvelous proof for this; but this 
margin is not big enough to hold it!) 
Mathematicians have been trying to prove his formula ever since. l 
I. CHOICE OF DESIGN 
At the heart of this study is the question, "What adaptations do 
children make to the density of their home environment?" It has already 
been seen that there is little reliable data dealing with this specific 
question, and there is only a relatively small body of literature which 
deals with it in any fashion. As a result, this study was designed to 
determine which variables might prove useful in exploring this question, 
and to determine the range of those variables. This was done through 
interviews, a constructed test, and primarily through field research 
using a relatively small group of children. 
In the usual paradigm of scientific design, a carefully selected 
(generally large in number) random sample of a population is subjected 
to a carefully controlled experimental situation; the resultant behavior 
is reported in a quantified fashion, and appropriate tests of statistical 
significance are applied; and the results of these tests are unambig-
uously interpreted as denying, or failing to deny, a specific hypothesis. 
Such a design is not the paradigm for this study. Neither the relevant 
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variables nor their parameters are clearly defined; the use of the most 
powerful and the most sensitive of scientific tools is premature. Even 
though the usual paradigm of scientific design is not used in this study, 
it should be borne in mind that the choice of one design does not neces-
sarily deny the merits of any other design, for as Kaplan said: 
What is objectionable is not that some techniques are pushed 
to the utmost, but that others, in consequence, are denied in 
the name of science .••• It sometimes even happens that a con-
spicuously successful technique in some area of behavioral 
science is not only identified with 'scientific method,' but 
comes to be so mechanically applied that it undermines the 
very spirit of scientific inquiry.2 
Another paradigm in social science is the field-research paradigm 
in which "parameters and properties are conceptual discoveries, and then, 
only for theoretical and practical working purposes, are they assigned 
boundaries."3 This same paradigm is used by Roger Barker: 
The aim of the research must be to discover units that will 
help to bring order to the innumerable data the behavior stream 
provides. This has to be accomplished on the frontier of know-
ledge where guidance by pre-established facts and hypotheses is 
necessarily minimal, and where investigation must follow the 
canons of discovery rather than those of scientific verification. 4 
The paradigm is defined by Junker as "the task of observing and recording 
and reporting the behavior of living people in contemporary situations .•• 
(with) every intention of avoiding disturbance to their natural activi-
ties."S Field research, then, is a research technique which is designed 
to identify, to organize, and to set the range of variables in a pheno-
menal field. It is, in Piaget's colorful phrase, "an effort to see," 
(~experience pour voir). Its hallmarks are observation which is as 
unobtrusive as possible, recording which is as detailed as possible, and 
reflection on the recorded observations (protocols) in the attempt to 
discover common themes among the protocols. It is best suited for the 
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first explorations into new areas of inquiry, where the dimensions, and 
even the universe of discourse which might contain the dimensions, is un-
known. Its results are generally expressed qualitatively, in terms of 
concepts and variables. 
Neither of these paradigms is, by itself, suited to this study. 
There has been some theoretical work on the central question, and the 
useful concepts and even some variables have been identified. On the 
other hand, these variables have not been refined to the point that sen-
sitive statistical tests would not be crippled by large measurement error 
due to the lack of precisely focused measures. It is apparent that some 
form of synthesis of these two paradigms must be used. As Kaplan said, 
What a scientist does in a particular case may be more or 
less reasonable, sensible, intelligent. What makes it such 
is not something in his psychology or ours who are appraising 
what he does, but something in his problem and in the appro-
priateness to it of the operations of his understanding. 6 
This effort at synthesis is encouraged by Glaser and Strauss' belief that: 
••. there is no fundamental clash between the purposes and 
capacities of qualitative and quantitative methods or data. 
What clash there is concerns the primacy of emphasis on veri~ 
fication or generation of theory ..•• We believe that each form 
of data is useful for both verification and generation of 
theory, whatever the primacy of emphasis~ 
This study, then, draws its methods from the intersection of quali-
tative and quantitative techniques. Once interesting dimensions have 
been identified for study, quantification serves to discipline the obser-
vation of those dimensions. In attributing discrete values to phenomena, 
a more useful observation is encouraged, at least along the dimensions 
being measured. At the same time, qualitative techniques serve to keep 
in focus which dimensions are relavent. As Schatzman and Strauss put it: 
The researcher must get close to the people whom he studies; 
he understands that their actions are best comprehended when 
observed on the spot--in the natural, ongoing environment where 
they live and work. If man creates at least some of the con-
ditions for his own actions, then it can be presumed that he 
acts in his own world, at the very place and time that he is. 
The researcher himself must be at the location, not only to 
watch but also to listen to the symbolic sounds that charac-
terize this world. A dialogue with persons in their natural 
situtation will reveal the nuances of meaning from which their 
perspective and definitions are continually forged. 8 
Three procedures were used in this study. The children were ob-
served in their everyday environment, both at a day-care center and at 
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home. Although field observation is generally considered a qualitative 
method, Barker and Wright's technique for quantifying behavior episodes 
were also used. 9 Second, both the children and their parents were inter-
viewed. The interviews elicited both quantifiable and qualitative infor-
mation. Third, a test constructed by J.A. DesorlO was administered to 
both a parent and the child. While this test was designed to produce 
quantified results, an inquiry was performed afterwards to try to elicit 
the meaning-structures of the test situation for the children. Each of 
these procedures will be discussed in detail later in this chapter. The 
point to be made here is that each procedure produced both quantified re-
suIts and qualitative information about those results. The qualitative 
information was used to evaluate the quantitative measures] the qualita-
tive data answered the question, "How well do the measures measure what 
I want?" The quantitative measures, in turn, provided a base from which 
to examine the interrelationship of the variables this study is concerned 
with. In other words, both qualitative and quantitative techniques are 
integral parts of the study. 
Another way to locate the methodology of this study within the sci-
entific tradition is to place it within Wohlwill's "Programmatic Approach 
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to Research on Developmental Change."ll While his schema is designed 
specifically for the study of human development, it is easily made into 
a general schema with only minor modifications. Wohlwill distinguished 
five stages in his schema, stages which are ordered but also all inter- . 
linked. His five stages are: (1) discovery and synthesis of dimensions; 
(2) descriptive study; (3) correlational study; (4) study of determinants; 
(5) study of individual differences. 12 The general movement is from Stage 
One to Stage Five, although Wohlwill specifically discusses the possi-
bility of dropping back from a higher stage to a lower stage as new con-
cepts and insights arise and must be developed. This study falls within 
the second and third stages of Wohlwill's schema. The dimensions of the 
study (Stage One) were suggested by the existing literature. This study 
is concerned with describing the range and characteristics of those di-
mensions (State Two) and their relationships with each other (Stage Three). 
This study, then, is located well within the tradition of the social 
sciences, albeit more self-consciously than many studies; for the limita-
tions of this study have been clearly admitted, at the same time acknow-
ledging that the limitations arise from the lack of secure, scientific 
understanding of the central question. The underlying, basic limitations 
of the only methodology which is appropriate at this stage of understand-
ing cannot be stressed strongly enough: qualitative and field-observa-
tional studies cannot establish the 'truth' of an hypothesis, at least 
not with one study. As Wohlwill pointed out, "There are, in principle, 
an indeterminate number of ways of interpreting any difference between 
subject groups in a nonexperimental study ••.. "l3 And Barker pointed out: 
The only evidence that reported behavior units actually exist, 
and are, in fact, self-generated, inherent divisions of the be-
havior stream, and not products of the methods used by the in-
vestigator can be obtained by replicating the observations and 
analyses. It is only when enough knowledge of the structure 
and dynamics of the behavior stream has been achieved by pa-
tient search, and research, that it may be possible to invoke 
known properties of the behavior continuum to 'prove' some 
observation of its characteristics. 14 
II. SUBJECTS 
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The subjects for this study were 32 4- and S-year-old children, who 
were enrolled in the Helen Gordon Child Developement Center. The Center 
primarily serves the children of students, faculty, and staff at Portland 
State University, although children of former students can be continued 
at the Center. Sixteen of the children lived in single-family structures; 
16 lived in multi-family structures. The families, while not necessarily 
established middle-class, are likely to share a middle- and upper-middle 
class ethos. Seven of the children lived in student-housing apartments; 
the rest lived in varying qualities of single-family and multi-family 
housing, depending on the financial means of the family. Because of the 
training they have received in the day-care situation, the children are 
likely to be advanced over their peers, especially in the area of peer-
group interaction. 
Obtaining a pool of subjects for this study posed a problem from the 
outset. Many of Portland's apartments are located in the Northwest area; 
but census data shows that few children under the age of ten live there. IS 
Many of the children under ten live in the Southeast and Northeast areas, 
but there are few apartments there. Using block data from the 1970 Cen-
sus,16 all the blocks in the city of Portland were screened to locate 
those in which at least 20 percent of its population were under ten years ~ 
of age and which also had at least one structure with more than ten units. 
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The blocks were scattered allover the city, with none concentrated to-
gether. To attempt to obtain entry and then acceptance in so many scat-
tered sites which had no common focus could have proven an Herculean task; 
other options were explored. 
The Housing Authority of Portland (HAP) was considered. Although 
HAP leases units in large apartment structures, it prefers not to lease 
those units to families with young children; with one exception, the lar-
gest struture leased to families with children had ten units. Further, 
the possible identification by the community of HAP apartments as "wel-
fare housing" was considered to be a dangerous confounding variable. The 
Portland Public Schools were also considered, but gaining entry proved 
difficult. The Parochial School System of the Portland Diocese was con-
sidered, but it proved to have too few children enrolled who lived in 
apartments. 
Perhaps it is because of the mobility of the student lifestyle, 
perhaps it is because of the limited available income on many students, 
or perhaps it is because students have more cosmopolitan (and so, less 
anti-urban) attitudes; for whatever reasons, about half of the children 
in the Helen Gordon Child Development Center live in multi-family dwell-
ings. The ease of access to a relatively large number of children from 
multi-family dwellings and the relative homogeneity of their families led 
to the selection of the older half of the children enrolled at the Center 
for the pool of subjects. 
There were two important limitations imposed on the study by this 
choice and which weighed against the benefits from the use of these chil-
dren. The first limitation is that the 'group' cannot be construed as a 
sample of the residents of Portland, or even' as a sample of those resi-
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dents who are college students. The Helen Gordon Center provided a pool 
of Subjects, and an opportunity to see if prp.dicted effects occur within 
this group; the findings need not necessarily generalize to any larger 
population. On the other hand, for what must be considered as the early· 
stages of a long-term program of research, no more feasible option was 
available. This limitation was not considered to outweigh its benefits. 
The second limitation is that the children were all enrolled in a pre-
school, day-long program: they all have signigicant and extended expe-
rience outside the home environment. This means that the failure to find 
a relationship in this group might not be true of apartment children in 
general: perhaps a real relationship is effaced by the day-care experi-
ence. However, if the relationship is such that six hours a day, five 
days a week, of group experience can eradicate it, we can expect that 
the effect of apartment living would not be found in children over 6 
years of age (the age for compulsory school attendance) anyway. Further, 
it is not known how widespread the attendance at day-care is among apart-
ment children. The provision for day-care for all apartment children has 
already been called for,17 and planned into many European complexes,18 
and could be considered as an ideal, albeit not commonly realized, situa-
tion. So, while the limitations to generalization are acknowledged, they 
are not considered to outweigh the benefits of choosing the children at 
the Helen Gordon Child Development Center as the subjects for this study. 
The pool of children consisted of 41 children in the four class-
rooms of older children at the Center. Of these 41, two were absent for 
more than a week during the recording of protocols, and had to be exclu-
ded from the pool. Three were excluded when the parents expressed a de-
sire not to be interviewed, and two were excluded when the parents could 
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not be reached or a convenient time could not be found. Finally, two 
children were excluded because they had moved recently (within one month), 
with the result that reliable measures of 'normal' home-behavior could 
not be obtained. The remaining children (32) made up the group of Sub-
jects for this study. 
III. PROCEDURES FOR COLLECTING DATA 
Obtaining Subjects 
In field study, an important concern is how to obtain access to the 
subjects, for the conditions under which entry is granted will influence 
the definition of the situation for both the subjects and for the observer. 
In this case, entry was first obtained by meeting with Director of 
the Helen Gordon Child Development Center. The proposed study was ex-
plained both in terms of its concepts and in terms of its demands on the 
Center and its staff. A written summary of the study was also given to 
her. She, in turn, explained that the Center has been used for research 
before, and she had no objections to the study; she also eh~lained that 
the investigator would need the approval of the individual teachers; and 
that, although the children were not unfamiliar with being observed (stu-
dents do observation for class projects, from time to time), the investi-
gator would also need the children's acceptance of his presence. It was 
agreed, then, that the study would be presented at the next staff meeting; 
in the meantime, a letter would be sent out to the parents explaining the 
presence of the investigator (Appendix A). The letter to the parents was 
sent through the Center--a copy was attached to each child's sign-out 
sheet so the parent got it when he or she picked up the child at the end 
of the day. After a leQgth of time to permit any parents to voice objec-
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tions (one and a half weeks), the investigator began to visit the class-
rooms. 
Initially, the classroom visits served to acquaint the children 
with the investigator, and investigator with both the children and their 
environment. The investigator would enter the room, sit at the periphery 
and watch. He would briefly answer questions put directly to him, but 
asked none himself (while in the room), nor did he initiate any activity. 
The children were frankly told that the investigator was looking at what 
they do when they play, and that was why he was there in the room, and 
that he wanted to watch rather than play. After an hour, he would leave. 
The schedule of observation was rotated through the free-time periods to 
get as adequate an impression of the children's day as was possible. 
After the classroom observation was well underway, the parents were 
sent another letter, explaining that an interview was being requested 
(Appendix B) and that the parents would be contacted by phone or through 
the mail. A time convenient for the parents was arranged, and the inves-
tigator began the. interview as soon as the schoolroom observation was 
completed. At the end of the Interview, he explained the purposes of the 
study, and answered any questions the parents had. He promised to pre-
sent his findings orally to the parents as a group, and to send a written 
summary of the findings when the study was completed. He then requested 
permission to return and observe the child at home while playing, at a 
time convenient for the parents. 
Ir. summary, the permission of the Director of the Center provided a 
legitimate position from which to ask the participants for their coopera-
tion. It made negotiation with the individual parents and children much 
easier, in most cases almost a mere formality. But it also identified 
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the investigator with the Center; he was in a position of authority for 
the children, and was "from the school" for the parents. Once entry had 
been achieved, the investigator made an effort to distinguish himself from 
the Center: to the parents, he presented himself as "from Urban Studiesn ; 
to the children, he consistently refused to grant permissions, referring 
them instead to their teachers. 
Field Observation of Behavior Episodes 
One source of data for this study was drawn from protocols of field 
observation of the children at play. The object of this procedure was to 
determine what sort of behaviors the children can be observed to engage 
in; this need not necessarily be the same as what a child's caretakers 
(parents, teachers, aides) say he engages in, nor need it even be the 
same as what the child himself says he engages in. The processes of se-
lective attention, differential reinforcement, and decay of memory traces 
suggest that even under ideal conditions these three operations would con-
sistently produce some differences; and to these inherent operational dif-
ferences must be added differences due to the demand characteristics which 
arise in gathering the data. In the case of field observation, the ideal 
is unobtrusive, nonparticipant observation. The investigator's height and 
size made it unlikely that such an attempt would succeed. Instead, a 
three-week period of initial contact at the day-care center served to ac-
quaint the children with him, in the hope of making later observation less 
obtrusive. During this period of initial contact, no quantitative data 
were recorded, although impressions and qualitative descriptions were 
noted, after leaving the setting. 
Field observation was carried out in two different settings: the 
Helen Gordon Child Developement Center, and the child's home. At the 
day-care center, the children were observed during periods of free play 
(in the morning, before scheduled activities began; and in the early 
afternoon, a scheduled period for free play) in their own classrooms or 
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in either of two activity rooms (the craft shop and the block room). The 
children were not observed in the outdoor playground because the use of 
the playground was restricted to only a portion of the time in which the 
children were observed. It was feared that this restriction would con-
taminate the data, which was intended to be gathered in a setting to which 
all children had equal access. At the child's home, each child was ob-
served during what was reported by the parents to be a common time for the 
child to be free to playas he wished. Accordingly, the child was ob-
served wherever he happened to be in the home setting at that time--in-
side or outside, alone or with friends. 
The purpose of observing the children in the home was to gather data 
on how the child typically spends his free time at home; since differences 
in the setting are the independent variables in the study, it made no 
sense to enforce some sort of commonality of setting across children. An 
effort was made to hold other environmental factors constant: no child 
was observed when the weather made outside play impossible; when multiple 
times were available for observation, apartment and single-family chil-
dren were matched on the time dimension. 
The purpose of observing the children in the day-care setting was 
to obtain information on their play in a common setting. Such data would 
permit an estimate of the generalization of typical behavior in the home 
setting to other settings. Another way of phrasing the same concern is: 
the data could provide an estimate of a child's behavior in a standard 
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environment: changes in behavior between the two settings would be due 
to environmental pressure while continuities in behavior are more likely 
to be due to personality organization. Another advantage to field obser-
vation in the day-care setting was that it provided an opportunity to ob~ 
serve the children, and develop a schema for each child's typical beha-
vior, without first knowing whether the child lived in an apartment or a 
single-family home. Such a procedure weakens a chronic complaint against 
field studies, that the effect observed may be due to the experimenter's 
expectations. 
Protocols of behavior episodes were recorded in each of the two 
field settings, at the day-care center and at the home. In the case of 
the day-care center, only one protocol per child was recorded on any 
given day until a total of ten protocols were collected. In the event 
that a child was sick for several days, two protocols might be recorded 
on the same day, but they were always separated by at least five minutes 
of unrecorded behavior. In the case of the home, five protocols were re-
corded on two separate days, once inside and once outside, if possible. 
Each protocol was separated by at least five of unrecorded behavior. The 
children were observed on only two separate occasions in order to mini-
mize the inconvenience to their parents, and to maximize the investiga-
tor's travel time, since in only a few cases did the children live near 
enough to play with each other. Two occasions were used rather than one. 
in order to avoid having an entire record distorted by an unusually good 
or an unusually poor day for any child. 
The procedure for recording the protocols was as follows. The in-
vestigator entered the setting and chose a position on the periphery of 
the setting which permitted observation of the entire setting. He carried 
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a clipboard and a stopwatch. The investigator first recorded the names 
of everyone present in the setting. If several children were present 
(i.e., at the day-care center), the investigator observed each child in a 
predetermined, random order which was changed for each occasion. A pro- . 
tocol was begun when the child clearly entered a new episode; usually, 
this involved a change of location or change of materials played with, or 
change in the direction of behavior. The actions were recorded and their 
time noted in seconds. The protocol continued until the episode had been 
clearly and unambiguously ended; usually, this involved a change of loca-
tion or change of materials played with, or a change in the direction of 
behavior. Whenever the field situation was ambigous, more rather than 
less data was recorded. When observing at the home setting, the investi-
gator waited five minutes and then observed the child again. When a new 
behavior episode was clearly begun, a new protocol was recorded. When 
observing at the day-care setting, the investigator selected the next 
child on the list, waited until a new behavior episode was clearly begun, 
and recorded the protocol. If the child was engaged in a behavior epi-
sode that was already ongoing, and the child continued with that episode 
for at least two minutes and showed no signs of completing the episode 
shortly, the investigator would select the next child on the list and 
repeat the procedure. At the end of each day, the protocols were typed 
up for later coding. 
Interviews 
A second major source of data was an interview in the home with 
both a parent and the child. The interview was made at the home, rather 
than at the day-care center, for two reasons: the questions all pertained 
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to the home environment, and it was expected that the environment itself 
would serve as a memory-aid in answering the questions; second, it served 
to introduce the investigator into the child's home, hopefully accustom-
ing the child to the investigator's presence there, and minimizing dis-
ruption of routine when the investigator returned later to observe the 
child at play. The interview was arranged with whichever parent was 
listed at the day-care center as responsible for picking the child up at 
the end of the day (usually, the student). 
The formal interview (Appendix C) consisted of three sections. The 
first section obtained factual information about the home environment: 
the family, the building, and the neighborhood. These questions were all 
concerned with matters of fact. The only questions that were answered 
with any hesitation were the size of the unit and the number of children 
in the neighborhood. Usually, the parent was able to make an estimate of 
gross floor area that concurred with the investigator's impressions. In 
the case of the number of children, not infrequently the parent would 
close his eyes and count the children, visualizing the units in the neigh-
borhood. The only exception was the case of a large student-housing 
apartment building. In that case, the information was taken from Portland 
Student Services, the managers of the building. The second section ob-
tained the parent's opinions of his child's play. Most parents had dif-
ficulty estimating how much time the child spent in solitary play. The 
first response was usually, "He plays alone a lot," or "He almost never 
plays alone." A more exact estimate was difficult, and frequently repre-
sented an arbitrary number--"about a third," "very little, maybe 5 per-
cent." The other two questions, how many children the child plays with 
and where, were easy to answer. The third section obtained the child's 
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perception of how many children he played with and.where. At the end of 
the second section, Desor's test was administered to the parent; it was 
administered to the child at the end of the third section. In order to 
avoid contaminating the child's responses with the parent's responses, 
the child was given crayons and paper and asked to draw a picture; while 
the child was drawing, the parent was interviewed. 
Following the formal interview, the investigator explained the pur-
pose of the study and answered any questions the parent might have. This 
also provided the opportunity for an informal, unstructured interview. 
The parent was asked for his impressions of the child's activity at home, 
for his opinion of the type of living situation he was in and its effect 
on the child. Any remarks made were recorded after leaving the home, in 
order to avoid formalizing the situation. 
Desor's Test 
A third source of data was the child's performance on a test for 
perception of crowding designed by J.A. Desor. 24 The test was originally 
designed to determine how variations in the architectural design of a 
room (including area) would influence an adult's perception of the room 
as being 'crowded.' The test consisted of a box, open at the top, and a 
number of clothespin-figures. The dimensions of the box were varied, the 
location of doors and partitions varied. The subject was requested in 
each instance to put in as many figures as he could, without making the 
room crowded. 
Desor's test for perception of crowding was modified for the pur-
poses of this study. In the first place, this study is focusing on group 
differences in the perception of crowding, rather than attempting to dis-
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cover architectural correlates of crowding. Accordingly, only one stan-
dard stimulus was presented, Desor's "medium-sized" room. Second, ad-
justments had to be made for the developmental stage of the Subjects. 
Piaget has shown that young children are not able to shift visual per-
spectives and still maintain the same schema. 25 Piaget's study suggests 
that a child, looking from the top into a model of a room, might not be 
able to translate that perception into his experience of a room, which is 
generally seen from the side. Support for this suspicion can be found in 
the common design for a doll's house: one wall is cut away, providing a 
more nearly identifiable visual perspective for the child. Accordingly, 
the box, or model of a room, was designed to have both the ceiling and 
one wall cut away. Also, the figures were scaled to represent a child's 
height, roughly 45 inches tall. The concern for the developmental stage 
of the child also resulted in a modification of the instructions. Desor 
suggested that a common situation be specified, one that can be general-
ized from children to adults; and she suggested that the instructions be 
simplified to avoid misunderstanding of the word 'crowding.'26 The room, 
then, was specified as "a room where children play together"; and the 
child was asked to "put as many children in the room as you can, without 
there being too many." 
The apparatus consisted of a box, 6xl2 inches and 6 inches high, 
with a floor, two short sides and one long side. The other side and the 
top were absent. A door was drawn on the middle of the long wall. The 
box was designed to collapse flat so it could be easily transported. In 
a second box were 46 figures, 2 1/2 inches tall, made from I-inch dowel 
cut into I 3/4 inch lengths and a wooden bead glued on top, wit~ painted 
• 
faces and arms but no indicators of sex or any other role. Forty-six 
figures were supplied so that all the available figures could not be 
placed in the room without obviously overloading the room; shoulder-to-
shoulder, the figures filled almost three quarters of the room. 
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The apparatus was then pretested, using eight pre-school children,' 
age 3 3/4 to 6. The 3 year old could not understand what was requested, 
no matter how the request was reworded. The 5- and 6-year-olds had no 
trouble understanding the request at all. The 4-year-olds had some dif-
ficulty with the test, two succeeding and one failing to understand the 
task. Several modifications in the procedure resulted from the pre-test. 
First, no child who put all 46 figures in the box was able to repeat the 
instructions. Invariably, they were trying to put all the figures in the 
box, without regard for crowding the figures. Second, some children who 
put all the figures in the box, when asked if it was crowded replied, 
"Yes"; and when asked to take out "just enough children to make it not 
crowded," proceeded to do so, leaving in less than 30 figures. Thirdly, 
the instruction "without there being too many,l1 was ambiguous to the chil-
dren. Two of the eight (one was a 4-year-old) spontaneously said, "You 
mean so it's not crowded?" Even the 3-year-old understood the word 
"crowded," and could identify a 'crowded room,' even though she couldn't 
simultaneously "put in as many as (she could)." As a result, the instruc-
tions were changed to "Pretend that this is a room where children play 
together, and that these are children. Put as many children in the room 
as you can, but don't put in so many that they get in each other's way. 
Don't make the room crowded." Further, once the child indicated he had 
finished, he was asked if the room looked crowded. If he replied that it 
was, he was asked~ "Take some out until it isn't crowded any more." If 
the child still replied that the room was not crowded even though 46 fig-
ures were in it, no further questions were asked and the response was 
coded as a failure to understand the directions. 
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Desor's test was administered first to the parent, at the end of 
the formal interview with the parent. It was administered to ·the child 
at the end of the formal interview with the child. To avoid contamina-
ting the child's response to the test with his parent's, the child was 
given crayons and paper and asked to draw a picture while the investiga-
tor talked to the parents. If the child refused to draw, or if the child 
finished drawing before the test was administered to the parent, the test 
was described to the parent and permission was asked to administer the 
test to the child first. 
IV. OPERATIONAL DEFINITIONS 
The terms used in stating the hypotheses will now be defined in 
terms of the operations used to measure them. The terms are divided into 
two groups, those relating to the housing environment (independent vari-
ables) and those relating to the child's behavior (dependent vari-
ables). The housing environment is further categorized in terms of its 
physical, socio-spatial, and social dimensions •. The child's behavior is 
categorized as withdrawal from interaction, filtering potential inter-
action, and cognitive structuring. 
Physical Dimension of the Housing Environment 
Dwelling-Type. Single-family or multi-family dwellings, determined 
by the number of individual units in a free-standing structure. It is 
measured by the number of mailboxes at the entryway of the building. It 
will be abbreviated as (# UNITS). 
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There are other characteristics of multi-family dwellings that are 
not used for testing the hypotheses, but are used in descriptive sections 
of the study: 
1) Type of external access: Presence or absence of inside stair-
way or hall to individual units in a mul ti-family d~velling, It will be 
abbreviated as (STAIRS). 
2) Number of units per hallway: When access to the outside is by 
means of a stairway or. hall, the number of units on the stairway or hall 
is counted. It will be abbreviated as (II UNITS/HALL). 
3) Number of floors in structure: Includes basement, if housing 
units are leased there. It will be abbreviated as (#FLOORS). 
Number of rooms in unit. Total number of rooms in dwelling, ex-
eluding bathrooms, halls, and unfinished attics or basements, or porches. 
It will be abbreviated as (# ROOMS/UNIT). 
Size of unit. Estimate of gross floor area, in square feet. It 
will be abbreviated as (SIZE OF UNIT). 
Socia-Spatial Dimension of Housing EnviroTh~ent 
Contact-facilitating characteristics. 
1) Total number of people in the structure, as estimated from in-
terview of parents. It will be abbreviated as (# PEOPLE--BLDG.). 
2) Total number of people in the child's home range, as determined 
by the 1970 Census of block statistics. 27 It will be abbreviated as 
(# PEOPLE--NBRHD). The child's home range was determined from the inter-
view with the parent. 
Interaction-potential characteristics. 
1) Number of peers in the structure, as estimated from interview of 
parents. It will be abbreviated as (# PEERS--BLDG). 
2) Number of peers in the child's home range, as estimated from 
interview of parents. It will be abbreviated as (U PEERS--NBRHD). 
Social Dimension of Housing Environment 
Number of siblings. Children living in same housing unit as the 
child, as determined from interview of parents. It will be abbreviated 
as (USIBS). 
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Number of adults. Adults responsible for daily care of child, as 
determined from interview of parents. It will be abbreviated as (#ADULT). 
Social class of housing environment. Measured by social-class 
ranking (in quintiles) of census tract in which dwelling is located. 
It will be abbreviated as (NBRHD SES). Source of measure: Population 
Research Center. 28 
Social class of origin. Measured by occupation of child's parents, 
or child's grandparents if parents are students. It will be abbreviated 
as (SES). Source of measure: McGuire-White Scale (Appendix D). 
Financial ranking of family. Measured by source of income for the 
household. It will be abbreviated as (FINANCE). Source of measure: 
McGuire-White Scale (Appendix D). 
Withdrawal From Interaction 
Rejection of overtures for interaction. 
1) Frequency of ignoring verbal or unambiguous kinesic initiations 
of interaction, as determined by field observation. It will be abbre-
viated as (IGNORE). 
2) Frequency of refusing verbal initiations of interaction, as 
determined by field observation. It will be abbreviated as (REFUSE). 
Solitary play. Any activity, whether alone or in the presence of 
others, which is carried on without verbal or other behavioral inter-
action with others. In other words, any activity in which the presence 
of other is a matter of indifference. 
1) Percent of time spent in solitary play, as determined by field 
observation. It will be abbreviated as (% SOLITARY). 
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2) Reports of percent of time in housing environment spent in soli-
tary play, as determined by interview of parent. It will be abbreviated 
as (P-SOLITARY). 
Filtering Potential Interaction 
Time allocated to behavior episodes. Duration in seconds of any 
activity pattern which manifests constancy of direction, normal behavior 
perspective, and superior whole potency. It will be abbreviated as 
(DURATION). For an explanation of the criteria of 'behavior episode,' 
see the section on "Coding Protocols" (p. 93). 
Selection of potential playmates. 
1) Ratio of the number of peers in the play-group to the number 
of peers present in the setting as measured by field observation. It 
will be abbreviated as (% PEERS). 
2) Number of peers in the play-group, as determined by field ob-
servation. It will be abbreviated as (# PEERS). 
3) Number of peers in play-group, as determined. by interview of 
parent and of the child. They will be abbreviated as (P-PEERS) and (C-
PEERS), respectively. 
Use of Settings. A setting is defined as a physical milieu in 
which an action occurs and which shapes and supports that action. Any 
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action occurs in some physical milieu and must be adapted to the milieu. 
Since a behavior episode may be composed of several distinct actions, it 
also may occur in several distinct settings. Since the setting is recip-
rocally tied to the action, and since space is indefinitely divisible, 
any given space is comprised of an indefinite number of settings. 
1) Number of settings used in play, as determined by field obser-
vation. It will be abbreviated as (SETTINGS). 
2) Number of settings listed by the child in response to the ques-
tion, "Where do you play?" It will be abbreviated as (PLACES). 
3) Area in square feet of the space described by the parent in re-
sponse to the question, "Where does your child usually play?" It will 
be abbreviated as (RANGE). 
Cognitive Structuring 
Tolerance for social density. Performance by the child on Desor's 
test. Results are scored as the number of figures placed in the appara-
tus. It will be abbreviated as (DESOR). 
V. PROCEDURES FOR ANALYZING DATA 
Coding Protocols 
In any observational research of natural settings, an important con-
cern must be to establish the public nature of the data obtained. As in 
astronomy, a physical science which relies on naturalistic observation, 
the test of such data is in duplication. A frequent method in astronomy 
is for two independent observers to observe the same phenomenon from dif-
ferent locations. The results are corrected for difference in location 
and then compared. Such a procedure was not practical in this study. It 
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was feared that two strange adults could not be absorbed by a classroom 
of only ten children and two teachers: the presence of one investigator 
was disruption enough. In gathering behavioral data in natural settings, 
the more common method for establishing the public nature of the data is . 
replication: rather than duplicating the observations at the same time, 
they are duplicated in series. In fact, Roger Barker claimed that this 
is the principal method. 29 
Since all perception is a process of selection, and since an ambig-
uous action might be inaccurately labeled in a protocol, the confirmation 
of observational accuracy is not a trivial question. But it is not a 
question which is confined to naturalistic observation of human behavior: 
a meter can be misread, the time at which a star passes a point in the 
heavens can be poorly estimated, ambiguous behavior in the psychology 
laboratory can be misinterpreted. The fallibility of human observation 
(and human observation must occur at some point in any data-gathering) is 
inherent in any human understanding. 
Confirmation of the accuracy of the observations reported in this 
study must await replication in another study. However, the accuracy of 
the interpretation of the protocols of the observation can be confirmed 
in this study, if two investigators simultaneously and independently code 
the protocols. The coding can then be compared. This requires a set of 
guidelines by which the protocols must be coded, and a technique for eval-
uating the agreement of the two investigators. 
A formula for estimating the accuracy of the coding of behavior epi-
sodes has been provided by Barker and Wright: 30 
Number of Episodes Discriminated by X 
Which Were Also Discriminated by Y 
Estimate of = Total Number of Total Number of 
Accuracy Episodes Dis. by X + Episodes Dis. by Y 
This can be more simply stated: 
Estimate of 
Accuracy 
Number of Episodes 
Agreed on 
Mean Number of 
Episodes Coded 
2 
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In this study, rather than an entire behavior-stream, individual behavior 
episodes were selected for coding. This means that the "Mean Number of 
Episodes Coded" was a predetermined number; the meaning of "Number of 
Episodes Agreed on" comes to be "Number of Episodes Which Included All 
the Same Actions." 
The guidelines for evaluating the protocois"were"derived from Bar-
ker and Wright's Midwest and Its Children. 31 According to them, a beha-
vior episode is determined by three criteria: constancy of direction, 
occurrence within the normal behavior perspective, and superior whole po-
tency. 
Constancy of direction means that all the action in a behavior epi-
sode runs toward or is aimed at the same goal. Barker and Wright sug-
gested that the goal is a particular, terminal position, and that the pro-
cess of episoding has two parts: diagnosing the end toward which the per-
son is moving, and judging whether the 'movement' brings the person nearer 
to that end. Barker and Wright's discussion of behavior episodes was in 
the context of dealing with day-long protocols, in which the time was mea-
sured in minutes. A pretest of the coding guidelines, which used briefer, 
five-minute protocols in which time was measured in seconds, indicated 
that not all the behavior of 4- and 5-year-old children envisioned a 
clearly intended terminal position. Segments of behavior, some as long 
as five minutes, could only be described as "standing around," "walking 
around," or "looking for something to do." This behavior is knowll to 
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most mothers in the form of the child's question, "How come there's noth-
ing to do?" As a result of the pre-test, undirected activity was coded 
as a behavior episode if it persisted for more than thirty seconds and 
its end-point was considered to be the discovery of some specific goa1-
directed activity that persisted for at least thirty seconds. The thirty-
second criterion was imposed because children were frequently observed to 
mill around briefly before settling down to a specific activity that had 
apparently been intended all along; it was also imposed to ensure that 
what appeared to be non-directed activity was not goal-directed activity 
for which the goal had not yet become apparent. In sumw3ry, then, con-
stancy of direction means that all the action in a behavior episode runs 
in the same direction, either toward a goal or in search for a goal. 
Barker and Wright list seven clues for the recognition of the di-
rection of a behavior episode. 32 They are: 1) action which persists; 
2) action is renewed after a forced digression or delay; 3) actions which 
are preparatory adjustments to the goal accompanying the action; 4) sus-
tained locomotion is abruptly discontinued when the goal is reached; 
5) action between beginning and end points shows continuity; 6) action 
from beginning to end follows the shortest available path; 7) variance in 
behavior parallels variance in an environmental obje~t. These seven 
clues served as the basis for determining the length of a behavior epi-
sode. As long as one of them was present, the action was coded as con-
tinuing in a constant direction. In the field observation, however, these 
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seven clues were too many to help to decide whether to begin and whether 
to terminate a protocol. Harold Dickman, studying people who are un-
trained in the use of behavior episodes, found that his subjects used 
three cues to determine when a train of behavior had been completed. 33 
They are: 1) change in physical direction of behavior; 2) change in be-
havior object 'co~.erced with'; 3) change in behavior setting. Dickman's 
three clues were used as a guide for the field observation, with the in-
tention that a more refined analysis would be done on the protocols later. 
The second guideline is that the action should occur within the nor-
mal behavior perspective. It is concerned with the size of the behavior-
episode unit; the smallest unit of the stream of behavior must be able to 
be immediately recognized as a unity. It is defined as "a molar behavior 
unit which the person himself perceives to be in progress. u34 In other 
words, it is what the person would tellyou he is doing if you were to ask 
him. Barker and Wright point out that, like constancy of direction, a 
"normal perspective" is defined in terms of what exists for the subject; 
it cannot be directly observed. At bottom, this is a problem for all 
classification: to the unitiated, the purpose of an automobile brake-
drum puller is not apparent; for that matter, it is not always apparent 
that some structures are intended to be chairs rather than purely orna-
mental sculpture. Usually, the problem of classification is encountered 
in cross-cultural studies where there is less shared context, less apper-
ceptive mass which can be drawn on to surmise another person's inten-
tions. 35 Barker and Wright clearly admitted this, saying that one's skill 
in determining the length of an episode is influenced by acquaintance with 
the subjects, common cultural background with the subjects, and familiar-
ity with the behavior. settings and behavior objects which are used. 
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Two working guidelines for coding the normal behavior perspective 
of the protocols can be taken from Barker and Wright. First, change in 
behavior perspective generally parallels change in the direction of beha-
vior. Second, if there is no positive evidence that the child is aware 
of a more remote terminal intended position, the episode should be con-
sidered ended. In other words, if a child completes an action and begins 
another, and there is no indication that he perceives the new action as 
coordinated with the earlier one, then the episode is ended. 
The third guideline is that the episode as a whole must absorb more 
of the actor's attention than any of its constituent parts: the potency 
of the whole must be greater than the potency of its parts. If any ac-
tion or set of actions absorbs more attention than the original goal of 
the episode, a new, more powerful goal has been established, and thus a 
new behavior-episode has occurred. A flash of anger, resulting in a ver-
bal or physical fight, for example, would result in superior part potency 
and thus a new episode would be coded; the introduction of a novel stimu-
Ius into the setting (a stranger or a new toy) could also lead to superior 
part potency. It is also possible, however, that within any given goal 
one or more subgoals may arise: getting dressed could be broken down in-
to "putting on a shirt," "putting on pants," "putting on socks," and "put-
ting,on shoes." These sub-goals would then constituted "enclosed" epi-
sodes within the larger behavior episode. The decison, in other words, 
must be made as to whether the part-goal is going in the same direction 
or is advancing the same end as the overall goal. 
When the protocols were coded, they were coded until the behavior 
episode was terminated, either by success, failure, or interruption; that 
is, until the episode no longer commanded the actor's attention. This 
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does not mean, however, that only one behavior episode will be coded. 
Human behavior is rarely unidimensional and unambiguous; and even when a 
specific action is unambiguous, human beings are adept at doing two or 
more things at once. As Barker put it, 
The units of the stream of behavior are not independent 
and static like a course of stepping stones; they are inter-
dependent to various degrees .••. Enclosing-enclosed structures 
••• are of crucial importance here •..• "36 
Besides enclosing-enclosed episodes, episodes may also be interlinked, 
where one episode begins before an earlier one has ended. In coding the 
protocols, when the episode which began the coding is terminated, coding 
is terminated. Enclosed episodes are coded as such, and that part of an 
interlinked episode that coincides with the behavior episode in question 
is also coded. 
Once the length of the behavior episode has been determined by fo1-
lowing the above three guidelines, the behavior episode was examined and 
the values of certain variables were coded. The variables were: the 
number of settings used in the episode, the number of peers and the num-
ber of people in the child's play-group in the episode, the number of 
times the child ignored an offer of intera~tion, and the number of times 
the child refused an offer on interaction. These measures have already 
been defined in the section, "Operational Definitions." 
In suamary, the procedure for coding the protocols was as follows: 
Two investigators coded ten protocols together, applying the three guide-
lines for behavior episodes. Following this, fifty protocols were coded 
separately, using the three guidelines., Inter-coder reliability was 
measured by Barker and Wright's formula. Enclosed episodes were not in-
eluded in the estimate of reliability. The instructions to the inde-
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pendent coder are found in Appendix D. 
When a completely naive investigator was used in the coding, a stu-
dent who was familiar with neither Barker's work nor with the situation 
in which the observations were made, a reliability coefficient of 0.76 
was obtained. The author and the independent coder agreed three-quarters 
.of the time. When a second investigator was used incoding, a classmate 
who was familiar with Barker's work but not familiar with the situation 
in which the observations were made, a reliability coefficient of 0.86 
was obtained. While agreement was not complete, it was considered ade-
quate, especially in light of the minimal training in the specific tech-
niques used. 
Descriptive Analysis 
Before turning to an analysis of the hypotheses, it is necessary to 
evaluate the measures that will be used in testing the hypotheses. The 
data from the field observation consists of ten observations for each 
child in each environment. These data are then av~raged for each child, 
with the result that all measures drawn from field observation are the 
mean score of the ten observations of the child. This serves to lessen 
the weight of extreme scores without totally eradicating them, and it 
provides a convenient summary score for each child. Measures of the de-
pendent and independent variables will first be analyzed for validity 
using a multitrait-multimethod matrix. The independent variables will 
also be analyzed to determine their usefulness as descriptors of dwelling-
type (single-family or multi-family structures). 
The multitrait-multimethod matrix described by Campbell and Fiske 37 
is basically a technique for organizing the familiar correlation matrix 
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so that the entries fall together in some meaningful pattern. This pat-
tern may then be used to determine whether similar measures cluster and 
different measures diverge. The specific procedures for analyzing the 
matrix are more easily grasped when illustrated both schematically and 
empirically, and will be explained in the next chapter where a matrix will 
be available for reference. The main importance of the technique, how-
ever, is to establish the convergent and the discriminant validity of 
measures of the same trait. Convergent validity entails confirmation by 
independent measurement procedures. Discriminant validity entails distin-
guishing groups of measures from each other. 
Some interesting methodological points are brought out in using the 
multitrait-multimethod matrix. In the first place, such a procedure in-
volves a looser sense of the meaning of operationalism, for it implies 
that different operations can measure the same variable. This would fur-
ther suggest that what is expected in a multitrait-multimethod matrix is 
convergence, not congruence. The same phenomenon, examined from different 
viewpoints, should result in similar but not identical results. The full 
impact of this position is not apparent even in Campbell and Fiske's pa-
per, for they stated that: 
The presence of method variance is indicated by the difference 
in level of correlation between parallel values of the monomethod 
block and the heteromethod blocks, assuming comparable reliabili-
ties among all tests. 38 
And again they stated: "(A) literary definition •.• is now best represented 
in what (the) independent measures of the trait held distinctively in 
common. ,,39 In other words, what is common is the ~ definition, the 
rest is error. The concept of convergence, however, and the looser under-
standing of operationalism suggests that variance not in common may not be 
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due to error but due to the (necessary) inability of a single operation 
to grasp all the dimensions of any phenomenon, although human experience 
can and does take them all into account. 
Two points should be made about the interpretation of a multitrait-
multimethod matrix. First, the convergent validity values usually will 
not be interpretable in any absolute fashion. To do so would require that 
both the traits and the methods were completely independent; it would mean 
that the relationship to all measures of other variables would be zero. 
In most cases, this cannot be expected to occur and one would consider in-
stead the relation of the validity values. Second, the failure to arrive 
at convergent validity between two variables can be due to any of three 
situations: 1) neither method is adequate for measuring the variable; 
2) one of the two methods does not really measure the variable; 3) the 
variable is not a functional unity. The second possibility can be evalu-
ated by examining the correlation with measures of other variables, to 
see if there are high values for one of the methods. If measures of a 
trait by one method are highly correlated with measures of other traits, 
it would suggest that the method is really measuring one of the other 
variables. Failure to find this evidence, however, does not rule out the 
possibility that the method is really a measure of some other variable 
which is not included in the matrix. There is also no way that the first 
or third possibility can be evaluated by examination of a multitrait-mul-
timethod matrix. 
The second step in the Descriptive Analysis will be to examine the 
independent variables ,in terms of the single-family/multi-family dichot-
omy. The purpose of this procedure is to describe the dwellings in terms 
of their group-characteristics and to determine whether these character~ 
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istics are significantly different between them. 
The significance of the differences of the characteristics of the 
groups will be analyzed using a t-Test for the difference of means. Use 
of this test assumes two independent random samples: that is, two sam-
ples must be drawn independently and in a random fashion from the rele-
vant population. Since the test is concerned with the differences from a 
mean, the assumption of normality is assured given a large enough sample, 
by the Central Limit Theorem. Guilford suggests that a sample of 30 is 
of adequate size. 40 The assumption of independence and randomness are 
necessary to insure that the test does not produce inaccurate results due 
to the suppression of variance which is the concomitant of correlated sam-
ples. These assumptions are not as stringent as they might first appear, 
for as Blalock pointed out, as long as a single larger sample is drawn 
randomly from a population, and then conceptualized in terms of several 
distinct and independent samples, the assumptions of independence and ran-
domness may be considered fu1fi1led. 4l These two assumptions are also, 
satisfied for this study. 
The use of any significance test, and especially a parametric test, 
in this study requires some explanation. The problem is that, strictly 
speaking, the subjects of this study were not a sample drawn from some 
identified larger population. Except for those individuals who refused 
or who could not be contacted, the subjects of this study are the entire 
population of older children at the Helen Gordon Child Development Center. 
Thus, any difference observed is a 'significant' difference in the sense 
that there was no sampling error (since there was no sample). 
There is still a sense, however, in which significance tests are 
appropriate .. As Blalock pointed out, significance tests can be used with 
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populations to rule out the possibility that the observed differences are 
due to "chance-processes" as an alternate exp1anation. 42 In using the 
significance tests in this fashion~ one assumes an infinite, normal uni-
verse of chance-processes, of which the population is a 'sample.' The 
use of an entire population also weakens the importance of the randomness 
assumptions~ since there can be no 'error' due to biased sampling. This 
does not, of course, do away with the problem of generalizing the results 
to some other population. Nor does it rule out the possibility, inherent 
in any 'natural' (as opposed to 'experimental') study, of sp~rious results 
(due to covariance with some third variable) which occur because of self-
selection. The problems, however, were fully recognized and have not been 
considered a threat to this study, which is primarily intended to estab-
1ish the possibility of a relationship. 
The model used in this test is that 
~1~X2 
t =6x1_X2 where 
This model assumes as a null hypothesis that the means are equal, but 
makes no assumptions about the equality of the standard deviations. Al-
though this model can be less efficient than one which also assumes equal 
standard deviations, it was not considered justifiable in this case. The 
two groups are of equal size, and the total number of cases is large 
enough to avoid the usual sma11-N problems with this form of the t-Test. 
Since the two outstanding weaknesses of the model are avoided, there is 
no reason to accept an additional assumption which might introduce addi-
tional error into the analysis, especially since in cases where the stan-
dard deviations are equal, the models are identical. 
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Analysis of Hypotheses 
The three hypotheses will be analyzed using Pearson's product-mo-
ment correlation,~. For every coefficient the size of the relation and 
its significance will be reported. The test for significance is to de-
termine whether the observed relationship can be explained by chance. 
The correlation coefficient is a measure of the strength and direction of 
the observed relationship. Where a measure of relationship is required 
between one of the dichotomous independent variables and one of the de-
pendent variables (all of which were measured on at least an interval 
scale), a point-biserial correlation was obtained. 43 
Hypothesis 2b predicts an 'inverted-U' function of the regression 
line. This will be analyzed by employing curve-fitting'procedures .. for 
second-order models. 44 A regression model ~ill be tested using the for-
mula Y=botblX+b2x2+e. 
After an hypothesis is tested in the form in which it was stated, 
it will also be tested in alternate forms, using other measures which were 
highly correlated to the specified measures. It should be borne in mind 
that measures of those relationships, tailor-made to the data as they are, 
are intended to be simply descriptive tools. 
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CHAPTER V 
RESULTS: ANALYSIS OF THE MEASURES 
.•• in war there is no victory which cannot be regarded as 
unsuccessful, for the object,ive which one aims at is the 
total annihilation of the enemy and this result is never at-
tained; yet there are wars which are won and wars which are 
lost. So it is with any activity; failure and success are 
two aspects of reality which at the start are not percep-
tible. l 
Before the hypotheses are analyzed, the measures which will be used 
in the analysis must be evaluated. The validity of the measures will be 
evaluated through multitrait-multimethod matrices. The measures of the 
independent variables will be further evaluated in terms of their relation 
to the single-family/multi-family dichotomy. 
1. MULTITRAIT-MULTIMETHOD MATRIX: DEPENDENT VARIABLES 
The multitrait-multimethod matrix has been described by Campbell 
and Fiske as a technique for examining ~he validity of measures. Val i-
dity must be stablished from two directions: both convergent and dis-
criminant validity must be shown. According to Campbell and Fiske: 
Any conceptual formulation of a trait will usually include 
implicitly the proposition that this trait is a response ten-
dency which can be observed under more than one experimental 
condition and that this trait can be meaningfully differen-
tiated from other traits. 2 
Convergent validity then entails confirmation of a trait by independent 
measurement procedures; discriminant validity entails distinguishing 
groups of measures from each other. In order to evaluate these concerns, 
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a matrix must be developed in which 1) a measure or set of measures is 
treated as a trait-method unit and 2) more than one trait and more than 
one method must be employed. In this study, three methods were used to 
obatin most of the measures: interviews, observation in the home envi-
ronment (abbreviated, HOME), and observation in the day-care environment 
(abbreviated SCHOOL). To be able to evaluate the possibility that only 
the behavior inside the home would be comparable to behavior inside the 
day-care center, a subset of the home observations were examined sepa-
rately. This subset was all the observations made inside the home, and 
is abbreviated (INSIDE). Using these three methods, two variables were 
measured: withdrawal from interaction, and filtering potential interac-
tion. Each variable is composed of traits: withdrawal is composed of 
rejecting interaction and solitary play; filtering is composed of dura-
tion of play, size of play-group, and number of settings used. In many 
cases, more than one measure of each trait-method unit is employed (e.g., 
number of peers in play-group and proportion of peers in play-group). In 
addition to these multitrait-multimethod units, a third variable, cogni-
tive structuring, composed of only one trait, was measured by only one 
method, the test for tolerance for social density. 
A multitrait-multimethod matrix is analyzed by comparing the values 
of clusters of measures. For the analysis that follows, the reader is 
referred to Figure 2 for a schematic presentation of the clusters, and to 
Table I for the obtained values of the measures of the dependent variables 
used in this study. 
The first step in the analysis is to establish some evidence that 
convergent validity is occurring. The correlations of the measures of the 
same trait by different methods (the "validity diagonal" in Figure 2) 
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should be si~nificantly different from zero and large enough to encourage 
further evaluation. In analyzing the validity diagonals in Table I, note 
that the diagonal is sometimes two cells wide (because some trait-method 
units are composed of two measures), and that the diagonals in the fourth 
method-block (the "Interview" rows) are not continuous (because the inter-
view method was not used for all traits). The significance level for a 
correlation is a function of the sample-size from which the statistic was 
derived, as can be seen from the formula for arriving at the appropriate 
value of t: 3 
t = r v--;;;Z 
V l-r2 
For a significance level of .05 and a sample-size of 32, ~ is significant 
at 0.349. Since Table I reports the correlation coefficient only to two 
significant places, a correlation of 0.35 or greater is necessary to be 
considered significantly different from zero. 
An examination of the validity diagonals in Table I reveals three 
things. First, there is evidence of convergent validity between measures 
of traits taken from the HOME method and the INSIDE method. This was to 
be expected, since the measures observations inside the dwelling are in 
fact a subset of all observations made in the housing environment. This 
should lead to some autocorrelation, and would inflate the value of the 
coefficient of correlation (relative to other coefficients of truly inde-
pendent variables). Considering the problem of autocorrelation, the 
values in the validity diagonal are fairly low, with the exception of the 
measures of setting and of duration. Second, in the remaining validity 
diagonals, the only significant values are between the play-group measures, 
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and even those values are fairly low. Third, in the diagonal between the 
SCHOOL method and the INSIDE method, the values for the play-group meas-
ures are not significant. 
Taken together, these three points suggest that, with the exception 
of size of play-group, the 'traits' measured in this study are not inter-
nally consistent. The only evidence of convergent validity of traits is 
a moderate relationship between a subset and the group from which it was 
drawn; and the subset fails to show even the convergent validity with the 
play-group measures from the SCHOOL method that is shown by the HOME 
method. There are three possible explanations for this failure to estab-
lish convergent validity. It is possible that all but one method failed 
to "really" measure the trait. This is tantamount to saying that one set 
of diagonals is of a different class than the others. This would be 
likely to shmv up elsewhere in the rna trix. If the pattern of off-diagonal 
(heterotrait-heteromethod) values are widely divergent between one method 
block and the others, this position would be supported. Even though such 
a pattern does not occur in Table I, there is no way of definitively rul-
ing out the possibility that only one method is "really" measuring the 
trait. A second possible explanation is that none of the methods is a 
measure of the traits. A third pos~ibility is that the trait is not a 
functional unity. These possibilities can be evaluated later in the 
study: if only one method yields significant results, the first possi-
bility would be supported. If all the methods yield some significant re-
sults, but without any pattern, the last possibility would be supported. 
If no significant results are found, the possible alternate explanation 
'Would remain that the "real" traits were never measured. 
Note also the low values in the valididty diagonals for the INTER-
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VIEW method. Even for behavior in the home setting, what the parent or 
child says is occurring is not very highly related to what was observed 
in that environment. The only exception was the number of people in the 
play-group. The parents' estimates of their children's solitary play 
were particularly poor. 
A second step in the analysis is to establish that the measu:res of 
convergent validity discriminate from measures of purportedly different 
traits. This means that the values in the validity diagonals should be 
larger than the values of the other traits measured by that method (the 
heterotrait-heteromethod values--the triangles of values on either side 
of the validity diagonal). In other words, the validity values should be 
higher than similar values for measures having neither the trait nor the 
method in common. 
An examination of Table I reveals two things. First, there is a 
fairly consistent pattern in the significant off-diagonal values and the 
second measure of the trait, Rejecting Interaction (a), the measure, "ig-
noring interaction. 1I It correlates particularly with duration of play in 
other observed settings and with the proportion of peers in the play-
group inside the dwelling unit. Note that this pattern does not occur 
for the measures of the trait, "Play-Group," when the INTERVIE'".-l method 
was used. This suggests that there is a mild tendency that the longer a 
child plays at one thing or the more children he is playing with, the 
more likely a child is to ignore other children during that time. The 
second thing is that there are several significant off-diagonal values 
that follow no pattern. Of these, only one is a possible threat to con-
vergent validity, since only one is related to a significant diagonal 
value. That one, the relation between the number of settings used in the 
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home environment and the percent of time inside the dwelling in solitary 
play, is a lower value than the corresponding validity value, percent of 
time in solitary play both inside the dwelling and in the home environ-
ment. 
The third step in the analysis is to be sure that the validity value 
is not spurious due to some common effect of the method of obtaining the 
measures. This means that the values in the validity diagonal should be 
larger than the values of the correlations of the trait with other traits 
measured by the same method (the heterotrait-monomethod values). In other 
words, the values for a trait should be closer for other methods for meas-
uring the same trait than when compared to the same method for measuring 
other traits. 
An examination of Table I shows three things. First, there is a 
consistent effect, across all methods, of a moderate to strong relation-
ship between both measures of the trait, "Play-Group." The values range 
from a high of 0.80 to a low of 0.45. In other words, the two measures 
of the size of the play-group measure roughly the same thing. Consider-
ing that the second measure, the number of peers in the group, is more 
frequently represented in the validity diagonals by significant values, 
it seems likely to be the dominant measure in testing the hypotheses. 
Second, there is a consistent lack of relationship, across all methods, 
between the two measures of the 'trait,' "Rejecting Interaction." The 
values range from a low of 0.07 to a high of 0.34. In other words, the 
two measur~s do not measure the same thing but are two distinct compo-
nents. Considering that the second measure, "ignoring interaction," is 
significantly correlated with measures of other traits, the more useful 
measure will probably be the first one, "refusing overtures for interac-
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tion," since it is independent of all the other measures. Third, there 
are several measures in the heterotrait-monomethod triangles that are 
interrelated. The nunber and percent of peers in the play-group in the 
school environment is significantly negatively related to the percent of 
time there which was spent in solitary play. The more a child plays 
alone, the fewer peers he plays with. Note that this relationship does 
not hold elsewhere (although the pattern recurs in observation in the home' 
environment), suggesting that the effect may be due to the group-pressure 
of the school situation: some children are popular and are included in 
many children's play-groups; others are not popular, and play alone or 
with a few friends. This is not to say that popularity caused the high 
peer-interaction, or that the high peer-interaction caused the popularity, 
but only that, observing the situation already in progress (and presum-
ably in some sort of equilibrium), the two go together. There are also 
several correlated measures inside the dwelling environment. Percent of 
time in solitary play correlates highly with the duration of play and the 
number of settings used (these two are also correlated). In other ,words, 
inside the dwelling unit playing alone is an absorbing and wide-ranging 
activity for young children. Note that this relationship is not suggested 
at all in the other methods. 
The last step in the analysis is to check for the same patterning 
among the variables in all the clusters. Actually, this has been done 
throughout the first three steps. Consistently, patterns may be found 
that are common to observation in the day-care setting and observation in 
the home setting, but which are less strong in observation inside the 
dwelling unit. 
In summary, it can be seen that there is little evidence for con-
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vergent validity of the measures of the traits used in this study. The 
only measures that shOv1 clear (but moderate) signs of convergent validity, 
are those which deals with the size of the play-group. Of these measures, 
the stronger of the two is the measure of the number of peers in the play-
group, although the differences are minor. It can also be seen that there 
is some clear clustering of measures. Ignoring interaction, duration of 
activity, and percent of peers ,in the play-group tend to be related across 
settings. This suggests that the division of traits into variables may be 
inaccurate: these three measures may constitute a trait that reflects the 
optimization of group interaction. The same could be said of the number 
of settings, duration of activity, and time in solitary play inside the 
dwelling unit. And in the school setting, solitary play is inversely re-
lated to peer-group interaction. 
II. MATRIX OF CORRELATIONS: INDEPENDENT VARIABLES 
The mu1titrait-multimethod matrix is not entirely suitable for the 
analysis of the measures of the independent variables used in this study. 
It will be recalled that, to have a mu1titrait-mu.ltimethod matrix, one 
must employ more than one trait and more than one method. While there 
are mUltiple measures among the independent variables, only one method 
was used to obtain the measures. As a result, convergent validity of 
traits cannot be established, although discriminant validity may still be 
examined in Table II. There ~Jill be two steps to this analysis. 
~~ examination of the autocorrelation triangles (the correlation of 
measures of the same variable) shows that the measures of each dimension 
are highly intercorrelated. Although all but one of the measures of the 
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physical dimension are significantly correlated, the measures still fall 
clearly into two groups. The first four (number. of units in the building, 
presence of an inside stairway, units per hall, and number of floors) are 
all descriptive of the type of building and are highly intercorrelated. 
The next two (number of rooms and size of unit) are descriptive of the 
dwelling unit, and are both highly correlated and exhibit similar patterns 
of low correlation with the measures of the building-type. Similarly, the 
measures of the socio-spatial dimension also fall into two groups. The 
first two measures (number of people and number of peers in the building) 
are descriptive of the population in the immediate environs of the dwell-
ing unit, and are also highly correlated. The number of people in the 
child's range is mildly correlated with the measures of the population in 
the building, also. Finally, the measures of the social dimension show 
a multidimensional grouping. The number of adults caring for the child 
is strongly related to social class and to financial ranking (which is 
also related to social class), and appears to be descriptive of the child-
care characteristics of the family. The number of siblings is positively 
related to neighborhood social class and inversely related to financial 
rank (which is also positively related to neighborhood social class), and 
neighborhood social class is also correlated with family social class. 
This grouping appears to be descriptive of family social class. 
An e:~amination of the rectangles containing the correlations between 
the variables throws more light on the groupings. There are very high 
correlations between the first group of measures of the physical dimension 
(descriptive of the building type) and the first group of measures of the 
socia-spatial dimension (descriptive of the building population). Further, 
both"groups follow similar patterns in their relationship to the social 
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dimension. While some relationship between the physical and socio-spa-
tial dimension was expected, these relationships are so great that they 
lead inevitably to the conclusion that the measures which are descriptive 
of the building population act as if they belong to the physical dimen-
sion. The measures which are descriptive of population in the immediate 
environs of the child's dwelling unit, however, while correlated to the 
measures of physical dimension, are only moderately correlated and they 
do not follow a similar pattern in relation to the social dimension. 
This suggests that the socio-spatial dimension is more distinguishably 
measured by the descriptors of the neighborhood population. Finally, the 
high correlation between the number of peers and the total number of peo-
ple in both the building and the child's neighborhood suggest that, even 
if there were a difference in effect between contact-potential (number of 
people) and interaction-potential (numbers of peers), it probably will 
not be discovered in this study, or will at best appear as a very small 
difference, due to the high interrelationship of those measures. 
III. SUMMARY STATISTICS: DWELLING-TYPE 
Throughout the discussion in the previous chapters, the problems 
were considered on two levels: the effect of dwelling-type (single-fam-
ily vs. multi-family dwellings) on behavior and the effect of the communi-
cation-facilitating characteristics of the housing environment. It re-
mains to be seen which of the characteristics of the housing environment 
are distinguishable on the basis of dwelling-type. The mean values of 
each characteristic for single-family dwellings and multi-family dwell-
ings, and the significance of the differences between the means, are pre-
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sented in Table III. 
The variable, "Dwelling Type," clearly distinguishes between meas-
ures of the physical dimension of the housing environment and the popula-
tion of the building. But it does not distinguish between measures of 
the socia-spatial dimension of the housing environment, i.e., the popula~ 
tion in the immediate environs of the housing unit. In other words, the 
neighborhood environments observed in this study were similar, which sug-
gests that multi-family and single-family dwellings must have been pre-
sent in the neighborhoods of both groups. There were no neighborhoods 
composed entirely of apartment blocks. This means that, whatever the re-
sults which are obtained in analyzing the hypotheses, they carry with them 
the restriction that they cannot be generalized to housing environments in 
which the entire neighborhood is composed of either low-density single-
family dwellings or high-density multi-family dwellings. The results will 
not necessarily apply in Hidtow""l1 Manhattan. f\lrther, it will be possible 
in this study to find an effect due to the housing environment (for in-
stance, due to the .number of peers in the neighborhood) which does not 
bear on the original question of what effect apartment living has on 
children. 
There are a few other differences in the social dimension. The 
childcare characteristics are different between the two groups. Apart-
ment families are more likely to be single-parent families, and the source 
of income is more likely to b~ from hourly wages rather than a monthly 
salary. There were also significantly more girls among the apartment fam-
ilies. Finally, apartment families were more mobile. They had lived in 
their present unit significantly less time than the families in single-
family dwellings, although there was no difference in the time the fam-
TABLE III 
SU!i."1~RY STA.TIS'l'ICS OF INDEPENDENT VARIABIES 
BY ~'ELLING TY PE 
MEANS 
SINGLE- HULTI- t-
VARIA3LE MEASURE F/uIILY FAMILY VALUE 
~~sical Dimensions 
1 5.064* l Dwelling Unit #RDoms/Unit 7.75 3.69 Size of Unit 20808 827.5 5.171* 
Socia-Spatial Dimension, 
2.894· Bldg ?opulation tPeople/Bldg 4.38 124.5 
j: Pe'ers /Bldg '1.94 10.63 3.720· 
Nbrbd Population IPeople/Nbrhd 100.8 152.3 0.713 
tPeers/'Nbrhd 17.06 15.44 0.262 
Social Dimension, 
Childcare \, iAdults in Unit 1094 1.31 3.8)4· 
Finances 4.25 5.25 3.464* 
Social Class SES 2.69 3.06 0.853 
Nbrhd SES 2.13 1.69 1.031 
joSibs 2.19 1.6) 1.490 
other Social Characteristics, 
Age 62.) 58.0 1.829 
Sex 1.25 1.69 2.671* 
Time at school 15.0 14.1 0.259 
Time in Bldg 27.69 10.69 2.671* 
Time in Bldg-type 47.81 37.94 1.)24 
~Life in Bld-type 74.8 64.1 0.909 
* Sig. at .05 level 
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i1ies had been in their current building-type, nor was there a difference 
in the percent of the child's life spent in the current building-type. 
Before going on to the next section, the range of dwelling-types 
actually obtained in this study should be mentioned. Surprisingly, a 
fairly broad spectrum of the possible types was obtained. There were no 
children living on one-acre wooded lots. Four children lived in the same 
l6-story tower. The rest of the children from multi-family dwellings 
lived in structures from one to five stories high. The structures were 
scattered throughout the city, including several in the suburbs. Eight 
of them lived in the downtown area near the university. No children from 
single-family dwellings lived downtown. Several lived in the suburbs. 
Like the children from multi-family dwellings, most of the children from 
single-family dwellings lived inside the city. 
IV. QUALITATIVE ANALYSIS OF MEASURES 
The purpose of the preceding quantitative analysis was to evaluate 
the measures and their relation to each other. This understanding can be 
further developed by considering information gathered in the process of 
collecting the quantitative data. 
A constant question in any observational study is, "How much is the 
Observer's presence interfering with the 'normal' activity of the Sub-
jects?" There is no way to answer this directly, lacking an inside in-
formant (preferably an omniscient inside informant). Indirect evidence 
for this question can be gleaned from the Subjects' reactions directed 
toward the observer. The evidence for this study is mixed. Almost every 
child, at one time or another, did acknowledge the Observer's presence, 
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either by showing him the latest creation in the craft shop, or by asking 
for help with a shoelace or a zipper. For the most part, however, he was 
ignored. Toward the end of the period of observation at the day-care cen-
ter, the parent of a prospective student was being sho"~ a classroom in 
which the Observer was recording. The parent was introduced to the teach-
er, who then introduced the parent and the child to the aides and to the 
other children. The teacher then started a conversation with the parent, 
only to have it interrupted by the question, "Is he an aide, too?" The 
teacher turned, realizing the Observer was present, and then introduced 
him, "I'm sorry. He's observing the children for a project, and I forget 
he's even here." As far as the Observer could tell, this was a common 
reaction for most teachers and children. Further evidence for this asser-
tion can be found in the protocols, which include not a few 'naughty' be-
haviors. For a few children, however, the Observer's presence continued 
to be noted from the first day to the last. One little girl greeted the 
Observer every day with, "Get out. I don't want you here" (she would then 
let the Observer stay, having made her presence known). Another child 
viewed the Observer with obvious suspicion, and would glance nervously at 
him whenever she was talking to anyone else in his presence. These were 
the only individuals for whom such evidenc~ was noted regularly. 
Another source of concern about the measures used in this study is 
Desor's test. It had to be adapted for use with children, and the ques-
tion occurs of how ~ell such young children were able to deal with it. 
Although four children failed to perform adequately on the test, only one 
appeared to be unable to comprehend it. The other three simply refused 
to do what was asked: one, because she \\7as more interested in teasing 
the Investigator (the same one who told the Observer to get out of the 
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classroom); the other two, because they were more interested in playing 
with the configurations of a full room (rearranging what little free 
space remained). That the children understood the test apparatus as a 
room and children was confirmed on later visits. Frequently, the chil-
dren would ask if the Investigator brought his "toy," and asked to play 
with it. The play always involved people using a room, frequently fo-
cusing on coming in and going out of the room. It is interesting to note 
that at least five children asked why the door drawn on the back wall 
didn't open (one child offered to get her scissors and fix it so it would 
open), and the children~s play focused on getting into a room whose door 
would not open. A few children also asked why the room had no ceiling, 
although none questioned the missing wall. It should also be noted that 
the children did not attend to the height of the figures in relation to' 
either the apparent age of the characters or the size of the room. When 
they needed an adult, one of the figures was designated as an adult. Fur-
ther, when it was apparent that some figures were adults and some were 
children, the space between the figures did not appear to be different. 
The children are used to playing with dollhouses and Barbie and Ken dolls, 
all of which represent adults in adult-scale environments: it could be 
that by age 4 children are already conditioned to projecting make-believe 
situations on an adult scale. If an effort were to be made to standard-
ize Desor's test, this would be a dimension worth evaluating. 
A third concern is to determine what was lost by quantifying the 
protocols. Since there are an indefinite number of perspectives on any 
given position, there were probably an indefinite number of things lost. 
Three were noted in the process of observing. First, the specific quan-
tifications lost the individual child's 'style,' his typical way of doing 
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things. This was noted especially in the way the children handled anger. 
One boy, rather big for his age, would literally throw himself into a 
corner when he got angry and hold onto the walls to keep from hitting the 
child he was angry with. Another boy used rather complicated verbal 
skills. On one particularly striking occasion, he was upset because the 
aide wanted him to clean up a mess that he felt he shouldn't clean up a-
lone. He insulted the aide, and then ran outside. By the time he was 
returned to his room, he had found someone to help him clean up. When 
his friend got tired of it and left, he continued to work at it until the 
aide's attention was absorbed elsewhere, and then he left also. A third 
child bawled and threw things. When he was all cried out, he sat quietly 
for a minute, and then said to the aide, "There, now isn't that better?" 
A fourth sat in a chair and whimpered. The failure to quantify these 
differences is, to some extent, an intrinsic failing of quantification: 
were the range of these styles of dealing with anger known, a scale could 
have been devised and they could have been quantified. 
But every quantification will always be limited to a) the parameters 
known, and b) only as many of those parameters as can be reasonably dealt 
with, given limitations of data and mathematical skill. Even someone as 
skilled as Jay Forrester could include only 17 variables in his analysis 
of urban dynamics,4 and even then he manipulated no more than seven at 
once. Secane, the depth and strength of the interactions were not meas-
ured. Some children seemed to flit from thing to thing, some to work 
slowly and steadily on one thing. Some had a few friends whom they played 
with for long periods of time and regularly; others simply had few friends 
and played alone. Some played in packs, not really interacting with any 
child in particular; others controlled the pack and maintained st~ong re-
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lations with each child in the pack. This dimension is present in the 
measures used--the number of settings used, the duration of play, the 
size of the play-group--but is not collected into one measure. Third, 
the observation of the depth of interaction led to the realization that· 
different children used different methods for social control. Two little 
girls were especially adept at threatening to withdraw their friendship 
from the offenders. Several little boys used threats of violence. Other 
children used insults and name-calling. Further, not all the children 
exercised these forms of control; there were obvious peer-group leaders. 
This dimension is not included in the analysis. 
Finally, while discussing the study with the parents, suggestions 
were offered for other variables in the housing environment that might 
influence the children's behavior. In any event, the parents found them 
to be sources of irritation. The most frequently mentioned complaint of 
apartment-dwellers was the lack of acoustical privacy. They were con-
cerned either that their noise was disturbing the others in the building 
(hence, they tried to restrain their children's exuberance) or they were 
concerned that their neighbor's noise was disturbing them and their chil-
dren. This dimension was not considered in this study, except insofar as 
iL may be a correlate of the dwelling-type dichotomy. Note, in this re-
gard, Mitchell's study,S referred to earlier, which pointed out that fam-
ilies in Hong Kong are able to adjust to restrictions on privacy that 
come from relatives, but not when they come from unrelated individuals. 
This would suggest that poor acoustical insulation in a single-family 
dwelling is less problematic than poor acoustical insulation in an apart-
ment. A second complaint was that the child was restricted in range be-
cause of h1gh amounts of traffic on the streets. Interestingly, people 
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in single-family homes on busy streets did not mention this. Further, 
other apartment-dwelling parents said they felt they trusted their chil-
dren beyond their limits (because of the difficulty of surveillance from 
the apartment), rather than restricting the child. In any event, some 
measure of the location of busy streets might prove useful. Third, a 
common complaint was the lack of adequate play-space for the children. 
This is probably the best-publicized of the complaints about apaTtment-
living for children, and in fact two of the recently built structures had 
provided specific play-areas for the children. 
v. S~~Y 
To surumarize this chapter, three things may be said about the qual-
ityof the measures used: 
First, while the measures of the dependent variable have high face 
validity, i.e., by their definitions they should be valid measures, con-
vergent validity between similar measures could not be established. While 
any of three alternatives may. explain such a failure, the high face va-
lidity suggests that the lack of convergent validity is due to the ab-
sence of a unified trait, that perhaps there is no consistency in beha-
vior across the situations which were observed. This possibility will be 
explored further in the next chapter. 
Second, the measures of the independent variables seemed to fall 
into five groups of highly intercorrelated illeasures. The intercorrela-
tions were so high that if an effect were found with one measure, it could 
be expected to be found with the others as well. It should be noted that 
the number of peers in the building and the number of peers in the child's 
neighborhood were not highly intercorrelated, 'and both are key measures. 
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The first is a key measure of the socio-spatial dimension which is highly 
correlated with the physical dimension of the housing environment, and 
the second is a key measure of the socio-spatial dimension only. These 
two measures are also the key independent measures that will be used for" 
analyzing the hypotheses in the next chapter. 
Finally it was seen that the dwelling-type dichotomy basically dis-
tinguishes between characteristics of the physical dimension of the hous-
ing environment. It also carries with it some distinctions in the charac-
teristics of the social dimension, the most interesting one being that 
people who live in apartments tend to move around more. Thus, it seems 
that the distinction between multi-family and single-family dwellings does 
have a relation to the communication-characteristics of the housing envi-
ronment, at least in regard to the building-population characteristics. 
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CHAPTER VI 
RESULTS: ANALYSIS OF HYPOTHESES 
Art and Science do not establish them-
selves despite failure but through it. l 
I. COGNITIVE STRUCTURING 
The first hypothesis is concerned with the strategy of cognitive 
structuring. It states: 
1) Children living in housing environments with greater num-
bers of people show greater acceptance of social density than 
children living in housing environments with fewer people. 
It will be recalled that the specification of the contact-potential of 
the housing environment (number of people) was due to the assumption that 
asymmetric or one-way contacts (i.e., an adult giving orders to a child) 
are as important for social density as symmetric contacts (interaction). 
The measure of the dependent variable was the child's score on Desor's 
test. There were two measures of the independent variable, the number of 
people in the building and the number of pecple in the child's range 
(neighborhood); and there were two alternate measures, the number of peers 
in the building and the number of peers in the child's range. The assump-
tion that the contact characteristics are more important can thus be ex-
amined as well. 
The correlation between Desor's test and the measures of the commu-
nication-facilitation characteristics of the housing environment are pre-
sented in Table IV. The only significant* values were for the measures 
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of the building environment. 
The hypothesis is supported by the data, in a qualified fashion. 
In the first place, only the immediate environment--the population char-
acteristics of the building itse1f--is related with cognitive structuring. 
Since the measures of the population of the building are correlated so 
highly with the measures of the physical dimensions of the housing envi-
ronment, it is not clear at this point whether the effect is due to the 
physical dimension of the building-environment, or to the socio-spatial 
dimension (the populations characteristics) that are based on it. In any 
event, it is clear that the characteristics of the child's neighborhood 
do not have a relationship to tolerance for density. Perhaps, were the 
neighborhood characteristics more distinct between apartment and sing1e-
family dwellings, some relationship would be found; but this study sug-
gests that, should such a relationship occur, it would be due to the cor-
relation with the effect of the building. Second, although the differ-
ences between the significant measures are too small for clear interpre-
tation, the direction of the differences suggests that either the dis-
tinction between contact and interaction is not necessary for these chil-
dren, or else interaction-potential is more important than contact-poten-
tial for cognitive structuring. What is supported, however, is that chi1-
dren living in buildings with more peers show a greater tolerance for so-
* Significance is only reported at the .05 level, no matter how large 
the F-value. It should be understood as "at least significant at the 
.05 level." The purpose of reporting significance levels here is to 
test against the alternate hypothesis that the statistic could be the 
result of chance fluctuations. Since the probability of any discrete 
outcome is infinitesmal, one must pred~ct a realm of outcomes and com-
bine their probabilities. To change significance levels after examin-
ing the size of the F-value is to invalidate this procedure. 
TABLE IV 
CORRELATIONS: COGNITIVE STRUCTURING 
AND CO~fUNICATION CHARACTERISTICS 
#Peers: 
Bldg 
Range 
Desor's 
Test 
0.634* 
0.071 
flPeople: 1-----1 
Bldg 
Range 
0.611* 
0.223 
* Sig. at .05 level 
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cial density than children living in buildings with fewer peers. 
II. WITHDRAWAL FROM INTERACTION 
The second set of hypotheses are concerned with withdrawal from tci-
teraction as a strategy for responding to the housing environment. The 
two hypotheses will be considered in turn. The first states: 
2a) Children living in housing environments with a greater num-
ber of peers reject overtures for interaction more frequently 
than children living in housing environments with fewer peers. 
This hypothesis specifies measures of the interaction-potential of the 
housing environment, although again the alternate measures, those of con-
tact-potential, will also be considered. The dependent variable, rejec-
tion of overtures for interaction, is defined in two ways, by refusal of 
interaction and by ignoring interaction. Each of these operational defi-
nitions is measured in three situations: the day-care center (SCHOOL), 
the home, and inside the dwelling. It will be recalled that the subset 
of observations, INSIDE, was analyzed separately to account for the pos-
sibility that, since the observations at the day-care center were done 
only inside, the subset of observations made inside the home would be 
more comparable. 
The correlation between the population characteristics of the build-
ing and refusing overtures for interaction are presented in Table V. Sig-
-, 
nificant values were found for the relation between the population charac-
teristics of the child's range and behavior in that environment. The cor-
relation between the population characteristics of the building and ignor-
lng interaction are presented in Table VI. All the measures of the commu-
nication-characteristics of the housing environment correlated signifi-
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cantly with behavior in that environment, although the number of people 
in the neighborhood was most highly correlated. 
The hypothesis, then, is strongly supported, although the pattern 
underlying that support is a complex one. To begin with, the relation 
of the housing environment with refusing overtures for interaction occurs 
only in the hou'sing environment itself. It doe.s not generalize to the 
other environment studied. All of the sets of measures follow this pat-
tern. Second, only the communication-characteristics of the child's range 
are related to refusing interaction (Table V). Within that limitation, 
the interaction-potential (number of peers) is clearly the stronger cor-
relate when considering behavior in the home environment, although that 
difference is much less when only behaviors occurring inside the dwelling 
are considered. Third, ignoring interaction is best predicted by the 
contact-potential of the child's neighborhood (Table VI), although all 
the measures of the home situation correlate sigqificantly with ignoring 
interaction. Restating the original hypothesis, it can be said that chil-
dren living in neighborhoods with more peers are more likely to reject 
interaction, and children living in neighborhoods with more people are 
more likely to ignore interaction than children living in neighborhoods 
with lower communication-potentials. 
The second hypothesis dealing with the strategy of withdrawal from 
interaction states: 
2b) The relationship between the number of peers in the 
housing environment and solitary play is described by an 
inverted-U function: at both very low and very high numbers 
of peers, solitary play occurs more frequently. 
Again, both the specified measures of communication potential {number of 
TABLE V 
CORRELATIONS: REPUSING INTERAtTI0N 
AND COMMUNICATION CHARACTERISTICS 
#Peers: 
Bldg 
Range 
ilPeople: 
Bldg 
Range 
Refusing Interaction 
School Home Inside 
0.073 -0.039 0.049 
-0.029 0.691* 0.887 
0.063 -0.114 0.057 
0.00 0.478* 0.821* 
* Sig. at .05 level 
TABLE VI 
CORRELATIONS: IGNORING INTERACTION 
AND COMMUNICATION CHARACTERISTICS 
I!Peers: 
Bldg 
Range 
flPeople: 
Bldg 
Range 
Ignoring Interaction 
School Home Inside 
-0.020 0.535* 0.499* 
-0.115 0.471* 0.435* 
0.069 0.493* 0.517* 
-0.151 0.587* 0.615* 
* Sig. at .05 level 
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peers) and the alternate (number of people) will be considered. The de-
pendent variable, solitary play, has four measures: the parent's esti--
mate of time spent in solitary play and the percent of the time in the 
protocols spent in solitary play for each of the three situations: the 
day-care center, the home, and inside the dwelling. 
To test this hypothesis, a curve-fitting procedure, described ear-
lier, was employed. The procedure results in two statistics per measure: 
the zero-order correlation between the measure of communication potential 
and the measure of solitary play, and the first-order regression coeffi-
cient which enters the squared value of the measure of solitary play. 
The values for these statistics are presented in Table VII. None of them 
is significant. 
There is no evidence to support hypothesis 2b, either as stated or 
in a simpler, linear model for the relationship. 
III. FILTERING POTENTIAL INTERACTION 
.The third set of hypotheses are concerned with filtering potential 
interaction as a strategy for responding to the housing environment. The 
three hypotheses will be considered in turn. The first is: 
3a) Children living in housing environments with a greater 
number of peers allocate less time to each behavior episode 
than children living in housing environments with fewer peers. 
As before, measures of both the interaction-potential (specified in the 
hypothesis) and measures of the contact-potential will be compared. The 
dependent variable is measured by the average duration of behavior epi-
sodes in each of the three situations: the day-care center, the home, 
and inside the dwelling. 
I!Peers: 
Bldg 
Range 
IIPeople: 
Bldg 
Range 
TABLE VII 
CURVE FITTING: SOLITARY PLAY 
AND COMMUNICATION CHARACTERISTICS 
School 
zero first-
order order 
0.258 0.346 
0.130 0.130 
0.289 0.344 
0.188 
% Solitary 
Home 
zero- first-
order order 
0.155 0.155 
0.099 0.099 
0.151 0.151 
0.00 0.00 
Inside 
zero- first-
order order 
0.124 0.124 
0.111 0.177 
0.147 0.161 
0.107 0.107 
Parent's 
Estimate 
zero- first-
order order 
0.074 0.080 
-0.203 0.203 
0.071 0.071 
-0.101 0.101 10•187 
-
L-
--
I-' 
w 
00 
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The values for these correlations are presented in Table VIII. 
None of the values is significant. 
The data do not support the hypothesis, although the direction of 
the nonsignificant correlations is in the one predicted. 
The second hypothesis dealing with the strategy of filtering poten-
tial interaction states: 
3b) Children living in housing environments with a greater 
number of peers interact with a smaller proportion of the po-
tential playmates in the environment than children living in 
housing environments with fewer peers. 
Measures of both the interaction potential (specified by the hypothesis) 
and measures of the contact-potential will be compared. There are four 
sets of measures of the dependent variable. The first set of measures, 
the percent of peers in the play-group, is the measure specified by the 
hypothesis. However, as was explained earlier, it cannot be taken as 
given that a distinction between contact and interaction is necessary for 
studying children's interaction. As a result, the measure "percent of 
people in play-group," will also be used. Further, designing the measures 
as a ratio permits an absolute comparison of the measures, since they are 
all reported in equivalent units (percentages). However, perhaps there 
is some absolute number of people that is significant for interaction; 
perhaps interaction is scaled not in terms of some ratio available con-
tacts but rather in terms of some absolute optimal number. Thus, two 
more measures are added: number of peers and number of people in the 
play-group. All four of these sets are measured in each of three situa-
tions: the day-care center, the home, and inside the dwelling. The 
values are reported in Table IX through Table XII. 
TABLE VIII 
CORRELATIONS: DURATION AND 
COMMUNICATIONS CHARACTERISTICS 
Duration 
School Home Inside 
/lPeers: 
Bldg 
Range 
l/Peop1e: 
Bldg 
Range 
-0.058 
-01250 
0.019 
-0.234 
-0.290 -0.208 
-0.173 -0.262 
-0.311 -0.176 
-0.192 -0.159 
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The data do not support the hypothesis, as it is stated. Most of 
the correlations fail to achieve significant levels. Those that do 
achieve significant levels, and even the larger nonsignificant correla-
tions, are in the opposite direction to that predicted by the hypothesis: 
To the extent that there is any relationship, it is that children in en-
vironments with high communication-potentials engage in more interaction. 
This is in keeping with the finding that cognitive structuring is occurr-
ing as an adaptive strategy--the children are not only tolerant of greater 
densities, they also play with greater numbers of people. The very high 
correlations with the number of people in the inside play-group when re-
lated to the number of peers in the child's range (but the very low cor-
relations with percent of people in the inside play-group) suggests that 
in the areas where there are a lot of children they play inside, appar-
ently under the parent's watchful eye (since there is not a high correla-
tion with the number of peers in the play-group). Also note that the 
communication characteristics of the building have a relation with meas-
ures in the day-care situation as well as in the home situation. 
Thus, there is no support for the hypothesis that high potential 
interaction is filtered by decreasing the number or proportion of people 
interacted with. There is weak and sketchy evidence that high interaction 
potential results in adaptation by the assimilation of that higher level 
of interaction into behavior patterns. 
The third hypothesis dealing with the strategy of filtering poten-
tia1 interaction states: 
3c) Children living in housing environments with a greater 
number of peers use fewer settings than children living in 
housing environments with fewer peers. 
TABLE IX 
CORRELATIONS: %PEERS IN PLAY-GROUP 
AND COMMUNICATION CHARACTERISTICS 
/FPeers: 
Bldg 
Range 
iFPeople 
Bldg 
Range 
School 
0.237 
0.143 
0.294 
0.138 
TABLE X 
%Peers 
Home Inside 
-0.062 0.266 
-0.035 0.186 
0.00 0.259 
0.031 0.265 
CORRELATIONS: /FPEERS IN PLAY-GROUP 
AND COMMUNICATION CHARACTERISTICS 
iFPeers: 
Bldg 
Range 
/FPeople: 
Bldg 
Range 
---
%Peoole 
School Home Inside 
0.335 -0.065 0.232 
0.153 0.00 0.101 
0.376* 0.028 0.234 
0.243 0.035 0.206 
* Sig. at .05 level 
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TABLE XI 
CORRELATIONS: #PEERS IN PLAY-GROUP 
AND COMMUNICATION CHARACTERISTICS 
#Peers: 
Bldg 
Range 
#Peop1e: 
Bldg 
Range 
#Peers 
School Home Inside 
0.216 -0.133 0.176 
0.112 -0.055 0.197 
0.227 -0.124 0.094 
0.129 -0.061 0.159 
TABLE XII 
CORRELATIONS: #PEOPLE IN PLAY-GROUP 
AND COMMUNICATION CHARACTERISTICS 
/lPeers: 
Bldg 
Range 
i'People: 
Bldg 
Range 
#Peop1e 
School Home Inside 
0.294 0.00 -0.039 
0.059 0.00 0.903* 
0.294 0.055 0.049 
0.180 0.00 0.843* 
* Sig. at .05 level 
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Measures of both the interaction-potential (specified by the hypothesis) 
and measures of the contact-potential will be compared. The dependent 
variable is measured by the average number of settings used by the child 
in each of three situations: the day-care center, the home, and inside 
the dwelling, and it is also measured by the area of the child's range. 
The values for these correlations are presented in Table XIII. 
The hypothesis is not supported by the data. Although the direc-
tion of some of the correlations is that predicted by the hypothesis, 
the magnitudes are so low as to discourage any speculation. The only 
strong correlations are between the number of peers in the child's range 
and the size of the range: the larger the range, the more children in 
it. This finding is not as trivial as might appear at first. It was not 
know~ whether the range would be used to filter interaction. If it were 
to serve that purpose, then there would be no correlation between the 
number of peers and size of range: all children would maintain an opti-
mal level of social stimulation, expanding or c9,ntracting their range to 
maintain that optimal level. It will be recalled that this is Calhoun's 
thesis,2 among others. The evidence in this study does not support the 
thesis, but suggests instead that range is not a function of the number 
of social interactions it contains. 
To summarize briefly before going on to consider other findings: 
It has been found that the first and second hypotheses are supporte~ by 
the results of this study. It appears that cognitive structuring and 
some withdrawal from interaction are used as strategies for adapting to 
the communication-characteristics of the housing environment. There was 
little evidence that filtering of potential interactions was used an an 
adaptive strategy. The possibility remains, however, that different 
TABLE XIII 
CORRELATIONS: #SETTINGS 
AND COMMUNICATION CHARACTERISTICS 
Settings 
School Home 
", Inside Range 
#Peers: 
Bldg 
Range 
#Peop1e: 
Bldg 
Range 
0.194 -0.149 -0.167 
-0.150 -0.099 -0.198 
0.113 -0.031 -0.145 
0.00 -0.053 -0.173 
* Sig. at .05 level 
-0.260 
0.786* 
-0.195 
0.582* 
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groups may use different strategies. Such a possibility cannot be ruled 
out by this study. 
IV. OTHER FINDINGS 
An analysis of some of the other measures collected in this study 
throws additional light on the relationship between the housing environ-
ment and children's behavior. 
In considering the strategy of cognitive structuring, it was point-
ed out that it was not clear whether the relationship was due to the so-
cia-spatial dimension or the physical dimension of the housing environ-
ment, since the two were so highly correlated. The correlation between 
Desor's test and the number of units in the building (a key measure of 
the physical dimension) was 0.621 (Table XIV). This correlation is, 
however, smaller than the correlation of the number of peers in the build-
ing with Desor's test, which was 0.634. The difference is very small and 
could easily be due to random variance in the measures. But it does sug-
gest that, if the difference holds constant in retests, the effect is due 
to the socio-spatial dimension of the housing environment. 
The analysis of cognitive structuring can be extended by consider-
ing the interrelated effects of other measures that are also correlated 
with a child's score on Desor's test. The only other significant corre-
lations are with Age of Child and Size of Unit (Table XIV). Returning to 
the matrix of correlations for the independent variables (Table II), it 
can be seen that the correlation between the Size of the Unit and the 
Number of peers in the building was -0.37. While no correlation coeffi-
cient was reported for Age of Child and the Number of peers in the build-
ing, the t-Test for differences of means for the dwelling-type dichotomy 
TABLE XIV 
CORRELATIONS: COGNITIVE STRUCTURING 
AND CONTROL VARIABLES 
UUnits Age Size of Unit 
Desor's Test 0.621*[-0.355*1-0.383* 
* Sig. at .05 level 
TABLE XV 
REGRESSION ANALYSIS: 
COGNITIVE STRUCTURING 
Desor's Test 
i/Peers 0.634* 
Age 0.703* 
Size 0.712* 
* Sig. at .05 level 
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(Table III) was not significant, suggesting that the correlation between 
Age and Number of peers would be sW2ll, if any. These three correlates 
of cognitive structuring can be interrelated through a multiple regres-
sion. It would be expected that Number of Peers, correlated most highly· 
with Desor's test, would be entered first in a stepwise regression, and 
that Age, which is probably the less correlated with Number of peers, 
would be entered second, with the Size of unit being entered last. Table 
XV shows that this expected result was obtained. The three measures to-
gether account for half the variance (a Multiple R Square of 0.506) in 
cognitive structuring; with the Number of peers alone accounting for four-
fifths (a Multiple R Square of 0.402) of the relationship. 
There was some concern at the outset that exposure to the situations 
could be a confounding variable in the study. The confounding effect 
could operate through either of two channels. Following Sonnenfeld's sug-
gestion that'natives differ fron nonnatives,3 possibly the simple fact of 
having moved could influence the child's perception. Recall that it was 
found in Table III that multi-family dwellers moved more recently than 
single-family dwellers. Second, the confounding effect could also operate 
through awareness of one's environment: perhaps children who have moved 
recently have met fewer friends or have found fewer places to play. A 
parallel set of possibilities could be posited for the number of months 
the child has been going to the day-care center: perhaps the newer chil-
dren have fewer friends and have found fewer places to play at the center. 
The child's exposure to his current situation was defined in three 
ways: by the percent of his life that has been spent in the current type 
of building (thus controlling for differences in age), by the number of 
months he has spent in the CULrent type of building, and by the number of 
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months he has lived in his current building. This last measure is more 
crucial for the second mode of confounding an exposure effect, since it 
focuses on familiarity with the characteristics of the specific situation, 
rather than adaptation to the general type of situation. The result of 
these three measures are reported in Table XVI through XVIII. The child's 
exposure to the day-care center was defined only by the number. of months 
at the day-care center: Since all the children were in the day-care situ-
ation currently, and since the situation is not a dwelling environment, 
the native/nonnative distinction did not seem to apply. Those results are 
reported in Table XIX. 
The only significant values in any of the tables are in the "Dura-
tion" row. In the first three tables (concerned with exposure to the 
housing environment), the significant correlations are with duration of 
behavior episodes in the hoasing environment. In the fourth table (con-
cerned with exposure to the day-care environment), the significant cor-
relation is with the duration of behavior episodes in the day-care envi-
ronment. Note that the highest values for exposure to the housing envi-
ronment occur with the number of months in the current building. 
In other words, there is strong evidence that there is a moderate 
relation between duration of activity and familiarity with the environment 
in which it occurs. It will be recalled that there were no significant 
differences between multi-family and single-family dwellers regarding es-
posure to the day-care center; but there was a significant difference in 
exposure to the current housing environment (multi-family dwellers having 
had less exposure) (Table III). It will also be recalled that no signi-
ficant relationship was found for the duration of activity when related 
to the communication-structure of the housing environment (Table VIII). 
TABLE XVI 
CORRELATIONS: DEPENDENT MEASURES 
AND % LIFE IN BLDG-TYPE 
Dependent 
Measures Interview School Home 
Desor -0.133 
P-Solitary 0.023 
% Solitary 0.064 0.125 
Refuse 0.099 0.232 
Ignore 0.038 0.246 
Duration 0.070 0.418* 
Range -0.079 
Settings 0.214 -0'.173 
% Peers -0.049 0.115 
II Peers -0.099 -0:165 
% People 0.129 0.038 
II People 0.110 0.037 
* Sig. at .05 level 
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Inside 
0.137 
0.170 
0.170 
0.066 
-0.278 
-0.208 
-0.058 
-0.276 
0.139 
TABLE XVII 
CORRELATIONS: DEPENDENT MEASURES 
TIME IN BLDG-TYPE 
Dependent 
Measures Interview School Home 
Desor -0.169 
P-Solitary -0.081 
% Solitary 0.147 0.107 
Refuse 0.134 0.279 
Ignore 0.093 0.233 
Duration 0.165 0.369* 
Range -0.045 
Settings 0.148 -0.089 
% Peers 0.020 0.114 
II Peers -0.089 0.102 
% People 0.183 0.097 
fI People 0.129 0.00 
* Sig. at .05 level 
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Inside 
0.157 
0.159 
0.159 
0.279 
-0.293 
-0.213 
-0.156 
-0.254 
0.111 
TABLE XVIII 
CORRELATIONS: DEPENDENT MEASURES 
AND TIME IN BLDG 
Dependent 
Measures Interview School Home 
Desor -0.241 
P-Solitary 0.051 
% Solitary -0.142 -0.090 
Refuse -0.080 0.273 
Ignore 0.202 -0.091 
Duration 0.111 0.519* 
Range 0.336 
Settings 0.00 -0.205 
~1. Peers -~.073 0.158 
if Peers -0.234 0.166 
% People 0.193 -0.084 
If People -0.019 0.00 
* Sig. at .05 level 
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Inside 
-0.132 
0.00 
0.249 
0.455* 
-0.154 
-0.062 
0.058 
-0.348 
-0.030 
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TABLE XIX 
CORRELATIONS: DEPENDENT MEASURES 
AND TIME AT HGC 
Dependent 
Measures Interview School Home Inside 
Desor -0.050 
P-Solitary -0.175 
% Solitary 0.038 0.256 -0.082 
Refuse -0.101 0.221 0.341 
Ignore -0.082 0.251 0.222 
Duration -0.356* -0.174 -0.279 
Range 0.243 
Settings -0.048 0.125 0.140 
% Peers J 0.038 -0.269 0.00 
IF Peers 0.125 -0.209 0.107 
% People. -0.204 -0.154 0.042 
IF People 0.00 -0.187 0.347 
* Sig. at .05 level 
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although a tendency was found in the data that suggested support. This 
finding of a relationship due to exposure suggests that, while there may 
be no significant relationship due solely to the communication-character-
istics of the environment, when exposure to that environment is consider~d, 
such a relationship may be found. In other words, single-family and multi-
family children may still differ in the duration of their behavior epi-
sodes, although the relationship is due only in part to the socio-spatia1 
dimension of the housing environment. A set of t-Tests were computed 
(Table XX). No significant differences were found between single-family 
and multi-family children for duration of activity in either the day-ca~e 
or inside the dwelling situations. A significant difference was found 
for duration of activity in the home situation. These results can be con-
sidered to give limited support to the hypothesis that the duration of 
activity is related to (a) exposure (b) to the communication-characteris-
tics of the housing environment. 
There has also been some suggestion in the literature that certain 
types of interactions are related to children's sex roles. 4 They are not 
supported in this study (Table XXI). A set of t-Tests to test the dif-
ference in children's behavior by sex revealed no significant differences. 
These results should not be taken as totally invalidating such studies, . 
however. The University community is atypical of the larger American cul-
ture, and it is likely that the traditional sex-roles are purposely and 
determinedly ~ transmitted to the children at the University's day-care 
center. 
Finally, some effort was made to determine whether the children 
themselves were aware of single-family/multi-family differences among 
themselves. The children's choice of playmates at the day-care center 
TABLE XX 
t-TEST: DURATION OF EPISODES FOR 
SINGLE-FAMILY AND MULTI-FAMILTY CHILDREN 
School Home Inside 
Durationl 1.115 2.509* I 
* Sig. at .05 level 
TABLE XXI 
t-TEST: DIFFERENCES IN DEPENDENT 
MEASURES BETWEEN BOYS AND GIRLS 
Dependent 
Measures Interview School Home 
Desor 0.238 
P-Solitary 0.111 
% Solitary 1. 207 0.885 
Refuse 0.221 0.745 
Ignore 0.565 0.591 
Duration 0.482 0.578 
Range 1.189 
Settings 0.578 0.305 
% Peers 0.388 0.728 
II Peers 0.359 0.691 
% Pr op1e 0.472 0.110 
II People 0.691 0.594 
. 
0.743 
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Inside 
0.972 
0.907 
0.688 
0.516 
1.451 
0.695 
1.028 
1.039 
1.131 
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was examined to see whether the children chose their friends from among 
their own group. The first chi-square analysis (Table XXII) examined the 
total number of interactions, rejecting no choices. No significant dif-
ferences were found. However, when the choice of neighbors (other chil-o 
dren living within the child's range) were excluded (Table XXIII), it was 
found that multi-family children play with other multi-f'~mily children 
significantly more than they play with children from single-family dwell-
ings, unless the single-family children happen to be neighbors. In other 
words, it appears that the children are aware of the differences in each 
other, differences which are related to the housing environment. 
V. DISCUSSION 
The results of the analysis of the hypotheses will now be turned to 
a discussion of the broader issues raised earlier. 
In the third chapter, a conceptual distinction was made between the 
physical and socio-spatial dimensions of the housing environment, based 
on the work of Terrence Lee and Chalsa 100. 5 The usefulness of such a 
distinction in this study can now be evaluated. It was found in Chapter 
V (Table II) that one set of measures which pruportedly measured the so-
cio-spatial dimension of the housing environment was highly correlated to 
measures of the physical dimension, both in the magnitude of the correla-
tion coefficients and in the similarity of patterns of correlations with 
measures of the social dimension. A second set of socio-spatial measures 
was not part of this pattern. In the analysis of the first hypothesis, 
dealing with the strategy of cognitive structuring, it was found that the 
measure of cognitive structuring was correlated with the measure of the 
socio-spatial dimension of the housing environment which was highly cor-
related with measures of the physical dimension (Table IV). In the anal-
TABLE XXII 
CHI-SQUARE: INTERACTION 
CHOICES. ALL CHOICES 
Multi -
Family 
Sing1e-
Family 
Multi-
Family 
74 
62 
Sing1e-
Family 
48 
50 
Chi-square=1.7980 
df=l 
234 
Not Significant at .05 level 
TABLE XXIII 
CHI-SQUARE: INTERACTION 
CHOICES. MINUS NBRS 
Multi-
Family 
Sing1e-
Family 
Multi-
Family 
63 
39 
Sing1e-
Family 
30 
46 
178 
Chi-square=9.0740 
df=l 
Significant at .05 level 
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ysis of the second hypothesis, dealing with rejection of int~raction, a 
clear effect due to socio-spatial measures was found, since the most 
powerful measures were from the set of measures that was not highly cor-
related with the measures of the physical dimension (Table V and Table Vl). 
Ilowever, a t-Test failed to find a significant difference betw~en single-
family and multi-family dwellings on those measures of the socia-spatial 
dimension (Table III). In other words, where there is clear evidence of 
the significance of a distinction between the physical and socia-spatial 
dimensions of the housing environment, the usefulness of the measures for 
the purposes of this study is unclear, since those measures are not dis-
tinguishable in the two classes of housing environments which were con-
sidered. Where the measures are clearly distinguishable (e.g., charac-
teristics of the building population) by dwelling-type, their high co-
variance with measures of the physical dimension makes disc(7ery of clear-
ly significant differences unlikely, although the data does tend to sup-
port the possibility that there are real differences. 
In the same article mentioned above, Lee concluded on the basis 
of his research that an individual's range is a function of distance and 
is not influenced by the number of people within it. 6 Calhoun, on the 
other hand, suggested that an individual's territory is a function of the 
social interactions it contains, that one extends or contracts one's 
range in order to maximize reinforcing interactions. 7 While not origin-
ally designed to test between these two hypotheses, the results of this 
study happen to throw some light on it. It was found (Table :CIII) that 
the size of a child's range is highly correlated with the number of peo-
ple in the range, especially the number of children. In other words, the 
larger the range the more potential contacts and the more potential inter-
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actions it contains. This is in agreeuent with Lee's findings. It is 
not, however, a refutation of Calhoun's position. In the first place, it 
is not clea~ in what sense a child's range is comparable to an adult's: 
a child's range may be artificially restricted, both by parental command~ 
and by environmental barriers that are not present for adults. Further, 
there is some support for Calhoun's position (or that part of Calhoun's 
position that is derived from Cristaller's theory) in Plattner's article,8 
which showed a macro-level structure that is similar to what Calhoun pre-
dicted. It should be pointed out that Plattner's model was based on eco-
nomic and geographical variables, and Calhoun's is based on psychological 
variables. In any event, the final word has yet to be said in regard to 
Calhoun's theory. 
Another conceptual distinction that must be evaluated was the dis-
tinction between interaction-potential and contact-potential. The dis-
tinction was derived from the work of Harvey Cox and Lyn Lofland,9 and it 
was suggested that a distinction might be made by children between people-
to-be-played-with (peers) and. others (adults). This distinction was of-
fered as only an hypothesis, which would be evaluated in the course of 
analyzing the hypotheses. The correlation matrix (Table II) shows that 
the measures of contact-potential and interaction-potential were highly 
correlated, suggesting that the distinction, as measured, would not be 
useful. In hypothesis 1, however, a small difference was found in the 
relation of the contact and interaction measures with a measure of cogni-
tive structuring (Table IV). A similar situation was found in analyzing 
hypothesis 3 in regard to the duartion of activity (Table VIII). 
These findings amount to nothing more than tendencies. However, 
the analysis of hypothesis 2 in regard to rejecting interaction found 
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clear differences between measures of contact potential and measures of 
interaction potential (Table V and Table VI). It was found that the con-
tact potential of the housing environment has a significant relation with 
ignoring interaction, and the interaction potential of the housing envi-" 
ronment has a significant relation with rejecting interaction. This dif-
ference, however, may be due to cultural constraints: children in our 
culture are not generally permitted to tell adults to "go away." The 
findings, then, do support the distinction between contact and interaction. 
The support, however, is weak and suggests that the effective difference 
between the two classes of measures is minimal for most behaviors. 
Finally, some consideration must be given to the question of whether 
the behaviors observed in this study are "functional unities." In anal-
yzing the multitrait-multimethod matrix, it was found that there was lit-
tle convergence between the measures (Table I). Measures of a 'trait' in 
one environment had little relation to similar measures of that 'trait' 
in a different environment. The exceptions to this general rule were the 
measures of play-group size, where a moderate relationship was found. 
The analysis of the hypotheses conforms to that summary. Whenever a sig-
nificant relationship was found between the housing environment and beha-
vior, it was always with behavior occurring in that same environment. The 
only exception was when the size of the child's play-group was examined. 
It was found that the housing environment related significantly to the 
size of the play-group at the day-care center as well. It was also noted 
that the direction of the relationship (the greater the communication char-
acteristics of the housing environment, the larger the play-group) does 
not support the hypothesis that a strategy of filtering interaction is em-
ployed, but rather supports the hypothesis that cognitive structuring has 
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occurred. 
This finding, that cognitive structuring occurs in children as an 
adaptation to the housing environment, if it is confirmed by further re-
search, is the most significant finding of this study. It helps explain 
why some people like big cities and some people like sleepy little towns. 
Lt supports Sonnenfeld's distinction between natives and nonnatives,10 
since it suggests that cognitive schema really are structured by the envi-
ronment. And it even supports Sommer's suggestion that children 'imprint' 
to the environment they were raised in:1l the early environment might 
provide the basic cognitive structure against which all later environmental 
experiences are evaluated. It provides a beginning-point from which to 
understand how people experience the city. 
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CHAPTER VII 
Su}~~\RY A~ID SUGGESTIONS FOR ADDITIONAL RESEARCH 
Out of all things there comes a unity, 
and out of a unity all things. l 
I • Su}~fARY OF FINDINGS 
Three hypotheses, some with multiple statements, were tested in 
this study. 
The first hypothesis dealt with the strategy of cognitive struc-
turing in adaptation to the housing environment. It was found that chil-
dren living in buildings with more peers show a greater acceptance of so-
cial density than children living in buildings with fewer peers. This 
relationship was found for the socia-spatial measures of the building en-
viropment, but not for the socia-spatial measures of the child's neigh- . 
borhood. It was further found that this strategy of cognitive structur-
ing expressed itself in behavior. Children living in buildings with more 
peers also played with more people both inside the home and at the day-
care center. This cross-situational relationship suggests that the stra-
tegy of cognitive structuring is a "functional unity," or a consistent 
pattern of the child's personality. 
The second set of hypotheses dealt with the strategy of withdrawal 
from interaction in adaptation to the housing environment. The first 
statement of the general hypothesis dealt with rejection of interaction. 
It was found that children living in neighborhoods with more peers were 
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more likely to refuse overtures of interaction, and children living in 
neighborhoods with more people were more likely to ignore interaction 
than children living in neighborhoods with lower communication-potentials. 
It was noted that while this is a relationship with the housing environ-
ment, it will.not distinguish between children in single-family and mul-
ti-family dwellings, since there were no significant differences between 
the two groups in the population characteristics of their neighborhoods. 
The second statement of the general hypothesis dealt with the amount of 
solitary play the children engaged in. No significant differences were 
found. 
The third set of hypotheses dealt with the strategy of filtering 
potential interaction in adaptation to the housing environment. The first 
statement of the general hypothesis dealt with the allocation of time. No 
simple relationship was found between the communication characteristics of 
the housing environment and duration of the children's activity, although 
. 
there was a tendency in support of the hypothesis that the greater the 
number of people in the building, the less time the children spent at any 
activity. Since it was noted that children from multi-family dwellings, 
on the average, had lived in their current dwelling a shorter time than 
children from single-family dwellings, it seemed likely that an interac-
tive effect might be found. When the hypothesis was examined, then, in 
terms of dwelling-type, a Significant relationship was found. The second 
statement of the general hypothesis dealt with the size of the plaY-9,roup. 
No support was found for the hypothesis that high interaction-potential is 
filtered by decreasing the number or proportion of people interacted with. 
In fact, evidence to the contrary was found. The third statement of the 
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general hypothesis dealt with the use of settings. No support was found 
for the hypothesis that high interaction-potential is filtered by use of 
fewer settings. 
In summary, the first hypothesis was strongly supported, and it ap~ 
pears that the relationship is cross-situational. There was some support 
for some facets of the other two hypotheses, and the relationship appears 
to be due to the impact of the immediate environment. That only some of 
the findings were significant was not surprising: the intention, after 
all, was to evaluate Milgram's theory,2 and to attempt to determin8 which 
of the several strategies he listed would be most fruitful for further re-
search. That information was gained by this study. 
Finally, it should be noted that the findings in this study are 
based on correlations. They indicate a relationship between two varia-
bles. A relationship between two variables is not the same as an effect 
of one upon the other. While it is unlikely that the child's behavior 
had an effect on the choice of housing environment (other, perhaps, than 
the mere fact of his being born--there is, after all, that conviction 
that apartments are nasty places to raise children), there is a third 
possibility other than the one that the housing environment had an effect 
on the child's behavior. There may be some third variable, not measured 
in this study, to which both of these variables are related and which is 
responsible for their covariance. With this ~at in mind, we turn to 
suggestions for additional research. 
II. SUGGESTIONS FOR ADDITIONAL RESEARCH 
From the outset, the necessity for replication of this study has 
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been rocognized. Relatively homogeneous groups from other social envi-
ronments--for example, working class children, children from larger cities 
with larger apartment districts than Portland has, children who do not 
attend a day-care center--would be used as the Subjects in such replica-' 
tions. In the course of this.study, other dimensions of future replica-
tions were also uncovered. 
Some refinement of the measures is now possible. Because the meas-
ures of the independent variables cluster together so strongly, it might 
be useful to develop an index of measures in each cluster. While the de-
velopment of an index of dwelling-types (rather than a simple dichotomy) 
would make the analysis more sensitive than a single dichotomy, the key 
variable in each cluster should probably still be examined individually 
as well. The single-family/multi-family dichotomy makes intuitive sense, 
it will be the schema people will use to understand the findings, and it 
will be useful to be able to know to what extent the intuitive relation-
ship is modified when more dimensions are taken into account. 
The findings of this study suggest that there were really two sets 
of measures of the dependent variables. The first set, composed of Desor's 
test and the measures of play-group size, were measures of what might be 
a personality triat which has trans-sieuational relationship with the home 
environment. The second set, composed of the other behavioral measures 
such as refusing overtures for interaction or duration of activity, were 
measures of pressure on behavior due to the immediate environment. Much 
more work will be needed to plumb the depths of either of these sets of 
measures. Future studies might do well to concentrate on specifying one 
or the other of these sets and be content with rudimentary measures of the 
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other set (for purposes of control or for examining interactive effectsJ 
It would also be worthwhile to examine some of the variables which 
were uncovered in the course of the study. An index of the depth of in-
teraction might well be developed. It could be constructed not only from 
the measures used in this study, but also from a measure of the number of 
enclosed episodes. The provision of play-space in the home environment 
and the degree of acoustical privacy might also be profitably studied. 
Greater sophistication in technique should also be introduced in 
the replications. It is not clear what effect the scale of the episode 
has on the beha':.i.or found in the field observation: are the differences 
between multi-family and single-family children such that only a very 
fine-grained resolution can discover them? If this is so, what does it 
mean? Is a very fine-grained effect also a less signigicant effect? 
This is not the place to attempt to answer that last question, but I sus-
pect the answer will be similar to the answer to the question, "What are 
the effects of the intangibles in an economic analysis?" 
Some effort should also be expended to enlarge our understanding of 
Desor's test. The validity of the test (other than its face validity) has 
never been considered. How well are subjects able to actually "put them-
selves" in the room represented by the apparatus? Some of the children 
put more than thirty figures in a space representing a room 9x18 feet. 
Would they feel "not crowded" if they were actually in such a situation? 
We also have no estimates of test-retest reliability. How stable are the 
scores for Desor's test? If they are unstable, what is the standard er-
ror, and how is it to be explained, what are its correlates? Third, there 
is only a little research on the effect of different configurations on 
· . 
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performance. What are the psychological equivalents in dimensions: 
Desor discussed the relationship between square and rectangular dimen-
sions, but the limits have not been tested. Nor do we know how much of a 
change in size is necessary to get twice as many (or half as many) fig-
ures in a room. Finally, no developmental studies have bee~done. We do 
not know if the relevant dimensivns of the apparatus for adults are also 
relevant for children, or hn~; the child's response changes with mental 
development. Desor's test was found to be a useful measure in this study. 
Were it better understood, it could become a very powerful tool in the 
arsenal of the environmental psychologist and the urban theorist. 
Another refinement of technique would be to establish the reliabil-
ity of all the measures. This would involve two steps, establishing the 
reliability of the observer and establishing the stability of the beha-
vior observed. In this study, the reliability of the coding was estab-
lished by comparing the Investigator's coding to the coding of an inde-
pendent coder. Similarly, the reliability of the observation could be 
established by comparing the protocols of the Investigator to the proto-
cols of an independent observer. This procedure could be proble~tic in 
a field Setting, since the ideal would be for the independent observer to 
spot-check from behind a one-way mirror, or at least to spot-check from 
time to time. But this would certainly have been a disruptive procedure 
in the day-care center, and probably would be disruptive in any but the 
more public settings. In the early period of observation, when the Ob-
server is establishing his presence and his routine rather than collecting 
protocols for later analysis, a pretest for inter-observer reliability 
could be performed: since the routine is already disrupted by the pre-
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sence of one stranger, perhaps the presence of a second stranger would 
result in only minimal additional disruption. The second step in estab-
lishing reliability is to test for the stability of the measures. In 
this study, the use of the mean value for several observations as the 
test measure minimized much of the variability. 
The standard deviation of the test measures could be used as one 
estimate of reliability. However, a wide variance may be a stable char-
acteristic of some measures. The best estimate would be derived from 
either a test-retest or split-halves measure of reliability. Either of 
these techinques would require a large number of observations, larger 
than the number used in this study. Consequently, estimates of the sta-
bility of the measures would probably not be attempted until toward the 
end of a program of research when precisely the right measures are being 
used, because the gathering of enough observations will be a time-con-
suming and expensive process. 
Besides these sophistications in technique, there are several tac-
tical recommendations for future research. It would be useful, now, to 
replicate the study with children who are not attending a day-care cen-
ter. Besides the problem of obtaining subjects, discussed earlier, there 
would also be the problem of finding some sort of common, or at least com-
parable, non-home-environment setting in which to observe the children. 
The comparison between the HOME and SCHOOL environments permitted an anal-
ysis of whether a relationship was due to environmental pressure or was 
trans-situational, and the advantage of that comparison should not be 
given up. The advantage to studying non-day-care children will lie in 
the potential for comparison with the subjects of this study. Very few 
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differences were found in style of interaction (e.g., use of settings, 
solitary play), but it cannot be said whether this failure was because 
there is no relationship, or because the day-care experience has effaced 
it. When such a replication is performed, it would probably prove advan~ 
tageous to develop an index for "maximizing interaction," composed of the 
number of settings used, the duration of play, and the size of the play-
group. It would also be useful to consider a measure of the ratio of en-
closing to enclosed episodes. 
It would also be very useful if a greater separation between the 
measures of the physical and socio-spatial dimensions of the building en-
vironment could be obtained. This would require children living in build-
ings roughly the same in the number of units with different numbers of 
people and children (or, vice-versa, different numbers of units with the 
same population size). Large apartments are hard to find: two or three 
bedrooms seem to be the largest. This does not permit much flexibility 
in family sizej yet, assuming equal vacancy rates, it is only through 
family. size that a greater separation of the dimensions is possible. It 
is a puzzling problem. 
Not at all puzzling is the need to study the effect of the housing 
environment on children's behavior in a developmental fashion. Having 
found a relationship in fairly young children, it still remains to be 
seen whether and how this relationship is carried forward in the process 
of development. Cross-sectional studies of development might serve to 
follow th~ strength of the relationship found here. But a longitudinal, 
or at least an accelerated longitudinal,3 approach will be necessary to 
follow the transformation of the relationship with developmental changes, 
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whether cognitive, social, or emotional. 
Finally, there is the problem of sample-size. The restriction of 
sample-size due to the need for a moderately homogeneous group would pro-
bably be alleviated somewhat by gathering the data in cities with larger" 
apartment-dwelling populations. However, given the conviction that apart-
ments are nasty places to raise children, the restriction on sample-size 
will probably not be avoided even there. The one alternative is to de-
vise measures which can be ~dministered to groups, or at least measures 
taken form a standard ?pparatus which can be administered by many assis-
tants. Desor's test, of course, is just such a measure. One reason for 
the interview of parents was to see if measures obtained in that fashion 
would be correlated enough to the measures obtained from observation, so 
that the former could reasonably be used as a surrogate for the latter. 
The results were not encouraging. In any event, if standardized, group-
administered measures can be devised, school systems could be contacted 
and the entire school-age population of a city tested. With so large a 
sample, the non-systematic inter-group differences could be expected to 
have minimal impact on the study" Further, such a large sample would be 
ideal for cross-sectional developmental study. 
This study began with the question, "How do people experience the 
city they live in, and how do the respond to that experience?" The ques-
tion has not been answered, but at least we have a better idea of where 
to look for the answer. 
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NOTES 
1. Heraclitus of Ephesus, quoted in G.S. Kirk & J.E. Raven, The 
Presocratic Philosophers, Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1971, 
p. 191. 
2. Stanley Hi1gram, liThe experience of living in cities,1I Science, 
1970, 167, 1461-1468. 
3. R.Q. Bell, "An experimental test of the accelerated lor.gitudinal 
approach," Child Development, 1954,~, 281-286. 
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13 January 1975 
Dear Parent: 
I am writing to ask you and your child to take part in a study I 
am doing. 
I am getting my Doctorate in Urban Studies, and for my dissertation 
I want to look at how children adjust to living in apartments or single-
family homes. Unlike the larger Eastern cities, Portland has few apart-
ment areas where there are also children; so I have come to the Helen Gor-
don Center, where there are children, many of whom live in apartments scat-
tered allover the city. 
I will use as little of your time as is possible--certainly no more 
than half an hour. I want to ask you a few questions about what you do 
for relaxation, and I will then ask your child similar questions. Since 
I would prefer that your answers be spontaneous and uncontaminated by my 
expectations, I'd rather not go into specifics about my study until after 
I've asked my questions; but then I'd be more than happy to talk to you 
about it. When the study is completed, I'll be sending out a letter de-
scribing the results. 
The study will be written in such a way that no child can be iden-
tified; I will not even be using family names in my own records. I will 
try to arrange my interviewing schedule to be as convenient for you as 
is possible. 
Unless I hear otherwise, I will assume you are willing to partici-
pate in the study and in a week I will be contacting you to arrange a 
time--late afternoons on weekdays, or on the weekend--to come and ask 
my questions. 
If you have any questions, now or at any time in the study, I have 
an office on campus in room 2, Francis Manor (229-4056); my home phone 
number is 228-2919. 
Sincerely, 
Anthony J. Filipovitch 
PORTLAND 
STATE 
UNIVERSITY 
p.o. box 751 
portland,oregol1 
97207 
503/229-40-13 
Urban Studies 
the 
graduate program 
Appendix B 
2 April 1975 
Dear Parents: 
My research on the adjustment of children to apartments or single-family 
homes is at a point that I need to talk to you about it. I had planned 
to do this earlier in the research, but my committee felt it would be 
better to wait until now. I would like to arrange a convenient time for 
me to visit. 
The visit will be short, certainly no more than half an hour. I will 
want to ask some basic descriptive questions--number of rooms in the 
home, number of children, etc. I will also want to ask a few questions 
about how you spend spare time, and how your child spends it. Then I 
will want to ask your child how he/she spends spare time. It is impor-
tant that I ask your child these questions at home, since "being there" 
will probably serve as a memory-aid for him/her. 
After I have asked my questions, I would be glad to answer any of yours. 
In fact, after the study is over and I've looked at the results, I would 
be glad to discuss the entire study with as many of you parents as are 
interested. 
I expect that the best times to visit would be from 3:00--7:00 on week-
days, and 9:00 AM--7:00 PM on weekends. I would like to begin the visits 
this weekend (April 5 & 6). I will be telephoning you to set up an appoint-
ment, or if there is a time that is particularly convenient you could con-
tact me. My office is room 2, Francis Manor. My office phone is 229-4056; 
my home phone is 228-2919. 
I don't wish to inconvenience anyone; at the same time, I'd prefer to 
complete the visits before the term is too far along and either you or 
I get bogged down with work. I would like to emphasize that I am available 
for these appointments at whatever time is most convenient for you. 
Sincerely, 
Anthony J. Filipovitch 
Appendix C 
1. Phyaical ~nsion of Housing·Snv1ror~nt 
•• N~r of units in building (20-21) 
1) Inaidr- stsi~y1 (22) 
ii) Units per hallway (23-24) 
iii) Nuciler of floors in str.lcture (25-26) 
b. ~'u;:;:.er of roO!!!S in unit (27-28) 
____ c. Size of unit (29-)2) 
2. Socia-SpatiAl DiJ:lenl!ion of Housing Environment 
a. Nu:b.lr of people in building {J3-35) 
b. N==~r of p&er:; in bu.ilding (36-37) 
c. Nu:ber of peers in neighborhood (J8-39) 
d. 1'ima lived in building (40-41) 
e. '!il:xl liv.c in buildi~-typ'" (42-4) 
3. Social DiClftl1ll1on of HOll.!!lng ~v!ronJlll!:!nt 
a. NU!Ilber or childNln in hol!05 (44) 
b. Nu.mber of adult.s caring for child (45) 
c. nrsnt'. OCcufX1tlon (46) 
Mos. at HGCI 
DATE; I 
d, Gramparsntl!l' occufStion, if fSrents are stui.ents (47) 
e. SF.S (48) 
4. Child's PlAy (P:lrsnts) 
a. Percent or t.:1..ma in solitary or pa~llel play (49-50) 
~. NU!l!...'-er of pearl! paye.d with (51-52) 
____ c, Whers does your child ==lly pay1 (53-56) 
(Coc?,-U! aru.) 
5. Oesor's Test (Parsnts) 
"lmagina this ill a roOCl ..mero people relax together. Put as lI1'I.ny people in 
it as you C&.."l without 1Il!l1d.ng it crowd'!ld." 
(57-58) 
6. Child's PlAy (Child) 
... "\;ho do yot.:. pl.;.y "Jit.'l1 l=f";:Ortl cio thoy li--:c?" (59-60) 
_ _ b. "olbers do you usually ~y1" (61-62) 
7. Desor's Test (Child) 
"Pretem t.hi!l 1s a room where children are playing. Am prstend that these 
are childrsn. Put so_ of these children in the room so thtly ars playing, 
but don't use so -IV' that they ars uncomfor .... ble and cI"'O'oo'ied together." 
(6}-b4) 
COl-1HE1HS 
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APPENDIX D 
INSTRUCTIONS FOR CODING PROTOCOLS 
"Behavior episode" is the name given to any unit of the stream of 
behavior; it is what someone would tell you he is doing, if you asked 
him. The coding will be devoted to determining the exact bounds of 
behavior episodes. You will be given a set of protocols which are in-
tended to c0ntain one behavior episode, although some actions may be in-
cluded at the beginning or at the end, or both, of a protocol that are 
not part of the episode. 
Read each protocol through. Decide what the goal of the behavior 
appears to be. Then, re-read the protocol, examining each action in 
turn. To be included in the behavior episode, each action must conform 
to the three guidelines listed below. Once a behavior episode begins, 
it is ended when the flow of the episode is terminated (by success of 
failure) or interrupted. 
Guidelines for Determining Behavior Episodes 
I. Constancy of Direction--Does the action fall within the flow of the 
episode? 
A. Criteria: 
1. Continuation of earlier action 
2. Renewal of earlier action after forced digression 
3. Action preparing for attainment of goal 
4. Sustained action suddenly ceases when goal is reached 
5. Action articulated with all others (i.e., different 
actions, but continuity of flow) 
6. Action following shortest path to goal (e.g., turning 
away from goal to get around an obstacle) 
7. Action, while varied, parallels movement in setting 
B. Ambiguity 
When in doubt, code for a longer episode (In absence of 
positive indication of change, continue). 
II. Normal Behavior Perspective--Can the person perceive it as a unit? 
A. Criteria 
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1. Change in behavior perspective generally parallels change 
in direction. 
2. Determined by intended terminal position 
B. Ambiguity 
When doubt, code for the shorter episode (In absence of 
positive indicators to the contrary, stop). 
III. Superior Whole Potency--Does the goal of the episode absorb more 
attention than its parts? 
A.· Criteria 
1. If an action has more than one goal, at least one subgoal 
must flow in the same direction as the whole episode. 
2. If an action has only one goal and that goal is not in the 
same direction as the whole episode, t:iat action, no matter 
how brief, terminates the episode. 
B. Ambiguity 
When in doubt, code for a longer episode (In absence of 
positive indication of change, continue). 
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APPENDIX E 
THE MCGUIRE-WHITE SCALE FOR THE MEASUREMENT OF SOCIAL STATUS* 
The McGuire-vfuite Scale for the Measurement of Social Status is a . 
three-part index, composed of scales for Education, Occupation, and 
Source of Income. The scales are similar to those used by Warner, up-
dated end simplified. The scales were used in this study merely to 
provide a simplified system for ranking families; no attempt was made 
to translate the ranks into a specific socio-economic level. Accordingly, 
the scales could be used independently. The Education Scale was not 
used, since almost all the parents were currently enrolled in the Uni-
versity. 
SOURCE OF INCOME SCALE 
The categories of the Source of Income Scale include: 
1. Inherited Savings and investments; "old money." 
2. Earned wealth; "new money." 
3. Profits, fees royalties; executives with profit sharing. 
4. Salary, commission, regular monthly or yearly income. 
5. Hourly wages, piecework. 
6. Odd-jobs, private relief 
7. Public relief or charity 
*Carson ~cGuire & George D. White, The Measurement of Social Status, 
Research Paper in Human Development #3, Department of Educational Psy-
chology, University of Texas, 1955. 
Professional Propri€!tQrs BusinesBmen~e Collar 
1. Lawyer, judge, Large business Top Execs. CPA, NewsP8:--
physician, valued over of Corps., per editor 
professor $100,000 Banks, etc. 
2. HS teacher, Business !1anagers, Accountant, 
other over- valued at Supervisors Insurance, 
4-yr. degree $.50-100 T Real Estate 
J. GS teacher, Business Branch Hgr. Bank & 
other with valued at Salesman of Postal clerks 
4-year degree ~lo-50 T Brand goods 
4. ' Stenogra pher 
Salesperson 
5. Clerk in 
grocery or 
variety store 
6. 
7. Reputed Lawbreakers 
Blue Collar Service 
Small 
contractor 
Foreman, Police 
1-1aster crafts- Captain 
man 
Apprentice, Policeman 
Skilled 
labor 
Semi-skilled tax1driver, 
labor waitress 
Unskilled Domestio & 
labor kitchen 
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